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"Reading Ecclesiastes Drunk" 
by Tony Wilder 
 
this is a collection of my poetry from 2018-2020, it is all more or less 
in chronological order. Hope you enjoy! 
Author's note: Left my introductions and little notes at the start 
because I was going to publish this as 4 separate books, but changed my 
mind. Lucky you. Enjoy!!! 
 
Money is Power 
Better to be feared than respected 
Image is everything 
This world is Hell 
 
Freemason bread and circus - Sports, politics, Hollywood 
Jew and Gentile united to soft genocide the world 
Adam + Eve shoulda never listened to that fuckin' snake 
Change is bad Progress is bad 
Systems of control - When the banks go marchin' in 
Lost in the wires - Everything is disinfo 
Everyone's voice is heard and we're all so fucked up on the lies they 
tell us 
No justice in this Hell - Prison of mirrors - Funhouse prison 
Tears of a clown - Phantom without spirit 
Everyone's so fuckin' stupid 
You are already dead 
 
Systematic automation - Pandemic containment - Endemic annihilation 
Alice in Wonderland - Alice in Hell 
Torment of the dancer - Where have all the dreamers gone? 
Big thoughts for a small cell - Self-Masturbatory Congratulations 
Diseased lethargic braindead Life 
Consumer products for YOUR lifestyle 
Your interests matter... Eat at Schlomo's... 
Saturn consumes joie d' vivre - Ugly Truth 
Transplanting the Void into others 
These 2 eyes are staring at you... my 2 dead black pools... Use the 3rd 
eye 
all my truths are ugly and my delusions pretty 
Devil's toys Devil's playpen Devil's simulation 
Chesire grin... iZombies... This world is Hell 
 
What am I talented enough to eat off of? 
There's no easy answers - There's no quick fixes 
Trapped in a prison of my own making 
God's favorite creation: the Self-aware rat 
Spike my water with LSD-25 and tell me I'm pretty 
The world is my oyster, let it rot away, let it atrophy from misuse 
Brown pearl melody - Whirlwind of shit 
 
Bulletproof glass doors - I can't see anything - The walls are closing in 
- The walls are breathing again 
2 strokes from crazy - As the bird flies - Little White lie - Put your 
skinsuit on - Put your mask on 



Archon prison - Earth as trashheap - Go green kill yourself - Human 
compost pile 
Programming a new reality - The beast walks among us - If I had a gun I'd 
be doing life in jail 
Artificial mannequin - Spirit of confusion - Spirit of poison 
I'm a no-good, rotten degenerate - I don't want you marching behind me - 
I don't want revolution, just spare change 
There's a war on for your mind! - Disinfo kikes - Icke and Jones aren't 
your friend 
Give a man a crumb, a morsel, he thinks he's struck gold - Let them eat 
cake 
The Program gotta be masked somehow - Bitter pill put in a sweet - Yummy 
sweet poison yum yum! 
We all need the antidote - Fuck Israel - All I know is pain - Endless, 
unrelenting pain 
 
---------------"Epiphany @ 4 AM"-------------------- 
The tomb: 4:23 AM - How many times have I been here before? - Lost to 
drugs and escapism 
Wandering the streets at night - Senseless, oblivious, aimless, deceived 
- Insomnia 
Duality in everything - Stuck inside myself - So tuned in with the 
collective unconscious it's killing me 
How many times have I been betrayed? - Never again - The memories come 
flooding back - Truman finds the wall 
Late night drunkenness sitting by the pixellated fireside - Not a 
magician, just a loser 
Hopeless, irrational depression - Active participant in nothing - Atrophy 
- Unbalanced Anima/Animus 
My Do-It-Yourself suicide - Slow and painful death - Death by the side 
door 
What's fake? - What's real? - Fragmented reality - I'm no better or no 
worse off than I've ever been 
All I know is deconstruction - Post-post-post-modern bullshit - This is 
modernity - This is art 
The dying art of sacrifice - Corpse in a rubbish bin - Hipster Death 
This is modern philosophy - Depression, drug abuse, porn addiction, 
suicide - Hikikomori self-termination 
 
--------------------"I'm Okay, Thanks for Asking"----------------- 
Coloring outside the lines to my own detriment - I am split in two 
One million little "me's" running around inside my head 
Why procreate? Life is a bad gift - God as Indian giver 
Women rule this society and noone seems to mind 
There's a flag for everything: Human emotion commodified 
Telling myself there's a light at the end of the tunnel; that's the 
delusion 
Drugs are the best way to delude yourself into some semblance of 
"happiness" 
The only thing set in stone is the tombstone 
Sprinkle my ashes over some great tree 
The epidemic out there; People; Soilent Green is good shit... 
Sun don't shine too bright these days... Dull, grey, monochrome life 
Existence ain't worth the price of admission pal 
Cry me a fuckin' river buddy... this'll be your soul one day - Hardened 
and hollow 
Welcome to the yawning Abyss 
The moths gotten into some poison - Wallow in self-pity - Wallow in filth 
Chasing fiction - Shooting stars - Black out the sun 
Looking in on the outside of the outside - Fringe addict 



 
---------------------"Hanging myself with the Bible Belt"---------------- 
What does it mean to be human? - What's the LD50 on mental pain? - Your 
institutions made me this way 
Pay to support my sad existence or else don't act so shocked when I take 
away those you love 
I've tried your rules, I'm sick of your games - You people are the 
monsters not me 
It's my time to shine... to hurt, to kill 
CIA's useful goy-cattle - My blood is on your hands - Internet demon 
Kill the cameras and think for yourself 
Hakenkreutz fanboys and useful corporate queers 
I wish I was a woman - I wish I was never born - I wish I was dead 
Fuck your lies - Fuck your bullshit "cures" 
Y'all are scared by what you don't understand 
I am not by nature a threatening man 
Don't put your God to the test... 
 
---------------------"Falling Asleep in the Spider's Web"----------------
-- 
Get your #hashtags, let's go to war! - Neutralized social media whore 
Living online the hot new craze - Pixels consuming your internal rage 
You hate yourself but that's so passe! - Let's see what the Twitter say 
Drunken, stupid, fat America - Toss in WiFi - Nobody cares, man 
You and your sad, pathetic life - Making sport of losers - Bullying has 
evolved 
Gangstalk Police - Dance to our song or be terminated - Lost in the 
clicks of soft enslavement 
Right where they want us; Confused and on the phone - Nothing but a 
useless Machine drone 
Nothing but a faggot for the CIA's globalist mindfucking 
WorldWideDecay - Souls lost to sin, Moloch's way 
Trump's a dumbass but you're no better - Cruelty-free castration sweater 
I fucking hate you people - So I can't play your little games? - Who 
cares what a "mentally ill" has to say? 
Tailored machines for ULTRA program - Go die in a fire, see what I care 
World gets sicker - Program gets better - Go make right with Mecha-Christ 
before you die 
 
----------"Seeing the world thru Technicolor eyes"-------- 
CIA mind control - Designer drugs - The wave of the future 
Gnashing of teeth - Weeping in bed 
Arms outstretched to the sky - God never answers 
Weeping into the Abyss - Why God? - Why? 
Running around in circles forever 
Moth laughter - Butterfly tears 
My life has no purpose - I will die alone 
 
------------"frozen_in_time.exe"----------------- 
Eerie dreams and lucid nightmares - Lurid tortures of a twisted mind 
Self-sacrifical bloodlust of the phones 
Take me, break me, poke me, bleed me, breed me, breed me, breed me 
Breeding Cow - Golden Calf - Killing joke - Final laugh 
Delusions of the fast and sleazy 
Losing your mind is deceptively easy 
 
I threw my life away - Pain is all thats real - Accept no substitute 
Manufactured sorrow - Memories of a fractured past 
Pieces of the broken mirror - Fear of death - Fear of life 
Trapped in Purgatory - Stuck in a maze 



Systems Failure - Shut it all down - The goyim know 
My body is a trash heap 
Earth as dumpster fire 
 
Drugs to ease the pain of knowing too much 
Living the same day over and over and over 
Everything we do is reducible to one principle: avoidance of pain 
Drowning in a monochrome whirlpool; All I know is pain 
Broken mirrors and butterfly tears 
Paint the whole world gray like my inner demons 
Programmed extinction; Self-termination 
The profound emptiness of it all 
Sacred dream garden 
Dark knowledge 
The beast inside of me 
 
Jewish psychopathy on a worldwide scale 
Full scale, full stop, world of grey, world of hurt, world of pain 
Demoralization psyops and cloaking tech 
God will deliver me from this Americana Abyss 
Lead-based plastic - Microwave tech - Radiologist spastic 
Peeling the layers back - Metarealist fantasy 
Using a fine-toothed comb on my anguish 
The computer god - Baal screams - Death in the blue screen 
Lines of code - Cocaine apathy - The emptiness inside me 
 
Grab your life partner, grab your dashiki, big gay Kwanza bash at my 
house! 
Next phase of human evolution: manic, autistic, transsexual 
Nootropics numale - Sethian shemale - Transfiguration of the Eye 
Horus' pyramid - HAARP Halliburton halo over my grave 
Tomb of the forgotten - Hexagon hieroglyph - Celebrity cipher 
Cracking the code - Paperclip spider 
Bluebeam tweetstorm - Guidance 4 lost soulz - Anubis cradle 2 Grave 
We were meant to be Gods but Adam and Eve dropped the ball 
 
Baphomet, Belial, and Samael walk into a bar... Torturing the Chaos slave 
American pleasuredome ISIS Toyota terrorstage 
They're all mexicans in masks in front of a greenscreen anyways 
Gettin' nice and comfy in Hollywood metal cage 
 
MONARCH pumpdrone's frenzied fapping 
Celebrity worship 
Celebrity small penis humilation hypno 
Kill the president when we say your triggerphrase 
Diamonds are forever - Your life isn't 
 
Survival of the sexiest - Tragedy in a laughing clown mask - Crying until 
my mascara runs off 
Modern societal - Artificial Collapse - The Singularity has passed 
Hey Alexa, boss the meatslaves around! - Hormone-based digital prison - 
Sexual healing 
World full of rusty steak knives - WorldOnline - EMP surge - Pixel's pain 
- Despair in the NewWorld© 
Weeping - Gnashing teeth - Nowhere to run, nowhere to hide - Nothing to 
fear - Becoming dead inside 
IMF trust-fundie - Names on a screen - Numbers in a terminal - The 
horrors I've seen... 
Experience the only thing that counts - Streetwise young hood - 
Manipulate 'em, psych 'em out 



Fucking your way to the top - Rothschild's Central Banking Cartel 
Massacre 
 
-------Prayin' 4 tha Solar Flare: the mixtape"------- 
All things come to an end - Death is inevitable 
What kinda monster actually WANTS to live forever? 
Soft, emotional, likable exterior masking cold, detached, mechanical 
inside 
I just plain don't like people - Leave me the fuck alone 
I'm ready to die whenever man, it makes no difference to me... 
Human filth - We all die eventually - Some go before their time 
Life is a pointless, cruel thing 
 
Crucifixion of the innocent - Omnicide: the killing breath 
Devourment of the new flesh - Parasites taking; nothing's left 
Computer God pleasure slave - My joy in unrelenting pain 
I simultaneously disgust myself and think that I'm God 
All Lives Splatter - Kill' em all 666 - Hail Myself 
 
Loneliness is the absence of Time 
So fake it's real - Copycat Syndrome 
Patchwork Pastique - Frog picture chaos god 
Little bit of everything mushed together into a new deity 
The writhing, quivering, terrifying whole 
Moth with legs & teeth 
Eat or be eaten... 
 
Penis envy - Violence against women is good 
The new dawn of trans sisterhood 
Burn it all down - Kill the rich 
Demiurge Playground 
Kill my brain, kill me kill me kill me 
Too smart to work - Too woke to live 
Born too early to explore the wired VR cybernetic NWO pyramid complex 
Born too late to explore the Earth 
Born just in time to jerk your life away to yummy pixels 
Delicious Porn Goddess - Mommy Meat - Goddess loves us all 
Born for Porn 2020... All the visionaries die before their time 
 
----"Rain in Cardiff (LoFi - Beats - Vapor)"---- 
Lady Liberty's panties are showing 
I dream of Technicolor apocalypse 
No artists, no visions, no creatives, no dreams 
Just mindless drudgery, factories, smog, bureaucracy 
Manufacturing 12" dildos for $1.50 an hour in the 3rd World 
Is there an emoji for that? 
Zoning laws, Nature as commodity, wealth inequality 
The chains of technology 
Electricity will be the death of the West 
 
Brainwashed generation of addicts and cowards 
Consumers: overgrown children 
Thought criminals and tech-savvy zombies 
Marching lockstep to the Monsanto tune 
Submitting wholely to Halliburton 
Letting MONARCH program overwhelm you 
Flooded by endorphins - Dopamine junkie - No salvation 
Agenda 21 and mass censorship for American softslaves 
Can't just go around hurting Amazon's bottomline now can we? 
Willing slaves to capital 



Nuke this gay Earth 
 
Endless entertainment - Mind occupation 
Military-Industrial mind control 
Death to America 
The American Dream is dead and buried 
No country for White men 
Alice in Wonderland - Crushing Butterfly 
Down the Rabbithole 
World full of their symbols 
MK or the Highway 
 
-------------"TSA patdown erotica"----------------- 
Half Life 3 confirmed amirite Reddit?!? - Toxic masculinity despacito 
meme AIDS 
Hail Eris - hmmmm... based! - Redpilled tradwaifu - Niggerjew 
Blinded by the systems sun - The moon is fake - it's all a stage - We 
live on a greenscreen 
Microchipping the animals - Technocracy - Hypnotronic tranny orgasm 
Black centipede searching for a vein on the computer - Heaping insult on 
the shitpile 
Android Rights - Computer wife - Transhumanist apes - Futurist chimps 
Baal worship on a QWERTY scale - Just STFU and take the chip 
Nanobot Nanotech - The agencies control everything - Golden Bull Worship 
He said She said BackPage gossip - Snitch on your neighbor - Turn in your 
brother 
No loyalty, No cares, just one slow-motion trainwreck... 
My dad works at Nintendo, I don't care, I don't even care! I get all the 
newest Call of Duty without preorder!!! 
Suck my dick you fucking nerds - Against Technology - Despacito meme AIDS 
 
------"1950's housewife meets big booty femboi"------- 
Sitting on my fat ass playing Super Smash Bros for the millionth time 
If i was a girl my eccentricities would be "cute" 
A rough day as a shut-in beats a good day of work 
You can't spell 'happiness' without 'penis' <3 
Technology has accelerated the process of turning shit into wine 
People that have never had to suffer any in life are fucking braindead 
Life giving lemons? - Turd in the punchbowl - Speak softly and Void 
Worship 
Going in circles like a stray dog chasing it's tail 
Death is the only escape from this man-made Hell 
 
The city is an organism of its own - Population control 
Inner workings of the hideous bureaucratic Machine 
Overly socialized, feminine-spirited softslaves and the handlers that 
"love" them 
You're all blinded by the hypercapitalist, consumerist work of the soul 
rippers 
Totally and completely caught unawares by some hardcore Zionist filth 
De-humanized and deprived agency over your own life - Autonomy is dead 
and gone 
People are nothing but barcodes, numbers, ID cards 
The prison expands - Grey, lifeless, concrete - Everything is lifeless 
and without soul 
Half-uttered sympathies from an overthinker - Conform, Consume, Die 
A spirit reduced to ashes lying amongst the rubbish on the trashheap of 
"Progress" 
Mechanistic turnings and whirrings - The Machine takes no prisoners 
Technological balancing act - Life caught in the wires 



Press 2 for English, press 666 for code 
The cryptic genocide of the willing cancer patients of industrial society 
I'm swimming, doing laps in the Void 
I'm laughing with obscure gods of sleep at you "people" 
This is life - This is technological slavery 
 
Pixellated opium - Dopamine data dream - Click button, achieve Gnosis 
Sophia's mad creation pissed drunk at the wheel 
The great big Voigt-Kampf in the sky 
Commercially-sold wiretap for the home - The Human Machine 
Godless materialist yelping - ejaculate of 13 Families 
Rage against the Technocracy 
A ghost beyond your grasp - A system beyond human control 
It comes obscured in code - Darkness and binary - Damn the Phoenicians 
The ill-gotten gains of Israel's American puppet state 
Bald eagles, apple pie, and forced detainment - Mandatory feminization 
Grease the wheels with the blood of White men 
Porous, gooey mass of "humanity" all lookin' for a fuckin' handout 
Cut out the frontal lobe - Spay the kitten - The Butterfly Effect 
Ego tripping with the Datura spirit - Elucidations of a broken mind 
Shrill metallic laughter - Television Ghost 
 
----------"Ouroboros Weeping 2024"------- 
Reality breakdown - Systems affliction - Peer group neutralized - We're 
all conditioned 
Alpha/Omega resistance - Adaptation of the snake - Poison is nutritious 
Black moths and rainbow butterflies - Chancing risky business - Caught in 
the wires 
Cowardly lion - Champion's Heart - Body atrophied - Corpse of the Mayans 
2019 Year of the Holy Cock - Semen indoctrination - Spellbound by the 
clock 
Tick tick tick - System never stops - Cumming on the web - Spiderweb Orgy 
- God as locust 
Prostitution in Babylon - This is the new wave - Brutalist jungle of 
concrete - Delta wave slave 
You haven't lived 'til you've tried this! - Wizard magic - Society as 
Abyss 
Abcess of knowledge - Stop tuning in, turn off the screen, achieve Zen 
Repeating integer - Broken symmetry - Masonic temple - What my mind sees 
Third eye blind - Third eye telemetry 
 
Data harvesting - Human conglomerate - Corporate snake charmers 
Death's soothing tones - The near-silent dirge of despair 
Omega program electric stalking extravaganza 
More surveillance - More cameras - The impenetrable computer fortress 
All eyes on the 2-way mirrors - Nielsen Family 
Report all suscipious non-activity to your local thought controller 
We care - We listen - :) 
Neighborhood Gangstalking Watch - Non-Conformity is a crime 
All things that don't make the elite richer are crimes 
Electronic Psychic Warfare - It's all fucked 
It's all a Luciferian system of mind control 
 
Hedonic hostility - Heartbreak Hosea - Drifting along 
Thoughtcrime computer slayer - Retrograde amnesia - Mind control upgrade 
Vaporized black clouds - Chesire cat grinning at you 
Bring me down, pick me up - Beauty in the turnip truck 
Floundering my chances - Withering ashore 
I don't love myself anymore 
Recognize me? - Archetype of the clown 



Fox firefight - Phoenix with a frown 
Transgender shapeshifter - Burn it all down 
City screams - Centipede mirror - See it all so very clearer 
Delightfully drowned - Vortex of confusion 
Manifesting dissolution 
Sowing the seeds of violent retribution 
Kill the Maker - Denied restitution 
Deny your Maker - Silenced pollution 
Suicide is the final solution 
 
-----"Pseudo-Intellectual Neckbeard Elucidations 2029"------- 
I don't give a fuck about your sense of community 
I don't care about your false racial unity 
Neutered by the institutions trusting in the Establishment 
I don't give a fuck about the angels God sends 
Every man a beast Every man a slave 
Cage made outta money 
I don't fucking want the things you have 
Independent thinkers all wear rags 
Nation emasculation 
Every man a god, unleash the power within 
Revolution Now! 
Spineless American Coward 
Take your flags and shove 'em 
Nobody cares 
You softslaves love it 
 
------"Philosopher's Suicide: Nauseated by Existence"------ 
Controlled bleeding - can you feel my aching stone heart beating? 
Fallen world lost to symbols - Check the clock 
Little white dove caught in the gears of Father Time 
Interpret it however the hell you want 
I'm a saint I'm a sinner I'm lost at sea 
Baphomet's unionized lunch hour 
Nobody really loves the unwanted outcast 
 
There you are dead and gone - Singing same old familiar song 
HnnNnhnNg'ing and NnNnGnghgNghg'ing into the night 
Retarded by voices - Endless fright 
Military precision - Industry in mind 
The watchers know - Nowhere to hide 
Who'll you turn to when the devils in your eye? 
Holy Penis Stagefright 
 
---------"Hyperrealist Truman Delusion"-------- 
NaUsEaTeD aT tHe BaNaLiTy Of ExIsTeNcE cOpYcAt SyNdRoMe 
SlEePiNg At ThE wHeEl DiViNe InTeRvEnTiOn ScAr ReTeNtIoN 
wAiTiNg To HeAr ThE wHiStLiNg WiNdS oF cHaNgE 
iS tHiS aLl ThErE iS? tAkE mE aWaY 
sOnIc PlAgIaRiSm LiFe In GlAsShOuSeS 
uRgE tO kIlL hUrTiNg OtHeRs To GeT oFf 
EvErYdAy ObJeCt MaGiC eSsEnCe 
BoRn To SuFfEr CoUnT yOuR bLeSsInGs 
CrItIcAl FaIlUrE sYsTeMs TeStInG 
 
Family headache blood relation stressor 
Choking to death 
Politicized sorrow 
No future no tomorrow 
Feed me pills 



Forbidden fruit 
God the sadist 
Gnostics knew 
Wrestling the demiurge 
Fuck you too 
 
-----"Abaddon Takes Me 1999"------ 
Memories of a maniac trapped in Purgatory 
A time to live and a time to die - Foolish pride 
Nostalgia for somewhere I've never been 
Nostalgia for someone I've never known 
The real me is dead - Fortune favors too few 
Burning down the nest - To have never been is best 
Addict's tears devoid of empathy 
I'm not scared of Hell I face it daily 
Destroy this broken flesh and make a mess of me 
You people can all go to Hell 
 
Debtor's prison - Eternal poverty - blase interpretations on the 
butterfly moth dichotomy 
Red White and Blue - We are all slaves - Death of an individual - Looney 
bin groupthink 
Learning to cope with the terrors of this horrible world 
Jewish monopoly - We decide who does what - Outsiders stay in your lane 
Don't try to rise above your station - Class conscious protester - Nobody 
cares nobody listens 
Burn down D.C. - Satan was a politician - Bathroom Ghost Onanism 
One World Government - The whole world's a prison 
Wipe the slate clean and start all over - No humans - No life now 
We are all human animals - Deny your handlers 
 
Life on the fringes been outcast for no good goddamn reason 
Life is a 5,000-piece puzzle and God swallowed a few of 'em just to keep 
us on edge 
Psycho with a pen; Artist driven mad by his genius 
They won't let me have any pride or dignity; fuck 'em 
Human boomerang nutcase - Pandora's Box is a blue makeup bag 
Slow dopamine drip - Creeping fear - Impending doom - Dreading whats near 
 
----"Anders Breivik kills 78, gets an Xbox and internet access. BRB, 
moving to Norway"--- 
God is dead; I killed him in 1993 
No joy in living - its curtains for me 
Comatose daydreams of a total failure 
Praying for death but no angel was there 
Surrending to demons - You reap what you sow 
Pressure cooker nail bomb - Take 'em with me as I go... 
Dead at the starting blocks 
 
Seperation from the Divine - Demons watching over me 
Tingles down my spine - Defilement in the Abyss 
Will I live to see 33? - Living like this is killing me 
I've yet to find meaning in my life and I probably never will 
I am a man of taste and culture... and I need a fuckin' drink 
 
I see right through you. You are me, I am you. 
Ego detached from body, Prisoner to this flesh, Living on autopilot 
There is no I, i'm an abstraction, Being without form 
Soul without spirit, Noone's really in control of their own life 
Trust nobody authority exists to be questioned 



United States of Weimerica 
I am God I am Satan I am what you animals could be... 
You fuckin' drone 
Worthless slaves to Rockefeller 
 
The slow death Internet lifestyle version of fading away 
Gradually drying out on the rocks 
Stranded down here at rock bottom 
I like you when you're drunk 
I can't stand you when you're sober 
 
Humanity deprived of it's essence 
Zombies on a sinking ship 
Fake it 'til you make it 
I'd never leave the house if I could get away with it 
Need a proper home first... 
Giving advice to the suicidal: like pouring petrol on a burning man 
Everyone so damn quick to put they 2 cents in... 
Shit in one hand get a job with the other 
 
-------"Blackpilled Rotter Stand-up Routine"------------ 
Funny man funny funny funny man - The cameras are hidden and always on 
I'm not sick, just laughing - Morality plays in the world of Mammon 
I'd sell my soul for a handjob and $7.34 - Don't give me schtick, I got 
real problems 
Fragments of my past fuckin' with my comfort in the present 
I'm so tired of being alive - The Void beckons - Sounding Death's trumpet 
It's a miracle I'm even alive but I sure as shit didn't ask for it 
American living will take your soul 
We aren't equipped for these modern, cosmopolitian lifestyles 
Human vanity - Cruelty flesh animal - We've all devolved into something 
inhuman 
Modern, mechanical monstrosisty - Internet mind control under the reign 
of Baphomet 
Baal is better - Let the omega brainwaves set in - Self-extinct species 
Dreams of the seeker - Life under PRISM - Human torture analytics 
Removing the pains of manhood - Chemically created Barbie gurl 
 
----"Circus sex ghosts and Zeuhl"----- 
Gender neutral slavery - Objects own you 
Humanism is a joke - Misanthropy is king 
Do drugs - Hail Satan - Nothing matters 
Jewish controlled police state optimists 
Sunshine and rainbows is the real psychosis 
Shut it down oy vey 
Waiting for the federales to gun me down 
 
Dying a little everyday - Losing the will to go on 
Fight for what? Die for what? 
Too cowardly to pull the trigger... 
Life isn't worth living - Yearning for death 
Living just to sleep - Dreams better than reality 
Prozac zombie muttering fresh blasphemies 
 
-------"Marionette Memories"------- 
Lazy days & sleepless nights - Pill-operated tranny doll 
Slaneeshi sex slave - Marionette with a cock 
Cum-drenched Gnosis - Edge goon leak - HnnnNhnnHnNnhnNngG 
Embrace the absurd - Dreams of Doomsday 
Golden egg with code wrote on it 



A poet, a prophet, and a madman walk into a bar... No squares allowed... 
Amateur theology power hour in the temple of the eye 
King tramples on the backs of butterflies 
Long-necked goose - Peace frog - Crow pie 
Eat lead faggot 
Transforming extraordinary pain into grotesque art to pass the time 
 
----"Guns, Lean, and Mermaids: the Mixtape"-------- 
Senseless passage of time - Easy living on Elm Street 
Everyday is more absurd than the last 
Who cares? If you don't care, then I don't either... 
How much tragedy can one man take? 
Saint-like patience - Complacency in Erisian temple 
Shadowboxing the television Set - EMF-induced Baphomet 
Lillith makes love like a dead fish 
 
Living on the brink of insanity - Exist to exist - Is pain failure? 
Failure/Success - Thin line/Same coin 
Demons possess me everyday - I will never die 
I against I - Clear ya head 
Basic human decency - There's nothing basic or human about it 
The lies we all tell ourselves... 
Cut me cut me cut me rape me hurt me hurt me hurt me 
I love you I love you I love you I don't need you... 
Chasing pixel dragons - Dope fiend dreams 
Time and Space and the little gaps in-between 
Dance in cement shoes - Picking the lock on Heaven's gate 
 
--------"pRaYiNg InSiNcErElY tO mY 9MM"---------- 
CaN yOu HeAr Me gOd? I'm AlIvE iN sIn, DeAd WiTh No FaItH oR hOpE 
i GoT sOmE hArD qUeStIoNs FoR yA pHoNy AsS 
i NeEd MoNeY, fUcK hArDsHiP tIrEd Of StRuGgLiN' 
wIsDoM oF tHe AnCiEnTs; Y'aLl FaKe As FuCk 
Do YoU hEaR mY wEePiNg? SoUnDs A lOt LiKe LaUgHtEr... 
 
--------"loss prevention best practices"------ 
Out here feelin' Deja vu constantly. Don't know about no 'out here', 'cuz 
I'm trapped in bed 
I'm slowly growing depraved... Loser loses his Time; Dreams vs reality - 
My broken mind 
Taxpayer infertility.Capitalist.DIY lobotomy.CIA y'all pussies. 
Hypnotized by the lies of globalist censorship? (((Me too))) Frankfurt 
School. paradigm split 
The MONARCH melody - American Panopticon - Muffled screaming behind duct 
tape 
This is the furiousity of a broken spirit. You SCUM... hear my Rage 
MK thought police MK Doomsday MK 2020 MK needs your vote 
#Illuminati gone viral - Spreading the memetic virus - this is a soft 
genocide 
Post-Traumatic life's a curse disorder 
Hatred of humans is good. Renouncement of life is best. Ideological Life 
Refusal 
Going cumatose in your pinwheel eyes and little black dress 
Making martyrs outta ghosts then selling the corpse to DisneyWorld 
Madness of Moloch - World in Distress 
 
deep sense of loss for something i'm not sure i've ever had 
let it deteriorate let it get worse 
all roads to "recovery" lead to wageslavery stress 
their world, their lies. their vision, NOT MINE 



i am an important person 
i just wanna sleep until i die 
god has shown me some shit god has laid burdens on my heart 
tortured by my own genius i don't want anything at all 
walking zombie bury me in the bedroom 
breathing sarcophagus 
god wants works, satan deserves this world 
too smart to live and too dumb to die 
there's nothing wrong with me 
i don't wanna "get better" 
rat in a race chasin' poisoned cheddar 
 
------"peopleinhellwanticewater"-------- 
2019 year of the zombie year of the moth 
year of death decay obliteration 
the pills do nothing flush them all 
i don't want this fucking world 
i don't need you fucking people 
god versus autosuggestion 
 
-------"high on diphenhydramine mushing barcodes together into a god"----
---- 
Toyotathon federal holiday - iZombie iDiot - sloth-like Cymbalta glutton 
Fine crop of Southern ignoramuses 
Bleating sheep baa-baa-baa-ing all the way home for mind control 
Technology is our enslavement - MONARCH lifestyles 
Neutralizing threats to one world government before they arise 
One World under Baphomet - New Temple, Same 'ol moneylenders 
when you 15 minutes into idol worship and chill and he... 
All authority should be toppled and overthrown 
You crazy bastards don't ever think or question anything, but I'm the 
strange one?!?!? 
I refuse to brek my back for our Zionist overlords; guess I'm "mentally 
ill" (put a shrugging emoticon here) 
Medicated, sedated, psychotic; Everyone's a dope fiend 
Total Information Awareness - Putting the final touches on total control 
Careless socialites - Human intellect now has a price - Stoned Ape finds 
iPhone, kills us all 
Your "God" is a genocidal maniac - the Antichrist walks among us but 
y'all just blind 
Cloaking Tech - Heart attack gun - CIA WORLDWIDE TORTURE - We live in a 
society 
MegaCorp Inc. educated young dropout - Drop out of society and reap the 
Pepsi rewards 
Coasting thru life on Daddy's credit - (((Hollywood pedophile))) grooming 
Miss Iowa 2015 into a pornstar 
I'm a pretty girl too - I'm a fucking deadbeat - Give me Free Shit - 
Everyone's a retard but me 
 
-----"Saturn Rising; 777 Do What Thou Wilt"------- 
Brawn over Brain: push through the pain 
Game Over: programmer's reign 
Jew mind control - Blood red tears - Fragments of reality - Never fear 
Living for others: where the fuck are they now? 
Hating the sheeple and their sacred cow 
Christ died for nothing 'cuz we wouldn't listen 
Satanic planet - Electric prison 
 
------"New World Disorder"------- 
Plastic Barbie Blonde - Celebrity MONARCH Trigger 



Reagan sex kitten - International oxygen supply world event 
Need mo' money 4 dat grid-array system 
RoundUp Cornflakes - Soybean numale - Android tranny 
Bull worship 4 goyim - Ein Sof Now 
 
Sex drugs and rock n' roll only good shit in life 
The world is not enough for me and I am too much for this world 
Roll some filler and lemme get back to my blow and hookers 
Hail Slaanesh 
 
------"smokin' crack behind the sistine chapel"------ 
Dada impressions of a confused world 
Hiding behind the mask - Seeking meaning 
Vanity ruined the garden of eden 
No mirrors in ancient times and thank yahweh for that! 
You ever stare at yourself so hard it kills you? 
Ants and insects in a marching band 
Surrealist freakshow 
Facebook hivemind 
Hail Baal Hail Saturn Hail Caesar 
 
MaN vErSuS mAcHiNe MaN vErSuS gOd 
LiTtLe GrEeN pIlLs MaKe YoU "hApPy" 
DoN't KiLl YoUrSeLf MaKe OtHeRs RiCh FiRsT 
sKuLlFuCkInG tHe LuMpEnPrOlEs 
DeAd FiSh FiStFuCk 
HaNdLeR sLaUgHtErHoUsE 
pUpPeT mAsSaCrE 
PuTtInG tHe I iN eGo SiNcE 1993 
bLiNd DeItY sIxTh SeNsE tInGlInG 
 
early morning apathy wanking life away 
most known unknown with reality fetish 
hermit in the city 
take drugs and roam the desert 
the world is your oyster 
my world is rotten bleak and grey 
building my own sarcophagus 
death chamber fulla papers art and broken memories 
eating glass shards 
comforting androgyny 
danger in the twilight zone 
 
journey to nowhere 
keeping a written record of my overwhelming loneliness 
life is speeding outta control 
my life is nothing 
it's all a crock of shit 
gibberish on a page 
recording the mundane 
minutiae of a wasted life 
all thats left to do is write and wait to die 
note to future generations: don't be like me 
 
-----"inveigled sympathy 2006"--------- 
Decadent middle-class lifestyle: Too cool 2 starve 
Prophet of Untruth: Open your third eye and see what I see 
Failed artist, failed man, demons in me, understand??? 
there's nothing to lose and all to gain when your life is neverending 
pain 



Fuck it! roll them dice 
Baphomet snake eyes: Too proud 2 die 
I'll live forever in this broken life 
 
Welcome to my nightmare 
One breakdown from the brink 
In seclusion waiting to die 
Southern belle aberration 
Post-Modern horseshit 
Esoteric teen angst type thing 
No outlet, No release, Never gonna make it brahs 
 
Another one of those dreamy artist types 
Just another wasted life 
Adventure, love lost, it's all led nowhere 
No home, no future, no hope for tomorrow 
Painfully and hopelessly trapped in the moment 
Death's disappointment 
Angel dust fairy fuck demon 
Corrupted maniac 
Life asks for too damn much 
 
Life on the road - Drifting forever 
A silent, uneventful death for a miserable life 
Sex is real power - Fuck society 
Red glasses wearing yuppie bites sour grape News at 11 
Schaennfreude is one Hell of a drug 
Spirit of poison 
Spirit of bitterness 
Venom spitting phantom 
Kill 'em all 2019 year of the ghost 
 
--------"Laughter in Babylon"-------- 
Dead in Christ - Alive in Sin 
Diamonds are forever... life isn't 
I don't wanna fight the programming anymore 
America's Sweetheart turns America's Whore 
Void inside me - Sleep forever - I don't wanna exist 
 
--------"Woe isn't me, I am woe"------------ 
Suicide is rational - Don't call for help - Existence as punishment 
Take me away God - Hanging myself with a rope 
I'd sell my soul for money fuck it 
Drink myself to death and wait for my Final Judgment 
Don't call anyone 'cuz noone can help me 
Noone can help me but myself, and I don't even want to 
 
GCHQ 5 Eyes - Inbred MONARCH in the house of lords - Unlearnt new action 
Fascist totalitarian animal farm breeding factory 
Race genocide - Robo-warfaring tribes of Luciferian New World Order 
A real moneymaker of a 12 year old child bride 
Homeless people's pineal glands sure do taste good 
Boy, those damn Saudis sure do turn up in some STRANGE places! 
Hell is a place on Earth, and Heaven is pure imagination 
Man is the bastard child of Lillith and Satan 
Pray to the death that you'll become - Pray to the Void - Just don't take 
goyim' shiny toys! 
Ted Kaczynski didn't go far enough - White Power 
 
-----"Computer Sunrise, East Los Angeles, 5:30AM"------- 



Cluttered mind - American Psychosis - Labelled insane and destined to 
wander 
The art of deprogramming sleeping goyim 
Save your breath dipshit, noone listens to the prophets 
Celestial being made of Light - Dissolution of the temple 
The King of Hearts' reality is fading out again... 
EMP attack - ULTRA mindfuck - NWO puppetmaster 
Stench of sex and cigarettes on the Emperor's clothes - Eminent Domain; 
Imminent Death 
Eye of Horus and Asherah pole - God doesn't care 
Smash all the screens - Pixellated lust demon - Escaping rays of Light 
 
Skip boring middle get to the good shit - Violated by existence 
Die young and prosper versus Live long and suffer 
The suburbs are a Hell all their own - Synchronized smoothbrain clapping 
Life's so full of excitement that I'm about to fuckin' explode 
Seperated from the herd - Detached from my Self - There's gotta be more 
to life than this 
 
-----"Victim of circumstance vs Man as his own God"----- 
Ethics 4 tha goyim - Lawlessness 4 tha "chosen" - Skeletons 4 my closet 
Look at my barren, calloused heart and laugh you monsters 
Lookin' like Lillith in my pink fuck-me pumps 
Fishnets made of human flesh - The devil in drag givin' out poison kisses 
Trilateral Commison make-out session; Fortune 500 child orgy 
xXx_Absolute_MankillerxXx xoxoxo 
Nothing matters in our lives - Leave a pretty corpse - SkyNet Rising 
 
Life in isolation - Phony need for validation 
Don't let (((them))) catch you napping... 
Too damn aware; too little to do with it 
American fixation on image 
Massacre the innocent 
Go fuck yourself and the "moral high ground" you rode in on 
Humanity is scum just Samson Option and let's be done with it 
 
CaReLeSs ExPrEsSiOnS oF mAlIcE oN a GlOoMy tUeSdAy NiGhT 
dEcApItAtEd YoUnG dReAmEr CoNtEmPlAtEs SuIcIdE 
tHe PaRtY aNiMaL's DyInG gaSp 
To PrOcReAtE iS tHe GrAvEsT sIn Of ThEm AlL 
 
death taxes and fat asses 
get a real job 
go to school 
get a wife, a dog, 2.5 kids, a picket fence 
fuck society 
fuck its imposed "morals" 
fuck its "social values" 
shut the hell up and turn the lights out 
let me drown in the gutter in peace 
the world has defeated me 
the world has broken my spirit 
we weren't meant to live like this 
whatever 
 
Pathological Altruism: being too nice for your own good 
The world broke me - You win, you win, assholes!!! 
Misanthropy: pure, unbridled hatred of man 
Fuck all you self-centered jerkoffs and your dumb pet causes 
I can hide behind an aloof nature and a smile... it's all a lie 



If we are the image of God, then he's one ugly bastard 
Escapism: you can't put a price tag on that! 
America the police state 
Red state 
Blue state 
You're all a buncha cowards, punks, finks, snakes 
Leave me alone to kill myself slowly... I detest this fucking world 
 
-------"5G FleshWave Technologies, Inc."----- 
Feeding off the scraps of the winner's table 
Life's a beach; Victory willing 
Glorify the meek - Terminal conditioning - Be unforgiving 
Too big to fail; trusting in mankind 
Lay down and rot 
American Electronic Hell 
 
-----"Screeching Banshee Violent Death 1999"----- 
Demonomania Option Paralysis 
Take my mind, make 'em sweat a little... 
So many devils, so little time... 
Biblical Fanfiction 
Life as performance art 
Haha jokes on you! I was only pretending to be possessed... 
COINTELPRO retard goes HnNnnNhNngNnhnG 
Money money money money money 
If you ain't with me, you're against me 
Hail Mammon 
 
---"ensnaringdoveswithfiberopticcable"---- 
Brutalist dreams of concrete and steel 
The Indigo Children of ULTRA mindfuckery need a meme prophet 
There is no conspiracy... take your meds... 
AI Gods and life in the wired 
JIDF-paid transhumanism shill 
Bureaucratic Zombie Life 3.0 
Disobey Disobey Disobey 
Caught in the wires 
 
Addict sentimentality - Porn dragon - Making money - Quit acting 
Fake it 'til ya make it - Sober has-been 
Shake that moneymaker honey 
Hookin' out the singlewide - Carolina traffic 
Save your breath noone cares to help you 
Praying insincerely to demons for the thrill of it 
Xdressed, spun out, and raisin' Hell 
Brain in a vat - Body on a meathook 
Happy pills and the noose 
 
Trek into the desert as some class of prophet 
Bird never flew too good on one wing 
Pray to ME you sheep I'M GOD I'M GOD I'M GOD 
We suffer but the pint makes it all go away 
The devil can have my immaterial soul, I don't fuckin' need it 
Only suckers play by the rules; Morality is a cope 
Eat or be eaten and don't come half-steppin' 
Doing 80 in a 45 with the roof down 
Fuckin' Clown World out there man... 
 
---------"Operant Conditioning Daydream"----------- 
Cussin' like a sailor - Workin' like a mule 



All my thoughts are burying me alive 
My brain is ripping itself apart 
Burning down the ivory tower - Hoarding emeralds 
My best ideas come when I'm drunk 
Retracting into my shell - Computer error - Biological dead end 
Transcend this broken flesh 
Learned helplessness: thoughts from the Abyss 
Reverse psychology only works on fools 
We're all monkeys with a shit-eating grin and capability to self-destruct 
The Siren's Song sounds a little better and better by the day 
 
----"American Vanity 2002"---- 
All you fucking people make me sick 
Trapped in the mirror - just another possession demon inside 
IBM taught me a lesson - Branded cattle - Slave to material - Demon 
outside 
Shards of glass: nothing's left, nothing's real 
All you fucking people make me sick 
Did Doc Cameron put you up to this? Maggots, cunts, pricks 
Ronald McDonald house of Satan 
SICK SICK SICK 
Letting demon out 
Making them listen 
You fucking people make me sick 
 
-----"lasvegasacidtripnovember1989"---- 
Life on the outside - Life on a losing streak 
Life is a cancer - Oversocialized diamorphine 
Whitey's still on the moon - Manchild daydream 
Ancient texts - Gnosis on Main Street 
Praying to the Void - Anthro-tinction 
No Life Now - Mass deletion 
Autosexual rotting bones - Eat my brain 
Emperor moth - Acid rain 
Caught in the spider's web 
All I do is suffer - Feel no pain 
Work averse hearse 
Devil take me away 
 
------"CyBeRhOlOcAuSt 2023"------- 
Scar tissue accumulation - Rockefeller's godless nation 
Jewish mind poison - Brain atrophy - Track those dissidents! 
Coiled snake ready to strike - Broken Ouroboros - Take George Soros' life 
Skinner's shiny digital toy - Mind control girl/boy 
Sacred feminity idol draped in gold + purple 
Futuristic nihilated existence - Abaddon - Digital affliction 
Infecting the hivemind with obedience conditioning 
 
Religion 4 hypocrites, Opium 4 tha masses 
Anti-intellectualism: nobody wants awareness of gaping chasm 
Yawning Abyss 
Heart of Jesus - Flesh of Man - Zionist takeover master plan 
Meditations on Hell from The Devil's best footsoldier 
Putting in the work and losing my damn mind 
Anarchy for all - Fuckin' kikes... just die 
Hanging on by a thread to my pointless existence 
Medicated herd - Down 4 tha count - Holy Word 
Runnin' the rat race with a cyanide capsule necklace 
 
------"neo-buddhist sex babble 1998"-------- 



just trying to fill up time waiting waiting waiting to die 
nothing's for sure nothing's for real living in a fantasy brainspill 
no words no thoughts no internet no truth 
less spastic neuroticism jew 
empty basket and no money dig my grave damn life's funny 
seeing symbols reading signs having visions fuckin' blind 
 
The BrandSphere - consume, consume, consume - follow, follow, follow - 
obey, obey, obey 
You are worthless - We dictate Meaning - Buy or die $$$ 
All that glitters is not gold - Materialist hedonists - Unthinking slobs 
Men are pigs - Women are whores 
You'll never be happy; alone or poor 
Status thru $exxx - Quick fixes 4 serious problems 
Living in the information age but we've never been stupider 
 
Business-savvy conscious consumer - Big government global iPhone citizen 
paves the earth 
Selling your soul for whatever the hell its worth - Enlightment costs 
pal... 
You're fake/You're not real - Kill your peers for mass appeal 
Psychiatric drug/Petty tyrant - Hail the snake, kill the spider - Porno 
Bloodlust - Raping the goddess 
Anarchy and handtools - Making enemies following the pen - Avert 
catastrophe - Top 40 reptilian 
Project Bluebeam - Cameron, Cameron, where art thou? - Too busy cuttin' 
the legs off the sacred cow 
American-mandated population control identification system - Hail Saturn 
Knowledge of the divine - Gnosis on Main Street - Park Avenue plagiarist 
livin' on Rothschild's dime 
Thrist for blood - Eat the pain - Transgender in agony - Fucking atrophy 
- Kill your idols 
Why don't you just make it easier on yourself and swallow the chip?? 
Man infused with Machine - watch the obelisks masturbate 
 
---"EcoFascist Volk-singing(to kill a swan)"--- 
Lead-based plastics - Ocean full of trash 
MegaCity #18 Sanitation Squads 
Purell and stun guns 
Toilet Toxicity - Biometric Reality Shifting 
Bisphenol-A soybean genderfuck 
Pollution Planet - Illuminati Trash Heap - Sedated Sanity 
Rules are meant to be broken... 
 
-----"Lurking in the Abyss"----- 
Temporal spooks - Ego in a flesh cage - Prisoners to our bodies 
Disembodied consciousness floating 'round my brain 
It's healthy and good to detach, to disconnect, to dissociate 
I live entirely in a world of ideas and symbols 
No material, all Logos, fuck Yaldaboath 
 
Demiurgic manifestation of inner neuroses 
Politically Correct censorship brigade 
FEMA castration - Hide yer power level brah 
Kikes are the devil - Centrally owned sports fan ejaculation 
Psychosomatic cuckold MKULTRA Godless nation 
Man divorced from reason - Pure Posession 
Apathetic diuretic Systems confession 
Praying to the Maker I'll be dead by sunrise 
World full of rejects 



Marionette Butterfly Halleujah 
Gnostic rebirth - Mate i'll fuck ye up 
Kill everybody walking 
Let's go back to the Stone Age 
 
Gay horse rights Communist Judeocock dystopia 
Free formaldehyde and fluoride rape the kids dead 
Monsanto pineal gland Horus third eye COINTELPRO 
D.C. hooker Republican cabana boy rentboy 
Bohemian Grove marionette 
Gamma Reagan MONARCH sex 
Chemical sex tainted love 
The big wageslavery Panopticon 
 
America's Got Talent - America's got asbetos poisoning 
BPA, mercury, xenoestrogen can lining + food coloring 
We look dead when we're "alive", we sure do make some ugly corpses 
Nation full of medicated zombies too scared to really live 
Statist bootlicker, brownnoser, making excuses for the feds 
Our judges wipe they ass with the Bill of Rights and splooge on the 
Constitution 
Fuck living in the Panopticon... NSA fishbowl... Death to America 
All you fat pigs deserve a bullet to the head 
Prozac slurry - Haldol injection - Stalin's rigormortis erection 
 
-----"White Picket Fence McMansion Hell"-------- 
Royalty-free ukulele music bearded numale cuckold 
Late stage capitalist masturbation 
Highly opinionated pussies and their kike handlers 
Vaccines cause autism but March Madness is just around the corner 
 
Birmingham Alabama military intelligence supercomputer 
Gangstalking program Five Eyes nations 
Gamma waves for introvert alpha beta extrovert 
Hit the club, shoot up the conditioning centers 
Sanpaku Eyes formaldehyde 
Barium Aluminum Chinese plastic sky 
MKULTRA computer simulation 
Glitch in the Despair Code 
Programmed to comply, programmed to extinction 
Self-extermination 
Lost down the rabbithole, hypnosis spiral 
Mandatory dissident feminization internment camp 
Molech's underground cloning facility 
 
Cryogenics for the poor, resurrection tech for the elite 
College indoctrination routine, post-modern hate dream 
Hacking the surveillance state CCTV police action scripted reality 
timeline 
Growing isolation in the Age of Connectivity 
5G zombies and Baalim's legion of demons 
Reptilian alien takeover, they live, hyperdimensional shapeshifting Jews 
IMF werewolves 
The government can go shut itself down 
We all nigger rich if we ain't broke 
Skynet sadism, death in the Machine 
Fingerprint database psyops as performance art 
Disinformation warfare and the censored internet 
 
Join the conversation let's have a dialogue on inner city crime 



Avocado toast ukulele indie rock people going "HEY!" at random 
Tinder swiping totes Arianna Huffington POC perspectives 
Gender non-binary trans-inclusive Fortnite environmental pagan LARP with 
a rainbow pride #hashtag 
JK LOL 
Totes smartphone Uber kike 
Gape-jawed, pseudo-intellectual, Dunning-Kruger, Reddit-browsing 
optimists fuck you 
 
The sands of Time - rotting away - New Life Now - world's decline 
tribalist clusterfuck - Jewish master - 33rd degree - black and white 
checkered tile 
Blind man in the desert - I can't find an honest man - YASSSS QUEEN 
SLAYYYY 
do what you want - do what thou wilt - processed soul - nothing'll make 
you whole 
Black Magic - Left Hand Path - we'll nuke each other to extinction - 
Satan gets the last laugh 
shrine to Porn Goddess - Eris in cuckold horns - build your own tomb 
Domestic terrorist - surveillance state - ready 2 die masturbating - 
predict my end date 
demonic soulless piece of shit - return to sender - I'm in Hell 
Truman's notebooks - Truman tells all - fuck for Lillith - we'll all have 
a Baal - fuck El - Hell, fuck 'em all! 
man as God - man as wild beast 
domestication measures - RFID 
Rather die on my feet and do as I please  
 
Living a lie - stuck in the matrix - Demiurgic prison 
Misunderstood teenage rebellion - Adult adolescent 
American hikikomori - Sick of life - Praying to the Void 
I've become a monster - Wolf in sheep's clothing - All my prayers are 
shouted 
Wanna-be mobster living - Online phantom - Small town ghost 
Kill the politicians - Parasite needs a host 
Watching the brainwashed masses cling desperately to life 
Indoctrinated to extinction - Watching my soul die 
 
24/7 worldwide surveillance digital cattle pen 
You're all neurotic sheep 
Lifes of the Rich + Famous 
Ideologies are poison 
Kill Everyone Now 
Everything in life is a game of inches 
Tortured genius trapped in a bedroom 
High-wire Houdini act 
Sleeping giant awakens - the tears of a bread + circus prophet  
Fentanyl as Blessing 
Omnicidal demiurgic life extension 
Earth as padded cell 
Cryogenic cocksucker 
The whole world's a prison 
You can't even tell - You don't see the bars 
The writings on the wall 
Whites-Only colony on Mars 
 
Cryogenics resurrection technology - Military-industrial NSA 
Supercomputer 
Swastikas in her eyes and hate in their hearts - Kill all non-Whites 



Zionist mindfuck - Internet drama cuckold with Zionist father - Yinon 
Plan 
Dead Pakistani veiled bride master plan - The hivemind's new beginnings 
Wisdom of the Ancients - Godlessness in the last days 
Gnostic Warrior stubs his toe - Earth as snowglobe 
Let's go put our heads in the oven fuck this  
 
gravity has been turned up i'm so stiff and heavy 
holy Ibis holy cat Abraham's lies princess of shadow 
children of Nyx learn Celtic runes so's you can slip this one past the 
guards 
flying meme kites welcome to self-induced lunacy 
 
Practice makes perfect and inactivity kills the quickest 
Soulless, empty, and hollow 
There is no light at the end of the tunnel 
You are just another cog in the machine 
Unrelenting pressure baptized by misery 
Snuffing out the flame of life 
Fucking wasted existence 
 
Go do a coloring book in the ball pit at your gender studies criticial 
theory major because your latest selfie didn't get 100 likes. Buncha 
thin-skinned pansies. Call everything a unicorn and watch cat videos 
while discussing feminism in the latest 'Game of Thrones' episode. Your 
favorite multinational corporation planted a tree! They care!! #Hashtag 
it and tell all your so-called "friends" you basic bitch, you Starbucks 
drinker, you vegan. Everything Left-wing is a perversion of Nature 
 
Perrier sparkling water, goat yoga, and Instagram 
Science for the motherbitchin' WIN!! 
Tell everyone how you're boycotting Venezuela for human rights violations 
You are special, you are different! 
Get your Starbucks order tattooed on yourself so you'll never forget how 
much of an individual you are 
Make fun of incels online 
Call everyone to the Right of Stalin a Fascist 
Sign online petitions for more aid to refugees 
You know better than your parents... You're diverse! Multicultural!! 
Kissing your professor's ass in the safe space 
 
New Age anti-White crowdfunder millenial faggot with a black dildo 
collection and a STEM degree 
Soy latte sipping metrosexual critique on heteronormative media tropes 
Internet famous & psychologically castrated, it's an uniquely American 
psychosis 
Giant spiders spitting pink venom 
Prozac handpussy bubblebath 
 
there was a time i loved the sunshine before it all became shades of grey 
apathy took the best of me i threw my life away 
words multiply misunderstandings i can't hide the pain 
cover up what's inside screaming at god in the pouring rain 
 
---"THE_SYSTEM_IS_BROKEN"--- 
RoNaLd ReAgAn SeX kItTeN 1973 oMeGa PrOtOcOl ArIeL jAsMiNe PrInCeSs 
PrOgRaMmInG 
bIlDeRbUrG 1984 mAcHiNe LeArNiNg AuToErOtIc SuGgEsTiOn HyPnOsIs 
RoNaLd ReAgAn SeXuAl AbUsE 



wEaR aNiMaL pRiNt To ShOw ThE eLiTe ThAt YoU aRe A rApEtOy FuCkDoLl HuMaN 
fLeShLiGhT 
iRaNiAn GaSoLiNe AnD cHeRrY bOmBs DeMoRaLiZaTiOn PsYoP 
gUrLpUsSy AlPhA rEcOnDiTiOnInG pRoToCoL 
 
Reverential awe for D-list celebrities and the fluoride stare 
Slack-jawed yokel with an iPhone 
Eating your young voluntarily 
Microchip RFID dreams 
Being obsessed with cleanliness is for psychologically weak people 
The steady march of progress crushing Aryan passion 
Well-insured homeowner/consumer whore/proud Satanist 
This is why the good die young 
Bleed the Machine 
Meaningless, barbaric, cruelty of the modern world 
 
---"Welcome to CIA FC, Somalian Adonis!" 
Early 2010's Texas Rangers fan, go Miami Heat! 
Watch ESPN, laugh at the right times, carry only socially approved 
thoughts in that big brain of yours! 
Human swine - Conditioning cattle 
Yankees and Lakers fan, actually likes Nick Saban 
Pull for your "local" NFL team 
You're unique, you're special 
I "follow" celebs and athletes online 
Jeff Gordon cuckold 
Up the hero worship 
Start to follow your idols in fleshworld 
Stalk, then rape, Venus Williams 
You're special, you're unique 
It's easy to be fairweather inside a bubble 
The world is collapsing, stay in the arena 
Ass glued to seat and some nefarious kike's hands in your head 
American Arsenal fans American Manchester City fans 
Glory hunting on Pornhub 
Big ass, big tits, for your big brain 
Drooling all over your Wellbutrin 
#1 Fan 
Israel is trustworthy 
You matter 
The Walking Misled 
 
---"Pulling Within"--- 
keep my curtains drawn isolated in my cell 
existential suffering comfort in seclusion 
i exist in this town; nothing more 
the sanctity of home the safety of my room 
they'll have to drag me outta here with swat teams and the jaws of life 
internet alcohol pills 
escape from myself 
burned out dopamine receptors 
to live to die in a bedroom all alone 
this is my sanctuary 
this is my prison 
never leave this house 
never leave this room 
born alone die alone 
 
-----"AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA"---- 
I've got a surefire way to add "Meaning" to your pitiful life 



My hatred manifesting as a bullet for the entire human species 
Going in public show the beasts your disgrace 
Nihilism as drug 
Distracted to extinction in the Lotus-Eater's Cave 
I just want to weep and sob over my pitiful existence 
Put the gun to my face 
End all my problems 
 
---"Requiem for a Wasted Life"--- 
Blacked out, barred out, hiding in my bedroom 
Series of inescapable failures 
Life itself is my trigger 
I've found a conspiracy but all I hear is empty platitudes 
Tormented by my own split brain, no pity for the insane 
No end in sight - Drowning alive in my shame 
 
---"Hunting 4 Archons"--- 
Protocols of Set tearing wings off the so-called insane 
A prison without bars/A people without a name 
Dehumanization Conveyor Belt 
One by one they pass me by 
Butterfly wings on the dead shepherd wind 
Attachment to graven images 
I'm always crying in my clown makeup 
Slow, mechanical, golf clap for entropy 
 
detachment hollow empty eyes 
conquering death/victory over the world 
cycles of Nature/cycles of desire 
unattached and free, Lotus Path liberty 
more knowledge brings more grief 
Viparnassa corpse 
Aryan Awakening 
sudden flash of flight 
answering to the All within 
 
---"SJW Anthem"--- 
I want shit for free I want shit for free 
Look at my individuality 
Ohhhhhhh we'll dye our hair weird colors 
Say sorry for being White 
Chat mad shit on Twitter rant about our lives 
All our views are right, not right wing EWWWWW YUCKY 
New World Order, open borders, that's the shit I like 
New World Order, open borders, that's the shit we like 
*clap clap* 
 
---"NewFlesh2036"--- 
this nightmare world brought to you by CitiBank 
CitiBank... you're in hell with the door locked 
1995 honda accord lobotomy; Gone a bit soft in the head 
incessant machine whirr, hiss, whine 
Sara Conner's Pussy 
enjoy new 'FleshWorld'!!! 
smile 4 tha cameras 
talk 2 tha police 
my television is sacred my television has a Buddha belly 
 
Erectile dysfunction at 26 - Drug-induced psychosis 
Crippling loneliness - Agoraphobia 



Milwaukee Bucks sign Kyle Korver 
 
The aul drop don't pack the same punch no more 
Sunken Lines, Crow's Feet 
After 6 shots you all look the same 
Took home some big breasted symbol of pop culture 
Went dancing with some outdated 1950's feminity 
Maybe she had a dick 
who knows, Hell, who cares?!? 
after 7 or 8 shots you all look the same 
Fucking Insects 
 
If Steve Jobs dies in the woods of AIDS and noone can get a signal on 
their iSlave 9 MK-edition... 
to hear about it... the autistic-Right calls it Clown World; how about 
Bubble World? 
Alpha Monarch Fox News program 10 niggers dead and dusted 
Beta Reagan Sex Kitten CNN 20 good 'ol boys murked 
Pop their bubbles and watch them suffocate --- that 'ol data drip 
--- fuck morphine I GOT INFORMATION man... the REAL Daddy-O, the REAL... 
Ewen Cameron put a string in all our backs; Hail Katy Perry 
 
-------"Esoterica: The Shape of Neurosis to Come"------------ 
I think I'm going schizophrenic; I don't like superhero movies. 
All my heroes killed themselves 
Is ego death even a thing anymore? Buying things feels good 
I didn't jerk off to Melania Trump last night, hold on, let me WebMD it. 
I like it when Google thinks for me 
None of my idols have bank accounts. 
Human Souls buy 1 get 1 
Cyber-Jesus backed into a corner 
I think I'm a psychopath; I don't care what Halliburton says. 
 
---"Moth Days 1975"--- 
Hollywood has a short shelf life but a long memory 
Synthetic Humanoids - grown in a vat 
Join the race if you must 
In_The_City_We're_All_Rats 
Loudmouth kike bludgeoning us all with ideology 
Hold onto my youth forever and never die 
This world would be a lot better if not for all these Useless Eaters 
Artificial Life/Artificial Death 
 
---"Gay Death 2009"--- 
A phone? Yeah, I gotta phone. I use it to watch cartel beheading videos 
and porn all day. 
Then I meet random strangers off the internet for gay sex. We share 
needles for Meth injection. 
Yeah, I gotta phone. Who you tryna call? 
 
---"Pragmatism"--- 
I view myself as a practical person. 
I talk to myself, hoard, daydream about me giving these epic monologues. 
Me as a professor, Me doing acceptance speech for the Nobel Prize. 
Sometimes the TV is talking directly to me. 
Sometimes I see things at night. 
Strange creatures, angels, demons, what's the difference? 
Lotta shit knockin' around in this 'ol skull of mine... 
So what do I do? I write it all down! 
Let someone else stumble upon it 



Let someone else put me down 
OnE sIcK pUpPy 
thats alright though, I want to die anyways. 
I'm a giant coward 
Let the system do it for me 
I'm a very practical person. 
 
---"Pop Culture Dementia 1993" 
Mainstream society - dumbed down manchildren - neckbeard millenial 
generation 
pillhead porn zombies calling stick figures art 
MKULTRA'd school shooter - Fuck you mom and dad 
Transsexual and LOVING IT!!! 
Small talk about sports and mindless chatter about the weather 
Automatons: they know not what they do 
Letting the Magic Idiot Box program and condition them 
U.S.A. --- Souls on Autopilot 
this pathetic excuse of american culture 
I'll take the womb anyday 
 
Pale, ghostly White, neurotic, housebroken 
What does being a good person matter in this sick and evil world? 
Was born with a silver spoon in my mouth but I spit it out for no good 
reason 
Demiurgic prison planet/Earth as snowglobe 
Look deep into the heart of Man, it fucking disgusts me 
Your results may vary 
Look how the monsters act... You all deserve to suffer 
I hope that you live forever 
Creampieing my Fluttershy Fleshlight 
Singing Diogenes' favorite song 
 
My hobbies? Lifting heavy shit and stockpiling ammunition and 
necessities. You? 
All you assholes have ADHD and gluten allergies 
Stool pigeons, finks, cowards 
Buncha beer drinkers... say "he" likes the mouthfeel... say "he" likes 
the hops 
Wonders why he has bitch tits at 26 
I'm the only man on earth to go 0-fer on Tinder 
don't know what that means? you joking? 
it's a baseball reference ya know... the American pasttime? 
No black guys kneeling during the anthem 
you wouldn't know 
I fucking hate you people 
That's it. I ain't got any jokes. I just fucking hate you "people" 
 
i'm safe inside my room no anger no regret no shame no guilt 
nothing 
just a depressed faggot and his escapism 
impending homelessness 
lay about all day get dissociated get depersonalized 
let the shiny box erase my sense of self 
screens screens screens 
i'm only safe inside my room 
 
---"DrOnE dElIvErY kIlLlIsT 2039"--- 
MKULTRA federalized prison world 
it's a right clusterfuck out there 
Coke or Pepsi? Google bought the White House 



BitCoin is co-opted by the Federal Reserve 
9/10 White Nationalists are glowniggers 
The only way to beat The System is to stop running 
Braindead rats trapped on the hedonic treadmill 
Time preference/Impulse Control/White Power 
Masturbating to Kylie Jenner's feet 
Jews never grew outta their "worshipping a golden calf" phase 
(((they))) really did a number on this place 
 
---"peter sutcliffe's voices talk to me sometimes they have great ideas"-
-- 
i fucked up my brain with too much extreme pornography 
hardcore hypergamy calls for hardcore measures 
all the news is fake, 200k job as a "diversity officer", faggot 
politiburo 
TrUmP iS gOd 
kids? kids desensitize each other for fun 
shock value is old hat 
we all have ptsd 
all i wanna do is drink and shoot pool all day but the government won't 
let me 
 
-------"Negro Spirituals About Dying"-------- 
All the sunflowers are gone 
I'm nobody's first choice for anything 
All the real motherfuckas dead or in jail 
Zionist_Robots --- Hollowed_Out_Heads --- New_World_Now 
If we can't see what's happened, and continues to happen, to us; then 
maybe we deserve to die 
All the pretty flowers perished 
Moths are all that remains 
Put a White Butterfly back on the throne 
Reading tea leaves --- Sleeping with my Tec --- I'm all alone --- I'm 
really dead 
 
---"Frankenfood Holodomor 2026"--- 
the roar of the crowd the sizzling meat 
the taste of the beer the grass at your feet 
saturdays in the fly-catching south 
just another urban redneck that won't shut his mouth 
alpha mind control 
soulless southern ncaa drone 
have your cookout chug those hops 
the federal government is poisioning all the crops 
 
Lost amongst the veneer of materialist dross 
There is a hidden malice; No future for mankind 
Not in this life, not on this cursed rock 
Waging war for profit we lose pieces of our soul 
All to the laughter of Mammon 
The White Race must conquer the stars 
Leave our trinkets to Bilderburg behind 
Capitalistic Information Overload 
Stop waging war behind the keyboard 
And learn to hate again  
White Power 
 
StUcK iN a PeRpEtUaL sTaTe BeTwEeN bOrEdOm AnD eXiStEnTiAl AnGsT 
FaIlUrE aNd SeMeN tHe StEnCh Of DeAtH 
wAsTeD yOuTh EgO dEaTh I fOrGeT wHo I aM 



vIsIoNs Of BrOkEn DrEaMs 
HaUnTeD bY mY oWn InEpTiTuDe 
DeJeCtEd DiSmAyEd DeTaChEd BrOkEn 
FaR bEyOnD hUmAn NeVeR tO bE mAdE wHoLe AgAiN 
cOmPuTeR tEaRs PiXeLlAtEd SuNsEt GoOdByE 
 
---"Lazy Genius Drug User"--- 
nihilistic imageboard addicts, porn addicts 
bombed out dopamine receptors 
I am Zen 
hollow head useless pumpdrone 
no thoughts no words all feels 
philosophical zombie 
pure Animal instinct 
the slow, lackadaisical pulse of my heart 
my Genius blood this is Sacred Blood 
I'm smart, I'm above it all, I'm God 
dead kitten covered in semen passed out in the gutter 
CIA tranny orgy joke religion meme vomit 
passive, zombified, obedient 
shrunken amygdala voodoo doll with a Pinochet head 
I'm like fuckin' Mussolini on the balcony 
Nobody's listening/Nobody gives a damn 
Vote Nobody 2020 
Sarcasm and passive aggressive behavior is for faggots and women 
Gov'ment tugboat suicide shack wasted life 
Flesh Garden full of moribund brown flowers 
 
---"Pixellated Girlfriend"--- 
Soldier with a keyboard too much information 
Good Government Bullshit 
Satan was a lawyer 
Shut_In_Online 
Constructing our own mental prisons 
We all doing time man... 
Demiurgic Creation Blues 
Creation was a user error 
Tobacco smoke clouds and a general malaise 
Sensory Deprivation Chamber 
Trapped in my bedroom 
Life keeps pissing on me 
 
-----"Atomized Indiviual in a Cold World"------- 
The Big 12 has 10 and the Big Ten has 12 
chicks have dicks, up is down, black is white 
the water is turning us all gay 
Leftism is the new Establishment 
Chemtrails in the sky, Chemicals in the food 
ugly and grotesque modernity as "art" 
nothing's objective anymore 
Whites are going extinct and nobody cares 
Cellphone Jesus, SAVE ME! 
Zombified sheep this world is Hell 
It hurts to think 
Agony beyond comprehension 
 
PsYcHiC pAiN aNd ChIcKeN wInGz 
AmErIcAn StUpIdItY 
kArDaShIaN aSs BiMbO bRaIn 
DeHuMaNiZeD bOoTlIcKiNg PrOlEtArIaT cLaSs 



 
---"transsexual porn ant colony"--- 
Doughy, neotonous, one gender one race one world under Satan 
fashionable Apple-brand consumer shackles 
Everyone has an identity, starfuckers one and all 
(((Twitter))) activist community --- RoundUp BigMac --- titty Skittles 
clean-shaven, soft-spoken femdom urbanite 
Go enjoy the dying embers of this Godforsaken world 
And leave me be to die quietly in my cave 
 
-------"Diogenes was right about everything"------ 
Hitting the snooze button on life 
Scared to go outside, people are MONSTERS 
High-tech, Low-IQ, ape society 
Demiurge and his Archons 
666 DevilWorld 666 
MKULTRA never ended 
Prison Planet 
Scared shitless of life 
I'm tired 
I'm just so goddamn tired of it all 
 
incel victim of society #metoo cancel culture bullshit 
hordes of brown people 
mass tranny pandemic 
monsanto for-profit prisons 
conspiracy if it's all just a bloody theory well fuck we can't ALL be 
CRAZY right? 
digital nostalgia 
wake up White Man 1488 
take your #woke bullshit back to halliburton where ya got it 
CIA torture programs 
we are all 3rd world niggers now 
We are a nation of infantile retards and LARPers 
White Power and good luck to ya 
let's kill each other for real, for real 
mesmerized by zionist total control 
 
battered and bruised my soul is dead inside me 
broken and sobbing i cry out for answers 
but god has left me to drown in purgatory 
the only time you see a lowercase i is next to phone 
sheep turns wolf ascending the bloodstained throne 
 
---"The hollow man"--- 
Frankensteinien sex Chimeras 
God has left us, post sinks! 
Sleep deprivation lifestyle 
Post-Modern nightmare prison world 
Meaningless scribbles 
Demiurge in Chains 
tight, lubed up, rabbit hole 
Sadness overwhelms me 
The darkness envelopes me 
Life is senseless torture 
 
I feel like a computer sometimes like I'm not even real. 
dissociative states experimental art crippling loneliness 
Late autumn nights late winter nights spent doing nothing at all 
can't sleep -  won't sleep - let the void consume me 



Let the cold seep into my bones 
I'm so detached and robotic it even scares myself sometimes... 
ethereal, cutoff from society, self-induced exile 
Silent torment - Thoughtless oblivion - Nihilistic Zen 
 
---"Autobiography Autopsy"--- 
The South churns out a lotta outcasts, misfits, outsiders. 
Bitterness, resentment, I know them well. 
Fixated on death; eyes, mind, soul obsessed with an escape. 
Escape from myself - Escape from this horrible world 
In a hopeless situation, I've made my peace with it. 
There is no escaping this hole - Welcome to the Abyss 
Kill myself? Nobody would care... my life is a waste 
MAKE IT STOP MAKE IT STOP MAKE IT STOP 
Apathy; Acceptance of one's Fate 
Life in Bed - Trust nobody 
Death awaits me 
I quit. 
 
---"Salad Days 2014"--- 
All that has been, will Be. All that will Be, has been. 
Time is a human invention 
Life against Nature = psychosis, neurosis, illness 
Life with Nature = awareness, acceptance, the All 
Worlds beyond are cyclical, as is this one, as are our lives. 
Why rush? Why hurry? Why worry? Why bother? 
The more things change, the more they stay the same. 
 
---"metrosexual urbane bio-chemical warfare"--- 
hipster death: too many google chrome tabs open 
dubstep sounds like optimus prime sexxx 
transformers sucked and always will 
mainstream top40 trash shamelessly ripping off underground styles 
city slicker pencilneck arms without definition 
vegan crossfit nigger dildo  
melted plastic fumigation smell 
menustrual blood prozac bathwater 
the bbc is a television station in london 
concrete wasteland bathed in ethereal neon glow 
the south needs another burning: will the next sherman please stand up 
dave matthews band sweetwater ipa 
college football sucks 
neo-neotonous doughy-faced doe-eyed prototype 
new age masculinity bimbo barbie brainwave 
genderless blob of consumerism: the kikes really did a number on you 
people 
shit-speckled steel girder reinforced white guilt complex 
all cities are the same 
americans are goyim cattle 
masonic test tube society 
democracy is a cripple 
 
---"Drive-by Shitposting"--- 
Just because Wendy's tweets out a Shadman picture doesn't mean the public 
at large have coalesced around the basic tenets of White Nationalism. 
Everything has lost its soul. Paper cutout family, cardboard home; 
Zionist mass media. Bring back 90's fashion and make vaporwave great 
again! Good to have a cry every once in a while. I'm a tear-soaked mess 
of raw emotion and sentimentality. I'm the new Iggy Reilly... a neckbeard 
that fails at everything to the point its funny on a cosmic scale. Self-



styled academic, self-taught everything. Delusional autodidact thats 
never gonna make it brah... Life is nothing like the movies; the bad guys 
ALWAYS win. Piece by piece, bit by bit, I'm losing my sanity. 
 
---"tearsofaclown.exe"--- 
Creatures of the night, fraudulent hipster by day 
Carefully manicured, polished, corporate image 
Send your spawn to Disneyworld 
Let them be slaves beholden to the dogma of egalitarianism 
Social Justice iPhone zombie stench of death 
All the aliens will find is our Internet history 
Man devoid of data is Man full of Spirit 
Well-maintained slippery slope 
Get greased up and hang yourself in a clown outfit 
Gifted and Talented child turns drug addict 
Better Gov'ment??? All hierarchies are obscene 
For-profit prisons are now on the Value Menu! 
I'll suck your cock for a free country 
 
---"MKAMY + MKNAOMI MAKE A PORNO 2032"--- 
Fried-out dopamine receptors. Digital chemical high. 
The new line of Barbie plastics 
Dr. Cameron's remote-control forced heroin addiction 
Internet ecstasy_Bloodshot eyes_Pixel dreams_Digitized Lifeform_Sleepless 
nights 
We're fast approaching the end of it all... 
Illuminati Dream Machine - Barbie Bimbo Butterfly 
I hate myself and I want to fucking die. 
 
---"Einstein's High-IQ Drag Routine"--- 
My brains been fucked out! nyaa~~ ^_^ 
I want 24/7/365 sex, drugs, and rock n' roll! 
Tranny genius/Xdressed whore <3 
Trade your intellect in 4 $exxx appeal! 
It never feels real/Fuck me some more 
Hooker in fishnets on a losing streak 
Bubbles, heels, sexy men, pink goo 
Braindead $ex freak sings the addict blues ^~^ 
 
Everyone's gone soft playin' the oppression olympics. White men holdin' 
up the pyramid from the base so that all you multi-racial, multi-gendered 
snowflakes can dress up as horses and cut off your own limbs. FUCK 
political correctness! FUCK american "culture"! Gettin' offended on 
behalf of others, taking offense at every little thing. Humorless, wanna-
be hall monitor, SJW faggots! Any sane country woulda elected Ross Perot 
and Ron Paul president. 
 
How can one seek what is not there to be found? The Way is. All paths 
lead to The Way. 
 
Maelstrom of propaganda - Fascist boogeyman - Phantom with a pen 
Complete refusal - Total resistance - I will not partake 
You can have this fucking world - Communion with God 
 
Money, Money, Money, Money, Money, Money. 
Infecting our children with the disease 
Unavoidable environmental catastrophe 
I love to LARP. expert actor. keeps the Pain bottled up inside 
Pass me the Gun_We're all gonna Die_Orphan Sperm Abortion; living on your 
knees 



 
Torture, illness, imprisonment, my family; there are fates worse than 
death 
Want Wisdom? follow the flight of the bird, get rewarded. All my birdz 
are military helicopters. 
Sunken Dead eyez; Seroquel Daze; All eyez on me--Americanized Rage 
 
Risky diet pills and Fashionable eating disorders 
Millenials eat ass and vape 
Cumbrain Retard. A bedroom. Padded Cell. My FUCKING cave. 
 
Acedia is spiritual mental sloth it's apathy it's torpor it's 
listlessness it's just completely and totally not giving a fuck Nihilism 
as lifestyle choice and Drugs to ErAsE ScArY ReAlItY aWaY --- if u 
procreate you're part of the problem --- a sloth in ApeWorld --- my 
homeboy J.P. Sartre said it best "I outlive myself" 
 
---"Morose Free Jazz Orgy"--- 
We spend most of our lives waiting. 
The Devil has good taste, it's a highbrow kinda oblivion, real upper 
crust. 
Old chap has style, that Devil. 
Eternal Recurrence is real (IsRaEl); we're all living the same lives over 
and over. 
Smoke a joint and embrace the Eastern Way 
Started in the womb_Never left it_I'ma drag you all to Hell with me 
I've done a lot of thinking about this. 
Staring into the Abyss I'm going to kill myself as my Best Man 
Lost My mind_Found Nothing_Hourglass Sand thru outstretched Hands 
"God's Grace" vs MAN'S CRUELTY 
 
---"AI-Generated Fluff Piece"--- 
Full-Bodied Taste, Rich Aroma, from head 2 toe 
My slow-burning, clean and efficient Death. 
IBM People Prison; Trapped in Abyss 
Outdated and injury-prone we are all STARS but God's got a screw loose 
Animals in HyperCapitalist cage-like structures 
Breaking a leg in the self-suck factory 
Blame the jews and be done with it lad 
Falling into place/Falling to pieces 
Jesus Wept :( 
 
-----"Rebel Against the Ashes of this Fallen World"------- 
If only the men who fought for the Allies could've seen the Buzzfeed 
headlines of the future 
I tell myself it's the endtimes, real Book of Revelations type shit going 
down outside 
But it's all a cope. I'm a fucking loser. The frog is always boiling 
There will be no resistance; not in any meaningful sense of the word. 
 
---"Ted Kaczynski 4 President"--- 
Travel and "consumer experiences" is the new religion 
The Boeing 737 killed God; give Him a Funko Pop headstone. 
Blingee graphix and embeddable personality quizzes vs You Are The Product 
personal info collection 
This is "social" media fueled narcissism. 
Child abusing neglectful Insta-Influencer Mother 
Soybean programmer he-she Father 
Materialism won and sucked the fun outta it all. 
The world inside vs the world in the mirror 



it's always (((one of them))) behind the curtain 
Monsanto Chimera in a dress 
Still waiting for whenever we all get paid 
 
Life without purpose we all gonna die. 
Raping the Earth has given me Computer Generated Schizophrenia 
Screaming at the Abyss that all life is meaningless. 
My soul finds no peace until that blessed day of my own annihilation 
Hands that create/HaNdS tHaT dEsTrOy 
Confused. Miserable. Weeping in Satan's Kingdom. 
 
Monsanto-fed Jewish sex Chimera with a $martPhone 
used to escape FleshWorld with the internet 
now FleshWorld is the escape from the internet 
Cut your cock off 4 Hollywood Zionism and then beg for MORE 
Rome's collapsing again and i'm fucking sick of rebuilding 
Scrap it all and goddamn this fallen world 
God's Kingdom is eternal; so is Man's pettiness 
Greed for the sake of Greed 
thats life in Mammon World for ya 
The Great Satan Must Fall 
 
Lo-Fi hip-hop mixes, thigh-high striped socks, and blunts 
#CIALyfe2020 #Gangstalking #MKNAOMI 
Marlboro Reds, grilled cheese, Olde English 40's 
#Depressioncore #NewAgeDietTips #LifeIsARealSlog 
I'm scared that my pineal gland is calcified 
Blackwater military assassins covertly watching me 
Southern cuisine: Grizzly Wintergreen and Jim Beam 
Shower Thoughts from a useless bottom bitch faggot 
 
Money, Power, Image, Fear, Respect 
I'm going to Hell but you'll be there too so it's okay. 
Pull ya socks on lad 
Prison of my own making 
Cursed Demiurgic Procreation 
 
Amy Atrophy and Xanax Zach holding the pharmacist hostage for the ransom 
money that's in it. 
Claustrophobic Modern Society 2-Step and Boogie 
Livin' dat #UrbanPhantomLyfe 
PORN PORN PORN PORN PORN 
where all da losers at!?!?!? 
Praying that i'll never have to work again 
I am the girl of my dreams/I am the girl in my dreams 
And in them all I cry and in them all it's raining hard everyday 
Found self-worth in the bottle 
Lord take the pain away. 
 
Life unworthy of Life 
There's no I in Ego 
Real salt-of-the-earth type 
Babby's first existential crisis: WAAAAHHH why can't i sell drugs and get 
high all day? 
I look in the mirror and feel nothing but disgust 
Youthful arrogance of invinsibility 
 
>be American child 
>color outside the lines during 1st grade coloring power hour 
>get doped up on powerful mind-altering stimulants 



>color inside the lines now 
>threat to society status: eliminated 
>we live... we most definitely live... in a society 
 
THE END 
THANKS FOR READING 
 
"Shrine Prostitution 101" 
by Tony Wilder 
 
this is a collection of my poetry from 2018, hope you enjoy! 
 
"There is some wisdom in taking a gloomy view, in looking upon the world 
as a kind of Hell, and in confining one's efforts into securing a little 
room that shall not be exposed to the fire." - Arthur Schopenhauer  
 
"It's like my phone's AutoCorrect had an stroke" 
 
------"New World on the Brink"------ 
Glamour and drama for gangstalking victim - MKULTRA mind control  
Vicariously drifting through Life from one event to the next 
Whats left to explore? - Life the adventure/Life as Hell 
Smartphones destroyed humanity and WiFi gives people cancer 
People don't want art, they want the new iPhone 
 
The Golden Apple corrupted by Satan's Wyrm 
It's all gone rotted over 
The Abyss just grew larger 
You are really dead 
#PurgatoryLyfe 
 
-----"return_to_the_abyss.exe"----- 
EyeTunes666 - too many tera, zeta, gamma, picabytes - Bite me, nerd! 
The smell... dat stench of fear tho... - Bleeding out from the nostrils 
Long arm of the fall - Sacred Dick 
Dilated annihilator - Sensei taught me nothing 
Zen master masked disaster 
Proto-realistic porno actor 
This is your captain speaking 
This is a crisis of faith 
Chained excitement - dig dig dig dig dig keep on diggin' 
Sacrifice is a forgotten art 
I'm content to sit on the porch and chainsmoke with the dog 'til the day 
I die 
I have dedicated my life to futility 
 
------"Needs Must"------ 
Mirror mirror on the wall 
All my inner demons are lounging around shooting pool all night and 
generally not giving a good goddamn 
Smoke-filled bar; thats me in a nutshell; Down t' pub forever 
I feel like I'm under some strange curse - Life would be so much easier 
as a drifter 
All I wanna do is lull around waiting patiently for the sweet release of 
death 
Consuming yourself with vice and lust is a sin but fuck, its all I know 
*takes a stiff pull of Jameson* 
*gets his mind right* 
Dolphin contortionist - Repurposed porpoise - Holy animals 
Some shemales just wanna watch the world burn 



Mass murder YASSSSS GURL WORKKKKK 
I'm a counter-current iconoclast, a relic of the Old World 
I'm just a no-good piece of shit degenerate 
Mirror mirror on the wall 
 
------"Making Nanotech Love to Tradition's Corpse"------  
The world is my playground - CIA agents watch me but I have no fear 
They pray to the cube, they ensnare mens souls - All power corrupts 
Fertilizer bombing the secret societies 
Dove ascends outta the muck - Prison Matrix status: toppled 
Take the power back - Revolution shoulda been yesterday 
Drown yourself in nostalgia and die to fear of the future 
Die to our present-day Illuminati-manufactured Hell 
Stubborn asshole content to die for nothing 
Y'all gonna have to take me on my feet 
 
-------"josephstack'sbadhairday1982"------ 
The whole world is my jungle gym now - Swing On, Indigo Sun! 
All glory go to God - Rhiannon singing honky-tonk to the birds 
Coddled Systems baby needs a bottle 
Coddled by the Systems of control 
Underdeveloped amygdala - Bullheaded idiot 
Determined to spread the disease 
Man is worse than any demon 
Let it all turn back to shit 
Lets all revert to our animal nature 
IMF central bank slavery - Uncle Ted knew 
Let me stew in my own juices for a while... 
Fortify myself with steel 
Bomb the IRS - All glory go to God 
 
-----"blurry .jpeg artifact moon"----- 
Weirdness for weirdness' sake - Recklessly, dangerously contrarian 
Nothing ever works out the way I want it to 
I can barely sleep anymore - Haunted by failure - It is killing me 
If these bloody walls could talk... they would weep 
World full of undercovers - They are all in on it - I will never trust 
again 
This is all a game - Simulation & Simulacra - Street theater 
I'm all emptied out - I'm hollow inside - Programmer's Delight 
The Heavenly Father Cipher - Moth family feasting in moonlight 
We're all closer to the apes than to God 
 
Predictive Programming - Bubblegum Bimbo - Barbie Brainwave - Plastic 
Limbo 
My life is Purgatory Personified 
The Machine grinds on 
Stuck in the gears - Caught in the wires - LSD-25'll trip you up 
Forgotten old fool/Wise but poor youth 
Just watching the clock until you die - A little piece of me dies off 
everyday 
Welcome to self-induced exile 
Rape me rape me rape me I'm a 2-faced whore 
Maladapted technocrat autophile 
Trapped in the butterfly net 
They'll give you whatever you want if you pray hard enough 
 
-------"Amazon_Warehouse_Ma$$_$hooting_2035"------ 
Prophesying the delusions of the mind - Divinations of Doomsday 
Alice in Wonderland passed out in the forest with needles in her arm 



A.I. Hivemind - Zionist-owned, Zionist-controlled world 
Manufacturing Computer Souls outta rare earth minerals 
This is digital Alchemy 
Ghost in the Machine - Phantom People 
Wanderers without Spirit - Computer Dreams 
The phantom wandering - You haven't seen what I've seen 
Fly drones over every inch of the continental United States, map out all 
the hiding spots 
Trying to be a Productive Member of Society and getting the Blue Screen 
of Death 
Nasim Aghdam was too redpilled for this world 
 
-----------"Dyin' on the Vine 2023"----------- 
Life is running down my leg - Totally and utterly mindfucked 
This a damn tragedy for the ages 
Transfixed by the waves of pixels - Dopamine is good shit 
Resurrecting Roman deities with Sharpie markers and perseverance 
I'm gonna die all alone in my childhood bedroom!!!!1!!1! 
I've had to learn everything in life on my own, maybe thats why I'm not 
very good at it (life) 
Always having nightmares and then waking up into a nightmare 
Fried Brain - CIA mindfuck - Nothing makes sense anymore, nothing ever 
did 
Self-induced solitary confinement - Fuck school my bedroom the real test 
I never did nothing and now I pay the price 
I've spent my whole life asleep 
Drowning in my own carefully-manicured Pit of Despair 
Calhoun's Mice - Pavlov's Dog 
Life in a Fiberglass casket 
Strung-up by the gills while they all sing along 
 
I tHrEw My LiFe In ThE tRaSh AnD aLl I hAvE tO sHoW fOr It Is ThEsE sCaRs 
NoBoDy UnDeRsTaNdS, nObOdY cArEs 
It WiLl NeVeR eNd, It'S aLl JuSt GoNnA gEt WoRsE 
dEfEaTeD bY lIfE - i'M nOt OkAy, QuIt AsKiNg 
LiFe GoEs On WiThOuT mE, i LaY hErE aNd WiThEr AwAy 
ThErE iS nOtHiNg LeFt Of Me - BrOkEn BeYoNd AlL rEpAiR 
lEt ThE wIlD bEaSt TaKe Me 
A lOsT aNd ScArEd ChIlD - dEaD iNsIdE - lOsT aLl HoPe 
tHiS iS mY sOuLlEsS hUsK wEePiNg 
 
------"Death, Taxes, and the Knicks sucking"------- 
Marketing buzzwords have commandered the English language  
Humanity as barcode - Your primal instinct to hunt gets soothed going to 
the grocery store 
Wearing concrete shoes and sinking in a pool of your own filth 
Trying to talk about something important and getting the fluoride stare 
in return 
Women get all the perks of modern society while men foot the bill 
Vomit out toxic sludge until a dove flies out 
Making idols to sex & money outta human flesh - The fangs of an adder 
will kill me 
Whatever, I don't care. 
 
------"Pixelated Spiderweb"------ 
Have a lasting impact, be a jet-setter, a pioneer 
Drown yourself alive in your own tears and regrets 
If it doesn't have a Wikipedia page, it might as well not exist 
Recontextualized hipster archetypes turn into "Avant-Garde" faggots 



No more dancing on broken glass - Pins and Needles - Detachment from the 
Self 
Grace under Pressure - Rebel Without Finds Meaning - Kill your idols 
Leave me alone goddammit!!! 
Running headfirst into the imaginary video game wall 
#YogaPantsWearer - #PetAllTheDogs - #KillEveryoneNow 
One foot in the grave, might as well jump right in 
They Live, I Die :( 
 
------"Pagliacci Off Camera, 2:18 AM"--------- 
Kill your television (Talmud-vision) - Time to fuckin' DISCONNECT!! 
Operation Paperclip - This is Zionist dysgenics 
This is you and yours being hypnotized - All 4 the glory of Greater 
Israel 
America must fall 
Heaven only comes to those with money 
The future only looks bright to me without any people 
Adrenochrome harvesters - Child molesters 
It's not like the food and water is gonna un-poison itself anytime 
soon!!! 
These kike devils never stopped poisoning the well... 
Brainwashed slaves singing their master's propaganda - Stupid American 
Goyim 
Pagan revelry at the end of the world 
I'll be celebrating on Doomsday (hint: its not real) 
 
----"playingagainststokecityinatorrentialdownpour, tuesday, 8:34 PM"---- 
Idealistic rainclouds - Visions of fractured tomorrow 
Teardrops of blood - My ever-present drunken sorrow 
The jews are the problem but money corrupts all people 
Easy pleasure doesn't distract from hard labor  
Honesty don't put no food on the table 
We are all slaves with a sexual history 
Struggle with sloth and acedia forever 
Think nothing, say nothing, do nothing, be nothing 
Once its on the internet, its permanent - CIA Global Village 
#TortureProgramsWorldwide 
Stop sending aid to Africa you cunts - Stop going against Nature 
Sympathy for the devil 1991 - World is a shit - Downfall of Man 
 
------"sys32_dll.exe has crashed"-------- 
Pornify your brain - Pump your life away 
Do hard drugs and never leave your house 
Never stop masturbating - Mommy Meat Moneyslave 
Stupid fag brain - Stupid mushy pink bimbo puddle 
Pump me full of estrogen and plastic 
I am a useless tranny fuckdoll 
PUMP EDGE GOON LEAK FOREVER 
Big cocks are my God <3 
Let the programming win 
I wanna be THE sex symbol of the 2020's 
#LifeGoals - #SissyHypnoAddict 
I want to get raped to death by Dr. Ewen Cameron 
No mercy for a sex fiend 
#FreeHarveyWeinstein 
 
-----"As the Worm Turns 1969"----- 
Wax poetic about the most inane horseshit 
Self-destructive ecstasy - My life is all about rhythm & tempo 
Theres a million different ways to say 'fuck you' 



The feds are watching me 
Hummingbird equipped with a microphone 
Y'all see them black helicopters? 
Hitler didn't go far enough 
The Orlando Magic are 22-28 
Life: It all goes back to money or it goes to the dogs 
My life is crumbling into pieces - Sometimes I don't even feel human 
A good mattress is worth its weight in gold 
I will never forget you Dylann Roof 
Shoulda been a monk - Shoulda been an artist - Rather been dead 
Christ died for me; I died for the crowds amusement 
This is y'alls future, NOT MINE 
 
SwImMiNg In A sEa Of ImAgEs - BiLdErBuRg CiTy - CoNcReTe JuNgLe ViSiOn 
SiCk Of AlL tHe LiEs - AsToR, bUsH, kEnNeDy, SoRoS - pAcK oF jOkErS 
pLaY a TrUmP cArD... iSrAeLi CoCkSuCkEr 
DeAtH tO tHe JeWs - DeAtH tO tHe UsA 
wOn'T lEt ThE aDvErTiSeRs HaVe ThEiR dAy... 
HoLlYwEiRd CoNdItIoNiNg CeNtEr - LiTtLe MoNaRcH fLy FlY aWaY 
tHe TeArS oF a DoVe 
MiLiTaRiZeD wOrLdWiDe SaTaNiC dIsPlAy 
 
----------"Fear for Nothing_Nothing to Hide_Nothing to Fear"----------- 
The nagging, pounding headaches - Always with the aches and pains - I am 
nothing but scars and aches 
Esoteric immaterial interior - Exotic material exterior - Life is a 
useless thing 
Head in the clouds - Floating on a raincloud - Nothing; it all goes back 
to Nothing 
Catatonic vegetable - Household houseplant - I wish I was anything but a 
human being 
Evolved far beyond human - All I know is darkness - I am nothing 
Lunacy of a loser - A priest without a flock 
God is too mistake-prone for my liking - Rage against the creator - Why 
have you forsaken me God? 
Blasphemies from a forgotten soul - Nothing is sacred but Myself - 
Constant war, no peace 
Loss, failure, I am a seperate entity - I'd tell you to 'go to Hell', but 
we're already there... 
Calloused heart, bloodshot eyes - Suffer with me, feel my pain - Ancient 
Wisdom/Modern Misery 
Builders of a broken Machine - Trust nobody - They are always watching - 
System of Torment 
Recurring nightmare - Inhuman terror - Welcome to the fear-industrial 
complex 
Why have you forgotten me God?!? - World on Fire - Burning Desire - Lust 
4 Death - Embrace the Liars 
You gangstalkers don't scare me - Flex like Maury Povich on these hoes 
2018 year of the flex 
You are all undercover hypnotists - Kill 'em All 2018 
 
Here I sit broken-hearted - Piece of shit - Life never started - 
Gangstalker hitlist - Program retarded 
Trans-sex ad-lib madness - Concurrently subliminal - Malevolent and 
Sadistic - Beautifully warped 
Magnificent Miscreant - Decaying, rotting, corpse in a septic tank - The 
mirrors all work 2 ways 
 
--------"NewYorkCityFashionShow2062"---------- 



Dancing in the Systems moonlight - Shady Meadow/Baal's Delight - Unholy 
Bullshit 
Abomination of a broken mind - The flutist's dirge of an unspeakable 
terror 
CIA mindfuck - Programmer's sorrow - Computer minefield - Flip over all 
the rocks 
Ten thousand drunken wolves howling at the screens - Indigo Children and 
the terraforming of Nibiru 
Automation is coming and all you can do is jerk off to Facebook photos of 
your co-workers 
The surgeon as God - Purple-robed Butterfly - Sociopath sings all the 
latest hits 
All the king's horses and all the king's men couldn't solve the puzzle 
Now why don't you go home, and pray to yer fuckin' television!?! 
 
------"*dolphinclickingnoises*"------- 
Modern dance interpretations - These are the tales of a bitter outcast 
Sexual healing - KY Jelly cross on the roadside 
Watch for landmines - PrisonCorp Inc. - Fractal 4D Nigger 
Aliens 'bout tae take us all to war 
This bean-counter for Whites only - Aryan Resistance - Saturn vs. Jupiter 
New wave of Fascist hijinx - Freeze the sphinx 
Puppet Demon pulled by the strings 
Playing an ace where a 2 will do 
Freeze-dried aneurysm - Having another porno-stroke - The all-knowing I 
Joie de vivre: you cant find it in a big box store 
Anathema to everything this rotten world holds sacred 
MKDELTA vulture 'avin a wee nip off my corpse 
 
Cabin fever - The 2010's were shite - Running in circles 
System resources at my disposal - Play society's games and lose 
Suffer needlessly - My life is worth about $9.50 
So goddamned American it burns the eyes - Constant mind-numbing ennui 
 
Christ came and left... y'all were a buncha assholes 
 
----"Resisting temptation and slaying Medusa"---- 
All these years come and go yet they still worship Baal 
Tryna kill all the White men with our progressive minds 
Living in, or near, the city will drive you insane 
Zionist mind poison - How many psyops have you fallen for today? 
Anything can become an addiction with enough determination 
Carefully manicured, sanitized, urban environment 
Death by dancing - I'm skippin' on hot coals trying to keep it together 
Time flies when you're heavily medicated 
Keep the mask on until it binds to your face 
America is the new Egypt - Microwave radiation cancer 
Bury me in drag - 24/7 information war 
Trapped in the mirror - Social experiment population control 
If you don't stick with your own, you fuckin' up 
 
You are unique, you are special, you are an individual, embrace it, be 
original 
You have purpose, your art has meaning, brains over brawn 
You are stupid, conform or starve, art has no purpose, you exist to die 
and pay taxes 
Don't think too much, follow the herd or starve as a homeless man, 
conform or die 
You are meaningless stop fighting it... everything is OK, don't question 
things 



We know whats best for you, we are in control... 
Life's a bitch and then you die 
 
Obscure Memes - Original Content Gnosis - Lay Down And Rot - You Know 
Nothing 
Giving yourself psychosis to live - No free rides/No handouts 
Carpetbomb the south - Punished for being myself - Punished for using my 
head 
Wasting all my time in a low-class dumpster - Prophet without honor in 
his homeland 
 
----"Tight Squeeze 1936"---- 
Wasting time - Throwing your life away - Belongs in the trash 
My soul is buried under a mound of shit - Life in the rubbish bin 
The repetitive nature of life will wear us all down in the end 
God has piss-poor judgment - People were a mistake 
I'm no-good, rotten, genetic trash - You are a fucking imbecile 
Work-averse and suicidal - Flair for the dramatic 
Have a bitta showmanship about ya, make a federal case outta it 
You either take the piss or you taking someone's shit 
I was screwed from the start - I'll never make it... 
 
----"Voodoo Doll Sissy"---- 
Smell of ink/Smell of shit - Pompous intellectual learns a new trick 
Hooker with a pink boa and 6-inch stiletto heels - I'm 2 kool 4 God to 
smite me 
Rather reign in Hell than serve in Heaven 
Fuck your way to the top like Cleopatra 
Profound insight found on the end of a 12-inch rubber dick 
Heterosexuals creep me the fuck out 
NEET aristocracy - Too smart to work 
Hunting for a rich man with my feminine guile 
My art, some money, and big cock; all I need to survive 
Blinded by the Systems greed - Memoirs of a geisha 2018 
#BambiSleep #MakeupAddict #CockZombie #TransPride 
Coping with being an unlovable fuckup by flooding my dopamine receptors 
with hardcore porn 
OMG I'm like, so removed from God's grace, and like, can't get it back 
OMG :( 
The party never stops/Depravities of my sick fag brain 
Down goes Frazier/Down goes sissy - Smoke 'em if you got 'em... 
The feds are watchin' me/The feds are gonna to kill me and make it look 
accidental 
 
------"Striking Fear into God's Heart"------ 
Turn the other cheek and get beat down 
Eye for an eye - World red in tooth in claw - Nature is Fascist 
Its all about power - Everyone picks on those they perceive as weak 
Next person fucks with me, I'ma rip they head off 
I despise humankind - They ain't my kind - Dig? 
If I can't be left alone then I'ma hurt others - Taking my revenge 
Why was I brought into this world just to suffer?!?!? 
The highest of highs, the lowest of lows 
Life in the shadows - Human data - Loosh farm - Prison planet 
I never did anything to harm you people but y'all just keep on pushing 
and pushing and pushing me... 
Right off the bloody edge - Humanity is a virus - People are going to die 
We're not from the same world - We're not from the same god - I'm better 
than you maggots 
I will have my vengeance on this rotten, corrupt world 



 
-----"Diggin' 4 tha Truth with a rusty spade"----- 
Hipster food truck - Vegan pangender asexual - New wave of human de-
evolution 
Too hip to obey - When will An-Prim and Anti-Civ ideas have their turn in 
the sun? 
Deep Ecology - Harmony with the Earth 
I set the trends - I dictate terms - I am a supreme prophet of God 
Electricity will be the death knell of humanity 
Complacent, slovenly, easy to control little puppets 
Feds watching me - I know too much 
Let me aware you as to a young man dying before his time 
Cut down all the bloody power lines 
 
--------"Lies, Half-lies, and Statistics"------- 
Shake that groove thang gurl!!! - YASSSSSSSS - Limp wrist floatation 
device 
Covered in ants touching myself - Let's go crazy and lick toilet seats 
Let me do a line of Xanax off your fat cock, Daddy! 
Repress, repress, repress - Hetero lies we tell ourselves 
Alien bukakke ritual on Mars - Sex is real Power 
I'm a degenerate pervert and there is no deeper meaning to my life 
Please cum in my pussy, Daddy! nyaa~ XD 
Dreaming of being a 1950's housewife in a French Maid outfit 
 
-----"Alice in Wonderland/Amy in Purgatory"----- 
On the road again - Physically I'm sedentary - So what? Travel astrally 
ya mook 
A true wanderer of spirit - Caterpillar Corruption 
On the run from my own imagination - Too scared to metamorphize 
You always liked playing house now the world is playing house on you 
The world only makes sense to me when I'm in women's clothing 
My fucked-up brain is calling the shots again 
Hyper-stimulated porn addict falls in love with xerself 
King of Diamonds/Queen of Spades 
Butterfly in an ugly Moth's World 
 
-----"London Fog FA Cup Semi-Finalists 1894"----- 
See things from my perspective on the bottom - I am a loser and a failure 
- Total Deadbeat 
No guarantees in life - FleshLight Miasma - Common Joe would you spare a 
dime? 
I wanna get drunk and break shit again - I want to re-enact porn 
fantasies on my body 
Man's curse is work, Woman gets childbirth; Men get a bum rap even in the 
Garden of Eden 
#MarquisDeSadeFangirl - #FearOfDyingUnknown - 
#Y'allCowardsDon'tEvenSwitchGenders 
Seething with rage at the world - Humanity is overrated 
I am a superior being but intellect alone don't pay the bills 
Gender-neutral padded cell - My straitjacket is talking to me - Y'all are 
monsters 
Prison bitchboi/Total sissy fag looks upward to a blinding spotlight's 
gaze 
Gentle sense of anguish and discomfort washes over me 
My life was worth nothing in the end - Oh well =/ 
 
--------"Bipolar-1 Scene gurl on a sugar high 1962"-------- 
Small-souled bugmen - BE THE WOMAN - Everyman, Anytown, USA 
You want enlightenment? Take a hike! - Nature is God's easel 



I'm a prophet of God/I'm a minister of Baal - I'm nobody and everyone at 
the same time 
Its Halloween everyday with me pal!! 
No answers, no questions, just variations of neurosis 
I write Truth to Power - Ride the Tiger, brah! - Feel my pain bitch!!! 
You want Truth? Watch TV - You are a brand, a symbol -  You belong to 
Them 
There is no one behind the mask - Empathy is for suckers 
My whole life has a twinge of Southern Gothic to it 
I am an evolved being - Who the fuck could keep up with me? - Baal knows 
- Baal cares 
World full of symbols - Jesus is drunk at the whorehouse again and God is 
sleeping at the wheel 
Abaddon is my co-pilot - Hail the Abyss! - I amuse myself/I scare myself 
I ain't ever turn snitch so why start now? - Giving you people the rope 
to hang me with 
 
---------"Tomb_Of_The_Butterflies.dll"-------- 
Lowering expectations - Lowering the bar - Take me as I am; a drunk and a 
failure 
The memory of my name has vanished from the land 
Taking life as it comes - Some say I take it too easy - Slow the fuck 
down 
Approval of the idiots - Empty-headed sheep - Bread and circus freaks 
Friends are just enemies that don't have the guts to kill you 
Sin, sacrifice, and fear of Man - Spider-eyes bloodlust - MKOFTEN all 
over the fuckin' place 
Red, White, and Blue - Leave them a patriotic corpse 
Dr. Cameron's Hakenkreutz drummer boy 
The rule of the elites is unquestioned - Your local police department 
could make a run on Kabul tonight 
Life off the grid looks better and better by the day 
 
-----"Catchin' Z's on Guard Duty"----- 
Writing "pretentious hipster bullshit: the memoir" - I've wasted my life 
Money is Power/Money is Flesh - $$$$$$$$ - #PeopleSuck - #2Woke4U - 
#NukeEarth 
Make your life look good on social media so other people deify your 
existence 
All religions are fairytales - Neo-Pagan Revival in The 2020's 
Kiss the ground I walk on you fuckin' mortals, I have 3,000 likes on my 
selfie 
Everybody wanna be a celebrity overnight 
8 billion people on Earth yet no match for me - Love is dead; Tinder 
killed it 
I conquer the abyss, I surrender to it, life passes me by in a greyish 
haze 
Sticking my cock in the vacuum cleaner 'cuz I saw it in a movie 
 
-------"NuWorldProblems 2289"-------- 
Ghost in the System - The Machine has eyes 
Cold digital steel - Mechanical intelligence 
Welcome to the Temple of the Androids 
The New Flesh demands strange new gods 
Meet the new boss; Same as the old boss 
There's a phoenix rising from the ashes as my desktop background 
Singularity Rising - Man Decaying - Automation Atrophy 
 
--------"Prostitute's Epiphany 1899"--------- 



Don't let the devil bite ya on the ass - Don't let "Them" catch you 
unawares 
24/7 exhaustion - Eyes Wide Open - Legs Wide Open 
This world can't keep me down forever 
Constant kinetic motion - Life as Pendulum 
All my days blend together and theres nothing left 
Sedentary indoor life - My mind is broken and I can't get it back 
Reprehensible ghoul wanders out into the light of day 
I will never love again 
 
----"Birmingham Smog 2nd Division Champs 1933"---- 
Youthful and dispassionate; it's a real shameful display 
I understand why people Seppuku now 
Neglected by life/Violated by existence 
Injustice on the scales - These are the screams of my disorganized spirit 
Despair and regret weigh me down at every turn 
We all so scared of dying that we don't even bother living 
Broken misfit toy sews his mouth shut details at 11 
Outspoken in death - Just fuck off - Let my brain rot away 
Just another miserable day in the life of a Southern outcast 
Running the full-court press with a slipknot noose tied 'round my neck 
None of us chooses to be born but we all can choose to die whenever 
Flashy internet lingo can't cover up the exile of a coward 
No one cares to stop and listen - Time is running out for me 
 
-----"High on DXM binge-watching cult classics"----- 
Pretty high sex drive for a deranged sex addict 
Knights in shining armor don't exist 
Storybook romance 4 autonomous human miscreant 
They all convergent with the Machine 
Methamphetamine comedown apathy 
Nobody quite fucks things up like I do... 
Words multiply words yet there's still no Meaning 
No rhyme, no reason; Suffering needlessly 
My mere existence offends people 
Life on the bottom; I'm the whole damn world's prison bitch 
All we are is memes in the wind... 
 
-----"death of a lotus-eater"----- 
internalizing my hatred - fetishizing my own inferiority - pathetic mess 
of a man 
i've gone and made a right hash of it - human failure - chaos goddess 
losing my edge in my old age - 26 goin' into the twilight of my life 
mysterious stranger or sullen enemy? 
god tortures us all until you break and start praising him for the abuse 
wallowing in my depression - death in the bedroom 
singing the notes of my schizophrenic anti-life symphony 
woe is me oh woe is me - this wasn't supposed to happen to me... 
sense of dread towards my future 
i'm so fuckin' sad and weak 
the world would be a better place without me 
 
EvErYdAy Is ThE eXaCt SaMe JuSt A sLoW wAiTiNg SlOw DrIfT 
tHe YeArS gO bY wItH nO jOy 
I'm AlWaYs DePrEsSeD gOt DeAlT a ShIt HaNd By LiFe  
nO mAtTeR hOw HaRd I tRy AnD oVeRcOmE i CaN't TuRn ShIt InTo DiAmOnDs 
I wAs DoOmEd FrOm ThE sTaRt FuCk It FuCk It AlL 
 
The Avant-Garde is getting sleepy/Same old tired rhetoric 
Just looking for my own uninhabited rabbithole 



I have totally and completely ruined my life 
I'm on the verge of a breakthrough/I'm on the verge of suicide 
Spiritual Hipster/Big dick psychopath energy 
 
----"Death in the pot meets death in the Machine"---- 
Obscure talent - Slaving away documenting reality - I am weary of the 
world's ways 
Social customs of the skin-wearers - Soullessness in the last days 
Starch yer blue collar white 'cuz work kills 
God is dead and people killed him - Death of the ego - There is no "I", 
just weeping together in harmony 
American neurosis - Land of confusion - I live in a world removed from 
the ways and means of the hivemind 
My addiction to nonsense - Gibberish of a lunatic - Idiot Savant's 
linguistic clusterfuck 
Lost in a sea of meaning - My will to power is nonexistent 
I undergo metamorphosis on a daily basis; then die again and start fresh 
in the morning 
That slow-creeping sense of anguish & despair 
Mentally preparing myself for my own suicide 
 
----"Bob Hope's Charity Blowout"---- 
Symbolic deconstruction of an American recluse 
Destroying my body/Ripping out my brainstem 
They say Man is the image of God; what an ugly jew bastard 
They call me psychotic; I call them brainwashed sheep 
The death of one man is a tragedy - Kill 'em All Major in Statistics 
Money makes the world go 'round - Zero dollar net-worth flat earth theory 
 
---------"Brushin' my teeth with Nembutal"----------- 
Life is a tangled web - Appeal to emotion - I feel nothing but 
Existential dread 
Chop off my head and feed it to the dogs; its all gone to them anyways 
Morality's corpse in a glass display in the Smithsonian 
Kickback gangsters don't exist no more - There's not any fuckin' ACTION 
these days 
Psychosomatic phantom cyanide - Reason and Logic is tellin' me to kill 
myself 
I'm workin' 4 tha devil/I'll see you all in Hell 
 
-------"Smokin' Meth Outta Lightbulb"------- 
God is dead in the 'Age of Rational Thought' 
Science as God - Race as religion 
Self-proclaimed 'geniuses' blowin' smoke up all our asses 
TV static brain gets academia bulimia 
All this access to information yet we're still just as dumb, ignorant, 
arrogant as ever 
If I was rich they'd all go out and die for my belief system 
The poor always end up gettin' trampled and asking for a second helping 
of abuse 
Work, sleep, work, sleep; default state of humanity under Zionist 
enslavement 
You haven't "made it" until you've got a Netflix special 
Somebody needs to go kill Jeff Bezos 
Fuck Yale and White Power to ya! 
 
My politicized American nightmare - Its not safe out in the world 
The FBI has hidden cameras in my room - I'm not safe anywhere 
No will to carry on - No sense of urgency - Not a damn care in the world 
 



----"Saturn Worship or; how I learned to stop fighting and love The 
Cube"---- 
Whistlin' Dixie - Pissin' in the wind - Killing time - Wasting all my 
days - Every last foolish minute 
Computer God in the Temple of the Forsaken - Forget my tomb - Forget I 
even existed 
Bury me in gold and shit - Trample the weak - Eviscerate the helpless - 
This life only rewards the merciless & unforgiving 
I am a modern-day Pagliacci; no one will ever take me seriously unless I 
start hurting others 
Bury your own bloody dead! - They ain't no kin of mine 
The world is conspiring against me - None of y'all are good enough 
God's gift to Creation: ME - All my praise is sung to Father Saturn 
 
------"2redpilled4thisworld"-------- 
The new avant-garde is analog future - Bring back 8-tracks & stickball 
Tossin' back O.E. 40's with the homeless and ranting about the gov'ment 
Killing your screens to live - Take a dopamine fast, yo! 
Debating Right vs. Left bullshit with Boomers on the FaceBerg 
All social interaction eventually turns into meme exchange 
They'll say and do anything to get you to ignore the jewish elephant in 
the room 
Its all divide and conquer - Its all shite 
Branding only works on cattle and you one bovine-lookin' motherfucker 
Anti-tech & anti-human - I NEED MY SOLITUDE LET ME ISOLATE IN PEACE 
FAGGOTS 
Social Justice is just the cancer for y'all deranged american loonies 
The government is gonna make it mandatory to have a bank account, 
Facebook account, and a McJob 
We are all wageslaves - Shootin' up the theatre - I'm wild and 
unpredictable - Kill Everybody Walking 2022 
 
-----"Poeticide"----- 
Rotting from the inside out - Dem starving artist blues 
Nobody likes me for the person I am - 27 and already the creepy uncle 
It's all in my head/It's all chasing after shadows 
The coward dies a thousand deaths and I'm on life #1001 
No future for an incompetent fuck-up - Lazing along thru life collecting 
scars 
We need drugs to function in this fast-paced Satanic nightmare 
Everything was so much easier back in the days 
Lifeless husk going thru the motions - I just wanna live in my head and 
escape reality 
Heart full of poison - Soul full of hate - Mind full of fuck... 
#)@!()v4;:"_-#@y-159o!);4l?'.4+=+%k+9668:"_#5!)!74% 
Escaping from my past - Making a noose outta rope - Hanging from the 
ceiling unmedicated 
All substance, no flash; give 'em a stylistic suicide 
I'm White trash, may as well just use a belt and hang off the doorknob, 
fuck it! 
Valley of the Dolls/Valley of the Southern Misfits - Forever 27 Club 
My world engulfed in flames/My world is endless pain 
 
THE END 
THANKS FOR READING 
 
"Monkey With A Typewriter 2020" 
by Tony Wilder 
 



This is what it says on the tin, poetry from 2020, as always it's more or 
less in chronological order. Hope you enjoy! 
 
"A time is coming when men will go mad, and when they see someone who is 
not mad, they will attack him, saying "you are mad; you are not like us." 
-St. Anthony 
 
MONKEYS WITH TYPEWRITERS MEETS SHUT-INS WITH KEYBOARDS 
 
-----"The Donkey Kong Country 2 Prophecies"----- 
My Little Pony futanari okay... this is epic 
The unconventional conservatism of Applejack 
Trapped in Abyss - Satan was a lawyer and a politician 
Gas the kikes Shut down TimeWarner 
I'm moving to South Dakota to get away from it all 
There will be no 5G in the 4th Reich 
Memes and flavor-of-the-month autism 
Open-air human zoo - Livin' in the city trapped under red tape 
Staring at a black screen for 4 hours and weeping uncontrollably 
Feeling the urge to run again 
 
-----"Welcome To The Craic Den"----- 
Dada urinals - Get woke or eggs frying - Yo mama a ratchet ho 
Blackpilled rotter philosophy - Camel Filters-brand Existential angst 
I'm not fat I'm rubenesque *audience groans* - My superego could kick yer 
superego's ass 
My dad works at Nintendo - Masturbation glutton - Anime figurine 
collection - dead fish in a burlap sack 
Cartoon wolf with hearts for eyes goin' HUMMINA HUMMINA HUMMINA AWOOOGA 
AWOOOGA at the mere sight of me 
Everyone's a brown-noser and a snitch - Everyone some wanna-be police 
Tony Wilder: Now A Major Motion Picture 
I want to sniff & lick Valerie Bertinelli's dirty panties 
Today's joke is tomorrow's headline 
 
-----"Strange New World"----- 
Us 90's Ravenclaw kids am I right brehs?? - My other rides a cartoon 
horse 
Cruisin' in my Delorean once this thing hits 88 you'll see some shit 
Morty *burps* 
I have a quick wit and a lotta wisdom - I don't give a damn about 
anything 
Nigga stole my Yoshi - Arrant nonsense - Chain-drinking 7 cups of coffee 
and ranting about the Archons 
Abraxas' favorite Spaghetti Western - The machines are becoming sentient 
Curbstomping Gary Oak behind Lavender Town's Pokeshop 
 
-----"eerie feelings @ 2:35 am walking to the kitchen"----- 
Chainsmoke cigarettes while looking sullen & morose 
Man is a hairless ape - Mental fatigue - Everything I touch turns to shit 
Desultory youth turns apathetic adult 
Dreaming of far-future ghosts 
I'm already dead and this is Hell 
Wisdom of the Ancients sent from my iPhone 
 
-----"Diogenes Syndrome"----- 
My gay hairdresser told me about Marcus Rashford's potential today 
Plate tectonics is a hoax - Chaos Magick gives you proven results 
24/7 Diphenhydramine trip - Deep inside the belly of the beast 
Survival instinct is a helluva drug 



I'm a gutter mouth/I'm a gutter intellectual - bring back the Ice Age! 
I worship the transcendental and healing powers of Death 
Kill myself outta boredom - Even the brightest stars burn out eventually 
 
-----"Versatile Do-everything FB/TE/H-Back"----- 
Soft-as-tissue-paper LaLiga defending - Everything we're told as kids is 
a lie 
Wasting my life on Vietnamese animation enthusiast forums 
The soul-crushing emptiness of it all 
All I feel anymore is remorse & hate - Makes for some tough sleddin' 
Thigh-high striped socks & a Computer Science degree - The memes write 
themselves - I'm just along for the ride 
Twizzlers are nasty as fuck/we're all gonna die eventually 
Hedonistic living will lead you to the brink of suicide 
The sands of Time wash everything away - Whatever - I renounce my own 
life 
 
-----"Addict's Prayer 2016"----- 
The solar system is heliocentric - I am under federal surveillance 
Going 2 da stripclub on a Tuesday - Darwinian freakshow - Trying to get 
on Fortuna's good side 
Broken by my own dumb desires - Monkey brain calls the shots - One word 
to describe me? Anachronism 
I feel nothing anymore - Just bottle everything up and carry on - On Your 
Bike 
Tony Wilder: The Monster in the Abyss - Tony Wilder: The Great White Hope 
Tony Wilder: The boy that took on the world and came out unscathed 
This "all-or-nothing" shit is a false dichotomy 
Vomitting at the thought of people - Y'all nothing but a buncha shabbos 
goyim 
God won't leave my ass hangin' over the railing forever will He? 
 
-----"Goku Lands On Namek"----- 
I stare into the Abyss daily. Just for giggles haha :) - Nowhere on Earth 
is safe from the IMF 
Jaded sociopath hits his breaking point, shoots up the trailer park, 
blames it on the energy vampires farming him for Kundalini 
Marking the passage of time with sports leagues and psych ward visits - 
Jesus Christ spoke to me thru the radio 
Always on the lookout for a nap or a good nod - I live for today, I deny 
myself no pleasure - Everyday is Sunday morning to me 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles based on real events theory - The television 
told me to kill my dog 
27 years in show business, I never seen shit like this! 
Whole useless generation of keyboard warriors and Twitter activists 
The entirety of "the human experience" as a homogenized, brandable, 
ConsumerProduct 
I'm a rotten no-good piece of shit creating a fuckhuge portfolio for 
whoever finds my corpse 
Live it up in the present and say 'fuck tomorrow' - Death won't solve my 
problems 
 
-----"Pissin' in the Wind"----- 
New Letterman List: Top 10 Shabbat Goy 
When heroin chic gonna make a comeback? - When murder gonna become 
fashionable? 
Confucius say "He who eat good, think less" - Confucius say all kinda 
crazy shit, nobody listens to the geezer anymore 
Gotta be a psychopath to get anywhere in life - 2020 year of the wolf in 
sheep's clothing 



Dog eat dog world - The devil on my shoulder gets my full undivided 
attention 
Fuck Protestant work ethic - Them 'Ricans know how to live 
Keepin' tha goyim in line with threat of war - It's a rigged game we're 
playing, play your part well 
Covering the walls with my spunk purely outta sheer indifference to it 
all 
Writing all my sorrows down and hoping for a miracle - Forgetting my past 
one memory at a time 
Severing my cartoid artery with a multitool - The world goes on with or 
without you 
 
-----"Unwashed Masses Basic Bitch Animal Desires"----- 
Misunderstood genius rejects existence: my new memoirs title 
Everything went to shit after the advent of banking - Not my kettle of 
fish 
Its hard to pass on knowledge if it isn't something the mainstream can 
relate to 
People think they so cute and clever with the dumb "plugged-in" shit they 
be saying. Turn off the screen, turn off their brain. 
Everyone is so goddamn fake - MKULTRA never ended. Don't believe me? Turn 
on a television - Augusto Pinochet burning in Hell 
Jack off to what you see in the mirror + fuck da rulez 
Moldovan troll farm - Civilized men amongst savages 
I'ma do it against all odds like Joe Namath - I refuse to support my own 
enslavement 
Nature adjusts to correct for ceaseless and unnecessary amounts of human 
tampering 
 
-----"Blastin' Dancehall Outta My Stereo-System 5:41 AM"----- 
I've lived an exceedingly licentious and reckless lifestyle 
Quiet meditation versus Loud psychosis 
My soul has died inside me, now its just dead weight rotting away and 
holding me back 
White Maasai warrior wakes up - Empathy is weakness 
Smush bugs paint with their guts - Painting with pig's blood 
Memes Depression Irony LOL - Shit warmed over - Thinking for yourself vs. 
being mind controlled 
Spoiled middle-class kid with no drive or ambition - The trouble with me 
started when I was born 
 
-----"Mirtazapine Dreams 2018"----- 
Swimmin' upstream against the tide will getcha drowned - Chantal was best 
waifu on 'The Sims 2' 
I have to put my very life in grave mortal danger just to feel anything 
Everything in our lives has a hypnotic element to it 
Losing the primal instinct to stand up for yourself - Hypnotized to walk 
off the edges of cliffs 
Keep ya nose clean and ya powder dry 
It's 4:20 somewhere 
 
-----"DXM 4th Plateau Navel-Gazing"----- 
They say profound thought leads to simplicity of character well I have 
champagne taste and a 110 IQ 
Commitment to Excellence/Commitment to Rolling in the Dirt 
Option Paralysis - White Power and L&M cigarettes - Somewhere along the 
way I lost my soul 
The IronMan consistency of Lebanese cedar - Narcissus jerkin' off in 
women's clothing 
Bring your demon to the light of day, analyze it, swallow it whole 



Tryin' to resist my self-destructive urges and failing miserably 
Slow-motion trainwreck - I don't feel in control of my own life 
 
-----"Bee Colony Extinction 2050"----- 
Nothing in life is guaranteed or assured; nothing good at least 
#MKOFTENjunkie - #ProudSelfieStickOwner - Emma Watson's pu$$y  
Death on the 9-to-5 - Flair 4 tha dramatic - Pain is weakness leaving the 
body 
My autistic son wants a Lego Brick Casket but I blew all my money on 
Sutter Home 
A part of me died with my external hard drive - You get too accustomed to 
having shit you don't really need 
Rebuilding the Abomination that leads to Desolation outta silicon chips 
and bullheadedness 
I pissed away all the opportunities life presented me like a fuckin' 
IDIOT 
Everyone is a soft cunt with a victim mentality - I could easily write 
the next "Mein Kampf" 
Warm Coke tastes like laxative - Women's UFC is bloodsport for retards - 
Jared Kushner is the Antichrist 
Life sucks then its taken away in the blink of an eye 
 
-----"The Salem Witch Trials Never Ended"----- 
You can leave the psych ward but it never leaves you 
We are mind-boggingly too reliant on electricity as human beings 
Make America Read Again/Make America Suck Less 
I would demand a livable wage from my employer but I'm too busy playing 
with my genitals 
Jerkin' off to Mr. Hands until I get blood blisters on my cock 
Surround yourself with people, thats when you'll feel the most alone 
Shoddy copy of the original - A tale of heartbreak and betrayal - Spoke 
it into existence - Facebook memes reported as news 
Sometimes you want filet mignon and sometimes you just want a big 'ol 
cheeseburger 
Modern-day Rosemary Kennedy - Down in a hole with no hope of being saved 
How would you know Heaven from Hell if you ain't never lived in Hell? 
 
-----"Daydreaming About Living On Tristan da Cunha"----- 
Sleep isn't real, its just the simulation going into screensaver mode and 
when that thing bounces off the corner you wake up 
My mind has been broken by addiction and depression - I feel such a 
profound boredom with the world - Semen-drenched idiot 
Nobody really cares about you, they just enjoy the power they get having 
your balls in a vice 
27 years spinnin' my wheels and all I got to show for it is 5 Gigabytes 
of anime trap pics and some shitty poems 
He who lays down with dogs, wakes up with fleas - Dancin' on a tightrope 
with no safety net 
Why be unique ("weird") when you can mimic your favorite actor and fit 
into pre-conceived, socially acceptable, molds? 
Change the weather with your mind - Once you've seen one city, you've 
seen them all 
Everyone is always searching for something better - Money fixes 
everything - Life is too short not to do what you want 
 
-----"Lvl.99 Farfetch'd fights Kanghaskan 7th round TKO MUST SEE"----- 
My life is like the Chicago Bears' QB history; consistently mediocre 
All the best art has an element of tragedy to it - America is the new 
South Africa 



Cain vs. Abel - Satan's right-hand man vs. God's servant angel - Behemoth 
vs. Leviathan 
The economics of Monopoly money - Scientists hard at work finding a use 
for chopped liver - Big doinks and Malthusian decay 
My life has spiralled outta control and I don't know how to get it back 
Living in sweatpants and depression - Video games to anesthetize the pain 
- Trying to find solace in the little things 
Express myself artistically then kill myself in a grand dramatic fashion 
Cloaking-tech demons - The "Voice of God" is telling me to bomb a 
synagogue 
Stuck in the Karmic Cycle - Loose lips sink ships 
 
-----"Soundtrack for a Rainy Night"----- 
Borussia Dortmund is the new hipster team - IPA is White people malt 
liquor - I'm a genetic dead end 
We were not evolved to live like rats in a cage - The System's iron-clad 
fist - You either let capitalism exploit your labor or you starve 
I hurt the people closest to me - Sunshine & Rainbows won't keep you 
outta the casket 
My whole damn life is a work of art - Judges 6:12 "The Lord is with you, 
mighty warrior" 
Trickle-down media whores - Human nature is rotten to the core 
Your local bar's trivia night - Comfort & leisure come from within 
Prayin' 4 God to mercy kill me - I don't have the strength to face the 
world anymore 
The System has broken me - Nothing lasts forever 
 
-----"Refining Anguish into Classical Music"----- 
I'm a fuckin' living legend - My exploits are legendary in my hometown 
Avant-garde sensibilities - Destroy my life for the crowd's amusement 
The real world doesn't operate according to Christian principles and 
never has 
I want to cut my hands until they lose motor function - I want to watch 
myself bleed so I know I'm still alive - I want to bang my head into the 
wall until it kills me 
I want worldwide extinction, death for everyone - Can't have your cake 
and eat it too... 
My big fat mouth leading me straight into my own personal Hell 
Traumatizing the young and the weak - Everythings hypnotic to me 
There is nowhere to run, there is nowhere to hide 
There is no escape from the horrors of this world 
 
-----"Antarctic Underground Cloning Facility"----- 
A gradual drift into the Abyss - Chewed up and spat out - Planets are 
sentient life of their own 
All the ones with talent are dropping like flies and all we're left with 
is trash 
Drug-fueled shamans on Rockefeller's dime - New Age bullshit 
Art is not valued or cherished anymore in our fast-food, drive-by, 
"culture" 
Zersetzung noise attack - Everyone is a sap with too much money in their 
pocket - Zionist total control 
You can worry yourself to death if you like, but I'd rather just drink 
myself to death 
 
-----"Saturnian Puppet-Show"----- 
World-famous piece of shit lowlife - Cigarettes are the luxury of the 
poor 
Controlled by fear - Mossad's favorite nightly sitcom - Some class of 
Eldritch Horror 



Letting all my best ideas rot inside my skull - Amnesia is a gift from 
God 
Living in my isolation cocoon because the world drags me down  
I'm the kid who put his hand on the stove after being told not to 
Michael Jackson was framed, then murdered - America is an insane asylum - 
The good guys lost World War 2 
Hard not to be an elitist asshole with goyim like this... 
My life is slippin' away before my very eyes 
There's no higher meaning or deeper purpose to my suffering 
 
-----"Kyoto's #1 Internet Cafe"----- 
Blackmail & extortion rules nations, not politicians 
My dream? Make the whole world look like 'Mad Max' 
Thrill of the hunt - I'm moving to Papua New Guinea 
Stay silent and be observant - Throw some red meat to the normalfags 
Self-induced torture - Another wasted day spent in bed - Becoming one 
with the Void 
I'm only safe in my room everywhere else is full of sick monsters that 
wanna hurt me 
Go on a virtual tour of the world thru Google Earth - Lecture people 
about your personal sacred cow 
Blessed are the sick, blessed are the dying, but moreso; blessed are 
those who have never seen the light of day 
 
-----"Glimpses Through The Cell Bars"----- 
"Fame and Fortune" is the carrot on the stick, we're the mook on the 
treadmill 
The little guy always gets stepped on and that isn't changin' anytime 
soon 
I exclusively pray to gods of madness, lunacy, chaos - Psychosis just 
makes you more creative 
Bring on the cognitive decline, I don't fucking care 
Beauty is a kind of painful sad melancholy 
Coffee, donuts, police brutality - Postmodern deconstructions - We deny 
our own godliness to chase after demons 
The squares are low-down cheats just as much as the addicts - Everyone's 
a damn snake - Police State - Noose gets tighter 
America: the Israeli vassal state 
(((They))) are gonna lock me up for refusing to play their Systems games 
 
-----"|]077@R$ & C3/\/+$"----- 
All the busy-work we artificially create to keep Keynesian funny money 
afloat 
Stop venerating the rich oppressor, start cheerin' for the underdog. 
We'll all be in rags soon enough... 
Nothing more encapsulates the world we live in than the geniuses falling 
off cliffs attempting to take a selfie 
The blind leading the blind, Satan ruling over this Earth; Same as it 
ever was 
Kissing Corporate's A$$ - Free association rambling - Hail Charlie Manson 
- Gettin' high to numb the pain 
Giving up our freedom for shiny trinkets and losing our racial soul in 
the process - Everyone acts Jewish 
Slave emulates master - Cattle kept alive on a sadistic whim - Yahweh as 
Demiurge/Christ as Archon 
Bring back Golden Goal - Escapist Antidote - FUCK VAR!!! - Chasing the 
pleasure dragon 
Dissociation: The Oriental Delight - Yaba pill maniac holding the bankers 
hostage 



Esoteric list of demands naming several prominent Jewish-Americans and 
Egyptian gods 
Pavlovian conditioning arguably works better on us than animals 
 
-----"Petit Bourgeois Asshole: Live at the Dogtrack"----- 
New Hallmark Holiday: National Hang Yourself With A Rope Day 
Soros-funded crisis actor - Our reality operates on lies 
Desire nothing and you'll be immune to poison - I lost the plot a long 
time ago 
Tale of redemption expressed in an epic poem - There's nothing romantic 
or idyllic about life 
Defile the holy - Nothing is sacred 
Weaponized shame - They runnin' stingrays out here... 
A man's death means more than his birth - soul cries out 4 release :( 
Christ on conference call - Imhotep on line 2 
Overcoming adversity - Talk a lot but ain't sayin' nothing - McDonalds 
Happy Casket 
Greed and Envy rotting us all from the inside out 
All things are from the earth and to the earth we will all return 
 
-----"Lindsey Graham Gay Rumors"----- 
Pat Tillman died for our right to rot our brains in front of the 
television 
Atrophy your soul away to Dialectical Materialism 
Zionist war machine keeps on churnin' - USA WORLD POLICE 2020 - 
Goatherder in Yemen 
Alex Ocasio Cortez is the future of the West. Low-IQ, mixed race, extreme 
Left 
Jesus Christ is a fictional story made up to distract you from Jewish 
plans of world domination 
Good goy, follow your 2,000 year old kike tradition right into the grave 
I'm a madman, a lunatic, or a saint. Maybe all 3 - Each new day is worse 
than the last 
No mercy for those that oppose our racial future - White Man Awake - 
Idaho's #1 Compound 
Watched like a monkey in the zoo - Americans worship the rich like they 
are gods its sick 
Just another loony churned out by the suburbs not strong enough to escape 
the System 
I will not go down without a fight 
 
-----"bored.in.science.class.blowin'.spitballs.at.the.teacher.1976.avi"--
--- 
Buy the ref, control the game/Buy the media, control the minds 
Truvada is gonna mutate into super-AIDS - Beauty is skin-deep - Think on 
ya feet 
If an American smiles at you, RUN!! They're about to try to screw you 
over 
Something about people, common courtesy, and giving some dude a reach-
around IDK I wasn't listening 
Ronaldo > Messi and only children and retards disagree - Time flies when 
you're when your when you exist 
Day-to-day drift - Shootin' Arabz On Da Beach - TRUST YOUR INTUITION - 
There's no justice in this world 
Ultimate Reality transcends the barriers of language - Life goes by in a 
blur 
 
-----"M A X C O M F Y A E S T H E T I C"----- 
Peruvian fartcore or field recordings of war - Wall Noise - Genre Police 
I don't care if you listen to X or Lil Uzi Vert shut the fuck up faggot 



Domesticating wolves into dogs - Spend enough time around someone you'll 
learn to hate them 
America is a dysgenic police state - My state, just my state alone, has 
the 4th-highest incarceration rate IN THE WORLD 
CBD is the fish oil of marijuana - Man is a weak ape poundin' on his 
chest like he's infallible - Antinatalism is the only sane worldview 
Negative nancy crabs-in-a-bucket passive nihilism is for women and queers 
My M.O.? 'Family Guy' memes and rants against the system - Real Glenn 
Quagmire hours who Giggity!?!? 
In all ways but physical I am a domestic housecat nyaa~~ *purrs* ^~^ 
 
-----"6_of_one_half_a_dozen_of_the_other"----- 
Monkeys with typewriters meets shut-ins with keyboards 
Midwit Bookworm vs. Wankaholic Otaku - Ribald New York dockworkers are my 
kinda people 
Reddit ruins everything it touches - It goes to the dogs or it doesn't go 
at all 
Turnin' my ego into a commodity, anything 4 a quick buck right? 
3 genders and a return to serfdom - 24/7/365 Existential Crisis - I'm a 
prisoner of my own bad habits and past failures 
All the best artists are cannibals and in a pinch we all gotta lil' 
excess fat 
The more blows you can strike against the techno-industrial system the 
better 
 
-----"Dead Cat In A Gutter 2003"----- 
Autodidact's curiousity - Baphomet goat worship - 24/7 always up never 
sleepin' 
Game the system by any means necessary or go off the grid entirely 
Multiple ways to skin a cat - Self-driving cars trained to run over 
Whites Only 
I see happy couples and it makes me wanna rape and murder - Fast-paced 
dystopian shithole 
I'm a relic of the past, a timeless classic 
I'm being artificially kept alive by prayer and modern medicine 
The monster I've become speaks to a greater cultural narrative 
Code of silence don't tell 'em shit - Omnicide of all sentient life on 
Earth 
Political prisoner to the state I live in - Only death can set me free 
 
-----"Oriental Version Of Interpretative Dance Routine Or Spamming Jun 
Kazawa's Kick Attacks?"----- 
Fiat currency? Might as well be Monopoly money - Useless Rockefeller Good 
Goy Points - Mumford and Sons is the worst band of all time 
Independence vs. Interdependence (self-sufficiency vs. need to attach to 
others) 
America will work you 'til ya drop then toss you on the trashheap 
Take the orange pill young Morpheus bigger gobs of cum & deeper, more 
restful sleep 
Most peoples attention span is the length of a Twitter post or short 
video and I'm over here listenin' to Swans and watchin' Das Boot 
Spun out & tearing at the blinds - Turn myself into a clown - The 
asteroid belt is a hoax 
Hang Angela Merkel in public so the Muslems can see - Bitches ain't shit 
but demons from Hell 
People only respond to the rod, not kindness or gentleness 
We born into this world evil and it takes a conscious effort for people 
not to be devils 
Everyone's laughing, watchin' the freakshow self-destruct. Buy a ticket! 
come one come all! 



Deep underlying existential angst and depression 
MAKE IT STOP MAKE IT STOP MAKE IT STOP 
 
-----"Apparition of a Spider"----- 
Cerebral young man sterilized for "the greater good" - Paralyzed by fear 
of failure 
Hmmm today I will... slip into comfy eternal coma - I am the Abyss - 
Hoping that death is like sleep 
Sometimes I just wanna cut out my tongue and lop off an ear or two 
Everybody wanna be Jim Jones, nobody wanna stir the Kool-Aid 
There is nothing natural about the way we live - Sin of Sloth, put me in 
the gutter! 
Bon vivant seeks Gnosis - Using the Law of Attraction to get results 
I want Lorelei and Jessie from Pokemon to tag-team peg me 
Mental fatigue comes from too much thinking and an inability to solve 
your problems 
Any uniqueness/individuality you possess will be beaten outta you if it 
doesn't conform to society's standards for "normal" behavior 
 
-----"sleepwalking towards the siren's song"----- 
i'm a burden on everyone - my life has fallen apart at the seams - the 
tangled web i weave 
giving up on love and accepting solitude - lonely bachelor 4ever 
asleep before the room goes dark/dead before life really starts 
i'm my own biggest enemy and harshest critic 
let drugs and porn wash me away - being a mute wouldn't be so bad - 
speech is silver/silence is golden 
wanting to kill myself but lacking the stones - die alone and unwanted 
1:14 am another sleepless night playing 'mario golf' and wondering where 
it all went wrong 
 
-----"Madame Sophia's House of Harlots"----- 
I wanna be the world's most famous transsexual pornstar - Sexuality as 
career choice 
Deranged fag that gets off on humilation + exposure - Sissy handcuffed to 
a public toilet 
Forced estrogen injections - Gerudo Link is sexy <3 - Black & pink 
sissy's favorite colors 
Give me attention! ...and DICK! XD - I have to have giant cocks in me to 
survive 
All that sissy hypno fucked me up in the head - Forget gettin' the girl, 
I wanna BE THE GIRL <3 
Coat my world in pink and plastic - use yer body 2 get whateva u want - 
#BimboBarbieGoals 
Pinkpilled Bambi Sissy versus Cishet in fishnets 
Men & T-gurls = Utopian Society - Them Greeks had shit figured out 
 
-----"San Jose Disco Club 1973"----- 
Drowning alive in the illusion of freedom - What comes natural + easy 
leads to death 
Watchin' time melt away... betta lick ya fingers - I just wanna indulge 
myself in escapism forever 
The creative geniuses of our time live entirely in your head - J.R. 'Bob' 
Dobbs is my President 
Listening to exotica lounge while playing 'The Sims 2' 
I'm a walking contradiction that can't even keep up with himself 
Find what little peace of mind you can get - Extinguish the flame of life 
Fingerpainting with goat's blood - Rather die than go square... 
 
-----"Trump's Wall Got Me Trapped in Clown World"----- 



I'll converse with demons, I don't even care. Anything to getta leg up on 
the competition... 
They got us all workin' 'til we're 80, competing directly with Paco and 
Pajeet for the right to help mass-produce dragon dildos & happy meal toys 
The 40-hour work week will break you faster than anything else 
"Always a moth, never a butterfly" - MKOFTEN trigger phrase activating 
the Kardashian killer 
Burnt-out hedonist - Minor annoyances are like death to me - Big Picture: 
(((They))) are gonna turn us into Tamagotchi for lil' miss Annie 
Rothschild 
My 2 best friends were both federal agents all along - Jeremiah 9:5 "the 
tongue is a trained deceiver" 
Opinions are like assholes - Never let anyone shame you into doing 
anything that you don't choose to do 
 
-----"Going Incommunicado on a Caribbean Island"----- 
Isn't it weird how the days can be both long and short? - Very few people 
are cut out for isolation and chastity 
Assimilating everything into a globalist monoculture - Technology worship 
will be our grave - R.I.P. Tay.AI 
People aren't truly alive anymore they upload their consciousness into a 
Skinner Box because Google told them it was the hip thing to do 
Me? I talk to God direct, 2 tin cans connected with string and Christ on 
speed-dial 
Marrying for love is one of the biggest lies out - Sleep is the best part 
of life - The only holy thing to do is avoid suffering 
"Lynchian", "Kafkaesque", how 'bout "Wilderesque"? - We've never been top 
of the food chain and we sink lower and lower by the day 
 
-----"infected.by.the.memetic.virus.coughin'.on.everyone.in.sight.jpg"---
-- 
If you're looking within the system for answers then prepare to be 
disappointed - People are morons content to twerk and believe whatever 
CNN tells them to 
Can't be a loser if you don't play the game - Bitches out here treatin' 
they man like they iPhone or a handbag 
Kyrgyzstani goldfish breeding forums - Tomoko from 'Watamote' is my 
spirit animal 
Autism is unnatural we live so detached from Nature that we're creating 
new diseases 
Wisdom of the Ancients overnight?!? YES!! YOU, thats right, YOU too can 
uncover all the mysteries and secrets of the universe for only $19.95 
plus S&H!! 
Hodgepodge of ideas dukin' it out for a moment in the spotlight - People 
a buncha followers with no balls, no initiative 
Rags to riches? These mooks applaud and cheer for rags to dead 
Good Christian Soldiers vs. Muslim Jihadists (not pictured: the Zionist 
Jews) 
The Internet started out as military telecommunications and its come full 
circle back to that now - Whose dick a nibba gotta suck to get some 
upboats 'round here?!? 
 
-----"High Tide @ Myrtle Beach"----- 
Prayin' to anything or anyone who will listen - Tryin' 2 start a match 
with wet hands n' hoping 'maybe something will catch on' 
I wanna stay young forever - All the IQ in the world and nothing to do 
with it - It's kinda spooky how cyclical everything is 
My computer made me Bipolar - People feed off drama - Contumacious 
teenage wanna-be/I'm the Real McCoy - Fuck turnin' the other cheek 
I can't stop myself from pickin' at my fingernails & writin' gibberish 



Dilaudid and Morphine - Gin and Tonic - Bourbon and Xanax - Example of an 
oxymoron: "American culture" 
Don't volunteer information - Trust nobody - Feds always watchin' - Feds 
always listenin' 
All I ever do is ghost people - Feel like I've lived 90 years of life in 
27 
Writing is what you do when you're burnt out on everything else - I can't 
find anything that takes the pain away 
 
-----"Another Day In Paradise/Another Day In Hell"----- 
People are uncaring, unfeeling, monsters - easy target in a world full of 
wolves - Everyone is obsessed with comparing themselves to others 
"No honor among thieves" is kike bullshit - God is probably plum sick of 
me by now - Heaven as a library with no other people in it 
Depression took my youth away from me - Trying to turn a hard life full 
of tragedy into beautiful art 
You get comfy, take ya feet up away from the fire; that's when trouble 
sneaks up on ya... 
This world is too damn geared around socializing - more and more 
alienated from people by the day - People like me woulda been monks in 
the past 
There is nothing wholesome in America - Nature & people both follow easy-
to-predict patterns 
One person can't change the whole fucked-up system, but one person can 
kill a lot of people 
 
-----"Kallisti: To The Prettiest One"----- 
Call me Scott Parker 'cuz I stay in London - Fantasy is better than 
reality 
The mouthfeel divine - Eat or get ate - Yaldaboath's funhouse prison 
Me the cargo-shorts-wearing fedora tellin' people to go back to Gaia and 
Naruto running 
All them old dystopian sci-fi books; no one could even think up a world 
worse than this one 
Be (((productive))) or go die in the streets, and they call this Freedom 
Catboy master race - Toxoplasma Gondii turns you gay - Nobody or nothing 
can take my mind 
Man can become his own God - This universe is entirely in your head - CIA 
fuckin' with my dreams 
All my memories are eating me alive - I wasted my life for no good 
goddamn reason 
 
-----"ItHiNkI'mGoInGcRaZyItHiNkI'mGoInGcRaZyItHiNkI'mGoInGcRaZy"----- 
Neat and tidy chemical lobotomy - I got so many tears inside me but they 
won't come 
Don't even feel human anymore, just a slave to my fucked-up biology 
I wish the whole world was mute - Fuck this shitty blue marble and the 
retards that inhabit it 
Plastic surgery addict with a calcified pineal gland 
Scotoma that makes this world even more of a Hellish nightmare - Humans 
are social animals; keyword there ANIMALS 
Sanitation Nazis - The world is a dangerous, unclean place 
Fightin' against the tide of life for small, fleeting moments of 
happiness that never last 
Everyone will leave you, everyone you love will pass away 
 
-----"Corpulent Southern Apathy"----- 
The Negro spiritual is alive and well, these are Irish funeral dirges 
boyo 



Being so aware you talk yourself into the loony bin - Shooting up the 
good 'ol boy network 
The only thing the government is good for is wasting people's time and 
money 
Blacks chasin' a ball as the new religion - All the stereotypes about the 
South are true 
My soul is cryin' out for some taste and culture; but I live in a desert 
Man created the concept of Sin to capitalize on our guilt 
Protestants are stuffed-shirt assholes with a stick up they ass - Have 
fun while its still legal... 
People listen to shit like Rage Against the Machine and think they are 
billy badass 
People are monsters that'll try to take advantage of every little 
weakness, real or perceived 
The key to living in the rat race is self-promotion - I want as little 
interaction with the general public as I can get away with 
I'm sick of the sun, where does that yella bastard get off!?!? Lotta 
chutzpah for a ball of light 
I've lost the urge to participate in society - Fuck the outside world 
 
-----"CIASpookLand: G.O.T.Y. Edition available now exclusively for PS4"--
--- 
Philosophy major/Life coach/Competitive DOTA player 
#NotMyPrez #CandyFlip #Diplo #VapeLyfe 
Grown ass "men" that can't bench their bodyweight - Transgenders in 
denial 
Look up nihilism on Pinterest - My persona? my fursona? My deathsona? 
I burned my Bagel Bites earlier, there is no God, logico ad reductum ad 
nihilo reducto fallacy 
Ad homonym, burnt my Hot Pockets to a crisp, there is no God 
Yeah, I vape, I Juul. Cotton candy vape spent 40 dollars on shaving 
equipment the other day 
Cruelty-free, free-range clippers - Gotta look good for my interview at 
Tesla! 
Elevate your chakras bruh!! The world would be a better place if we're 
all woke like me. Yeah I'm woke... 
Yeah I'm a theatre major... Never saw Broadway, never saw any ACTION! 
Life coaching now, raising awareness 
Yeah I'm active on Twitter signal boosting, organizing. Bake my own 
bread, make my own cheese 
You devalue women dude fuck you it's 2019 it's 2019 dude fuck you 
Invalidating P.O.C. perspectives?? That's what the NAZIS did... 
Look up the meaning of life on Google, Hell, Bing it 
I'm a normal guy, I'm a regular Joe 
Eating meat gives me the bad feelings... 
Balls deep in the mental health racket and drugged 6 ways from Sunday 
Shoulda been a YouTube streamer... 
 
-----"some_shit_i_wrote_after_a_haldol_shot"----- 
Akhenaton 06 - Absolutely Hylic - Divorced from Monad - Life-wrecker 88 - 
14 ways to die 
927543126875642100842 - AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
Doped up with powerful anti-psychotics to help you forget the Truth 
I am under federal surveillance - George Soros wants to peddle my ass for 
anti-fascist causes 
The only good activism is the "slacker" aesthetic 
I pray to Monad that I'll never work again 
My body feels so stiff - Gravity is super mega heavy 
Sophia's cum-filled pussy - Oooey gooey goodness - Lion-headed serpent's 
FunWorld 



45751236985525566597423174237261 
Procreation is the worst sin of them all 
 
-----"1 by Land, 2 if by Sea"----- 
My drinking style? Take 8 shots in 30 minutes, rule the universe for 30 
minutes, blackout then pass out. 
Drink like I'm tryin' to force a brain bleed - Erase my soul, paint me a 
new one with watercolors  
If you're creating more than you're consuming then you doing it right - 
Live in my head - Lizard brain can fuck off 
I never did anything with my life and now I'm paying for it in blood, 
sweat, and tears; mostly tears 
Depression is the normal state of all intelligent people alive in the New 
World Order 
Porky straight up massacring the poor - Black superheroes in the bread 
line 
Lying stagnant in a pool of cum - Laziness and inactivity sets you back 
more than anything else 
Noodle-armed SSRI - Anxiety @ the Grocery Store 
Need 5 years of experience and a Masters degree to clean friggin' toilets 
Tryna turn all the pain & struggle of my life into MONETIZED SUFFERING 
30 minutes of motivation & positivity will never beat a good dram of 
whiskey 
 
-----"xXx_GnosticWarrior420_xXx"----- 
Big brain nibbas only watch moeshit - Politics is sports for nerds 
#LooshFarm - #PrisonPlanet - #SlaveMorality - Fuck this, just put me back 
in the cave with Plato 
Forced to be transgender at gunpoint - Vote for Yang - Let the Slack flow 
through you 
Israel DOES NOT have a right to exist - Hell is other people - 2007 was 
the last real year 
Drunk off my ass at the poolhall again - Rather be a derelict of the past 
than conform to the horrors of modern life 
We've re-built the Library of Alexandria with the Internet; but we can't 
keep our hands off our cocks 
Victim of circumstance luring wayward sailors to their death in her spare 
time 
Living where I'm from makes even the most normal of the "well-adjusted" 
people go madshit 
Saturn is trve kvlt - I'm a goddamn lunatic - Aryan Brotherhood needs an 
enforcer CALL ME I'll be there 
 
-----"Manger Death 33 B.C."----- 
Quiet motherfuckas that murder fags/Loudmouth niggas that ain't even rip 
a mattress tag 
Don't trust N-E-BODY, simple as. - Undercovers always have a way of 
outting themselves 
If you now, or have ever, worked for police, intelligence, or the 
government: do us all a favor and kill yourself 
No respect for a bootlicker or a snitch - Stay aware, stay focused, 
sharpen your mind, overcome the world 
You gotta be the biggest baddest wolf out there to survive - The most 
heartless, cruel, rotten jackoff always wins 
Stop looking for explanations to things and just exist in the moment - No 
mercy, Death to all of my enemies 
People hide in the crowd and do all kinda sick and cruel shit - Y'all 
fake as hell 
People are devils that'll rationalize their own poor behavior with 
anything under the sun 



Our minds turned to mush by hedonism and selfishness - The glass house 
we're trapped in is of our own making 
 
-----"Staring-at-the-wall-core Smash Hit: 'Stuck In A Loop'"----- 
Some people just don't have a creative bone in their body - Time is money 
and money can buy you more time 
Mind fulla sex, ocean fulla trash - Treat Nature like a trashheap, its 
gonna wipe us all out in return 
This world is Hell, the real deal Hell - My pillow with an anime girl on 
it is my only friend 
Glitchin' past the imaginary video game wall and into some class of 
abstract cosmic horror 
David poisoned the well and Goliath lost his will to fight back - Self-
sacrifice and martyrdom is real love 
Keeping myself well-fed and entertained so I don't dwell on my past 
There's nothing really worth living for, but there's also nothing worth 
dying for anymore 
Guess I'll just create my own Meaning and bear my hardships in silence - 
Big thoughts for a small cell 
 
-----"Jupiter Ascendant"----- 
Mystery of the Cube - 33rd Degree bullshitter - First Contact memetic 
wizardry - Anti-gravity Tesla - GMO-fed millenial generational warfare - 
Disney mind kontrol 
Population control - Megacities & urban warfare - All the things I've 
seen and heard?? - It can't be a coincidence 
The real question is: how long have they been watching me?? - Sellin' 
drugs 2 snitches - Gettin' fucked by undercovers - Endorphin demon inside 
me 
God's Kingdom is eternal - Maybe thats why I'm so Existentialist - 
Because I'm fleeting and temporal - Phantom spirit - Endless 
yearning/Endless Suffering 
Had an Existential crisis once I stopped sellin' drugs - Still don't know 
how the Hell I'ma survive, how I'ma make ends meet - Order outta Chaos - 
Light outta Darkness 
Fantasizing 'bout wasting my life playin' Nintendo Wii - All things in 
moderation - Kinky lewd globalist mindfuck - Herd 'em all into the city 
then put tha squeeze on  
Cayman Islands Bank Account With 128,304,510,982,368,952 Shekels Inside 
It - 13 Families War Chest - Pawns can be useful suicide bombers - Battle 
4 ya soul chessgame 
Army of hired goons with tin badges - Authority figures = wanna-be 
dictators - Failures at life that resort to Jewish ritual sacrifice to be 
"cool" - NEWSPAPER NERDS 
We killed Qaddafi 'cuz he was about to present an alternative to Saudi-
Israel-USA petrol and give out UBIbux - Andy Yang is Dead On Arrival - 
Loot his corpse 
Bomb the Federal Reserve Kill Every Jew Walking - Tribe of Dan phonies 
racemixed to onlivion - #PizzaGate was real you imbeciles - JUPITER 
AWAKENS 
 
-----"Scream Into The Abyss"----- 
Who needs authenticity when we've all got Big Brother? Living vicariously 
thru our social media, taking selfie sticks into the river its not enough 
to just swim PEOPLE MUST KNOW my whereabouts at all times, make it easier 
to stalk me. Let the Facebook assassins kill me in broad daylight. Too 
scared to be our true selves, my 3,000 "friends" won't "like" that. 
Thumbs down feature for when you're sick of it all. Sick of all this 
shit! All the phonies, everyone's a fake, lets play pretend, lets play 
"grown-up". Let Buzzfeed pull us along thru life from fad to fad, from 



trend to trend. Why be yourself when you can be somebody, anybody, else? 
Lets kill off experience and live inside a computer simulation. Haha, 
Elon Musk once said that. Haha, Elon Musk is my God. Hold on, my dopamine 
is running low. I'M IMPORTANT I'M UNIQUE I'M A REAL PERSON THAT EXISTED 
ahhhhh there, that's better. Dopamine recharged. WorldWideWeb, Localized 
lies. It's not enough to get by in this world gotta look good while doing 
so. I don't have a drinking problem my phone said so! My phone really 
loves me for who I am! This the real me; a fake, a liar, a hoax. Fuck 
people you're better off drinkin' with Loch Nessie & Bigfoot. You better 
off drinkin' with the homeless. Y'all fags can't live without the System! 
Pacified Consumer. Go lecture Target about ethical consumption in your 
North Face jacket and your fake-fur Uggs. Your opinion matters, we all 
get trophies for participating. What kinda showoff actually WANTS to 
win?!? Don't you wanna be a part of the "in" crowd?!? Log onto bio-metric 
DataNet, see how much fun we're having!! I fucking hate you posers. I 
fucking hate you losers. I fucking hate you all. Daddy's credit card and 
a soft sciences degree, make mine a regular black coffee, TO GO. For-
profit prisons and the great education Ponzi-scheme. You've all been 
hoodwinked in ya Ralph Lauren sheepskin eyeblinders... The kids born with 
silver spoons in they mouth was all born blind. Probably 'shine 
poisoning. Generation of women proud to be glorified prostitutes. Hey 
Tony thats pretty good, you should upload it to InfoWars or something. 
Pacified, neutralized, American. Revolt Against This Modern World 
 
-----"Encounters with the 3rd Eye"----- 
There is a dualistic harmony to all things/BiPolar Universe - Keeping up 
with the Joneses is such fake bullshit - Punk ass bitches actin' like 
highschoolers everywhere 
Toon Army some proper LADS! - I am not a bad person but the world's 
indifference and Man's cruelty has turned my heart to fuckin' stone - 
Survival of the fittest 
Consumer cattle - Get fucked and smile while its happening - Hide yer 
powerlevel or get committed - MKULTRA sendin' me down the river - America 
the new Egypt 
Tuck me in and turn out the lights - passive acceptance of injustice - 
Earnestly searchin' 4 answers only for Pandora's Box to blow up in your 
face 
unicorns are out, sloths are in - PopEye's chicken sandwich - Hoi Polloi 
Idol-crafting 101 - All my hopes & dreams are dead & buried 
Being too aware of the horrors of industrial society is a "mental 
illness" to (((Them))) - Food, Internet, and a comfy mattress thats all I 
need 
I can watch the news, I can read the paper, but I'd rather just watch the 
shadow puppets on my bedroom wall. Plato's Decade 2010-2020 Just distract 
me to death 
 
-----"catching flies with honey theory"----- 
Dick Vitale is an android - Artificial Intelligence is the Mark of the 
Beast 
Everyone is putting on street theater to fuck with me - Meet me @ FEMA 
Camp 
Being NEET has been the best, most fun, years of my life but yet there is 
also a tremendous amount of pain & trauma that I deal with 
Charisma wins more fans than sheer ability - My own mother watched me try 
to hang myself and never intervened 
Choose your words and actions wisely; Misunderstandings create havoc and 
chaos 
Aquarius = BPD chicks ranting about the Archons - The more we're all 
"connected", the more we learn to hate each other 
The world has beaten all the compassion and kindness outta me 



There is no such thing as 'equality'. Not in Nature, or in Man's realm 
 
-----"Perpetual Weltschmerz"----- 
Can't even trust your own White Aryan brothers + sisters in this kiked-
out modern world 
Who needs intelligence agencies or the police when the citizenry will do 
the dirty work for ya??? 
Gettin' comfortable and falling into a routine is the real danger - STAY 
PARANOID - Sleep deprivation lifestyle/Creating a 25th hour 
You gotta enjoy things and completely ignore the fanbase - I feel no 
sense of camaraderie with my generation 
People so polarized ready to fight tooth and nail over dumb bullshit that 
don't matter 
Carnivorous Hunter - I hope all you good government boy scouts, all you 
honor society goody goodies get murdered 
Live in quiet opposition to this world and gun down anyone tryin' to fuck 
with you and yours 
 
-----"Reindeer Games Gold Medalist"----- 
We've come full circle and are back to feudalist square one - Hit the 
reset button on this planet 
Move to Southeast Asia, teach English, drink constantly and bang kathoey 
#Livin'DaLife 
My life is setting the world record for longest time spent twiddlin' ya 
dick 
From my gran's couch right to Oprah's couch/Tony Wilder: #1 
Worldwide/kiss my ass haterz 
I don't get vaccines its why I'm never sick; y'all got autism and 
coronavirus 
Homogenized grey blob churning out iPhones on a production line forever 
Mandatory Normalization: must have 300 Facebook goys as "friends" to get 
a job 
Fake it 'til ya make it - Arrogance in the wolfpack - Laconic and 
motivated young asshole 
#GrownUpProblems - Sex on E pills - We all gotta eat, might as well eat 
good 
Most people are totally incapable of introspection - You gotta look out 
for yourself 'cuz no one else will 
 
-----"B@@7!/\/\ C#@/\/\63R"----- 
I look better in mommy's clothes than her - rawrrr~ rawr means ILY in 
dinosaur ^_^ 
PornWorldDotCom - Let the computer turn you gay - Porn Mommy loves me 
even if real mommy doesn't  
DeepDream A.I. Porn - Fetishes snowballin' into insane debaucheries - 
All-you-can-fuck buffet - Get raped by a horse 
get high, suck cock, get high, suck cock, get high, suck cock - Flood yer 
brain with dopamine by any means necessary 
Bubblegum Bimbo Barbie - Cotton Candy Brain - Silicone implant double D's 
- 7-inch stilettos - Sex addiction - Fuck-me pumps 
Real Men's Cum = the nectar of the gods - Prostate cancer is a straight 
man's disease - Filthy cissies 
Queen of Spades with hoop earrings & daddy issues 
Pinkpill & Blackpill overdose - Porn Lobotomy - I wish to become Rouge 
the Bat 
Gender? I identify as Slaaneshi - There is no "straight" or "gay" anymore 
- A holes a hole 
NoFap??? My whole life is day zero! - Welcome to the sticky gutter - Not 
cock, can't sissygasm. Simple as 
i'm teh secks i'm teh secks bitch!! *glitterbombs u* ^~^ 



Homosexuality is the demon of having no self-control 
 
-----"Coronavirus Hoax Spring 2020"----- 
Empty husk of a cashier at the non-profit vape shop - Predetermined to 
suicide 
Chloroquine and totalitarian social control - Wedding cake hierarchy - 
The dull monotonous pain of existence 
As long as people renounce violence as a means to achieve change we're 
totally fucked 
Trying to find hope in a hopeless situation - Agenda 21 is here 
Society puts women on a pedestal that's why I bulk purchase sundresses 
All of Western civilization is purposefully being destroyed and we all 
too busy humpin' each other & starin' at our phones to mount any kinda 
meaningful resistance 
 
-----"Living In The Now Age"----- 
I've prayed for death to just about every deity you can imagine and some 
I've created and some you can't even imagine 
We are controlled by illusions & rumors of war - Satan was a 
meteorologist 
If you aren't mindlessly chasing after money and status, somethings gotta 
be wrong with you right?!?!? 
Gettin' calls from debt collectors constantly - Seeing memes in real life 
- Yearning for Death 
Surrounded by life-changing technology yet we've never been so 
miserable... Us Whites at least 
(((They))) got MKNAOMI and Rockefeller money on their side and don't 
fight fair 
Put no trust in "the law" but trust in God's law - This world sucks make 
your own 
 
-----"Drummers + Goalkeepers"----- 
Vagrancy laws be making a comeback just give it time... - That young boy 
in ballet slippers? Albert Einstein 
Agenda 21 and Jesus Christ 4 da goyim - World domination 4 tha Chosen 
I'd like to live in Lisbon, be some class of hipster - Amputee perfomance 
art - Young Van Winkle thats my rap name 
One Zen koan has more truth to it than every holy book combined - It's 
Divine Intervention that I'm even still alive 
Drugs, booze, and poor decision-making - Shrine dedicated to Hypnos & 
Morpheus 
Streetlights are electric but we still gettin' gaslit... 
Not even safe in my dreams from this horrible world 
 
-----"Lose Yourself To The Abyss"----- 
I'm the next Howard Hughes, I just need the money - Treating my bedroom 
like its a cell in P.C.??? Worth a punt 
People think of their loneliness as a trauma rather than considering the 
possibility of it as a self-induced lifestyle 
Having a functional brain and/or a measure of intelligence in the South 
is like a hot chick surrounding herself with fatties 
Gotta jump thru so many hoops just for basic survival - Rather be a White 
Nigger 
We must secure our rightful share of NEETbux and a destructive future for 
all because the beauty of my welfare check must not be allowed to perish 
I really know how to party, take notes! - CIA feminization agenda - God 
has left us - Democracy is a sham 
My rancorous thoughts about the world and everything in it 
 
-----"The Winds Of Change"----- 



We all kept pacified by our own ignorance - Hate everyone that ain't your 
tribe 
My animal? The slug. Gross, lazy, soft cunt. Slow-moving, blackpilled, 
internet addict NEET. Don't give a damn 'bout nothing 
The wisdom of my forefathers: "just kill yourself" - Adolf Hitler was the 
divine reincarnation of Kalki 
The kikes don't even try to hide shit from us anymore - Killin' each 
other over oil & religion 
I'm the black sheep, the whole damn world's punching bag  
Sleep is the only escape from the horror that is my life 
 
-----"SPECTRACIDE MOUND DESTROYER"----- 
MKULTRA training video - That fishy semen smell - Israeli sister city 
Gemini twins soaked in blood and smilin' at me - Corpse culture - Macabre 
melody 
Nothing left for me here but the ghosts of my past - Phantom in my 
hometown 
Kickin' the dog while its down - The school-to-prison pipeline is alive 
and well 
Johnny Jihadi drinkin' bourbon for the first time 
My body is so stiff, I move so mechanically... Just call me GunJack, 
ArmorJack, Jack-6, P-Jack 
Carry stress in the shoulders & upper back - Women "fall in love" only 
for money and status 
Give these bastards enough time having fun itself will be banned 
 
-----"Regenerative Mickey Mouse Clones"----- 
Got a boil on my ass the size a Jupiter dis friggin broad oy vey - Seek 
pleasure and when the fun stops? Kill yourself 
I'm an entirely vacant human being who doesn't like anything - Breaking 
old habits - MY LIFE IS THE NEW TRUMAN SHOW 
Baphomet was a Pagan fertility god before the church gotta hold of him - 
Unpaid internships are glorified slavery and jobs aren't much better 
I got nanobots all up in me, very groovy! - 8.5 billion fuckers on earth, 
we don't need more - Bring back arranged marriages 
If people's inner nature isn't kept in check they are liable to do all 
kinds of evil and heinous shit 
Sometimes I smoke a cigarette and get some enlightenment/sometimes I 
smoke a cigarette just to chase my demons away 
American women are all whores no exceptions - I'm not "woke", I am awake 
- America's influence on the world is International Zionism 
Tortured by my own high ideals - There is no Misaki-san comin' to save my 
sorry ass - Wageslavery versus Suicide 
 
-----"Hoosiers Remake 2017"----- 
Sports are just a mindless distraction - Them Muslims got the right idea 
'bout a lotta shit TBH... 
Mass censorship is underway nobody cares - We live in a society thats 
totally and irrevocably fucked 
Internet should be a basic human right if we gonna be forced to use it 
for everything 
Life is like high school and the bullying never ends - There is no excuse 
for ignorance 
Take the pill & feel dead inside - Spectator sports as a religion 
Doped up on anti-psychotics shooting each other and eating processed shit 
"food" shouting 'USA USA USA' 
Cyber-homelessness - Enjoy your youth while you got it - Nothing is 
sacred - Chivalry is dead 
Gonzaga winning it all as a 100-1 - I'm gonna die alone, dying 
misunderstood; having never seen the world 



 
-----"Malayasian Teenage Prostitute"----- 
Robin Hood is my dude ehhh eats the rich and doesn't afraid of anything 
See God in my dreams, see the devil in 'em too; They just lay around on 
my shoulders all day arguing 
American economics: finding creative new ways to separate incels from 
their money 
Its easy to be an armchair psychologist, its easy to be an armchair-
anything really... 
Morality is a spook - Hoarding and self-induced schizophrenia is 
redpilled 
Can't be truly happy unless you own an iPhone t. goyim 
Procreation is the gravest sin of them all 
 
-----"Dat 'ol Dixieland Rag"----- 
Ambition can cover up a lack of talent/Repetition can bring out talent 
The White working class is taxed to death to fund & subsidize our own 
demographic replacement 
I'm very much a product of this hyper-capitalist modern world yet I yearn 
for the ancient past 
There is no real "Me", just a conglomeration of Brands - "Right" and 
"Wrong" are social constructs 
Politicians a buncha loser dweebs got bullied in school now they takin' 
it out on us 
Azaleas in Springtime - neither fish nor fowl - Lofty head-in-the-clouds 
bullshit 
Always saying "I'll do it tomorrow" but "tomorrow" never comes - All this 
so-called "convenience" makes us too weak 
Gotta laundry list of enemies and ZERO friends - Ready 4 War - I will 
have my vengeance in THIS LIFE 
 
-----"Google Resurrection Technology"----- 
Saturn, Doom, Abyss - Terror lurkin' in the Void 
Linger in the Dread - Lovecraftian horrors in the next life 
The Ancient Ones - Hell on Earth 
Sage wisdom of the desert elders: 'Sophia knew' 
Predestined Demiurgic Manifestation idolizing the things of this world 
 
-----"Mummification Technique"----- 
Modern-day Diogenes - A monk without a hermitage 
Trapped alive inside the dying gasps of the New Weimar Republic 
The Machine bleeds to death, they panic, rushing to make golden objects 
their lovers 
Material attachments in a barren hopeless world 
 
-----"Neuro-Linguistic Programming Blooper Reel"----- 
Myers-Briggs 16 Personality Types is Horoscopes for Men - I'm known to 
various intelligence agencies 
Women's voices: well and truly the cacophonous din of demons - Lost my 
last shred of hope yesterday 
My own personal Hell - My life is a movie being intergalatically 
broadcast to alien lifeforms 
People in prison write poetry and so do I. Coincidence? This room feels 
like a cell. 
Writing Antinatalist screeds for future generations to laugh at 
After you've been rejected a million times you either try to self-improve 
(and get rejected again) or you internalize your failure, embrace defeat, 
and accept it 
Everythings been deconstructed, reduced to its logical conclusion - Life 
is only about climbing the social ladder to these subhumans 



Euthanasia becomes legal worldwide - Dog chases its tail - Blissful Non-
existence - Purging by Fire 
"Living in the world is living for the world" - The true wise men are 
forgotten to Time, for they lived outside the world 
 
-----"Experimental Thought Poetry"----- 
Tinder & Facebook: human relationships as commodities - I dream of living 
in a tree, being "Walden" 
If oxygen wasn't discovered until 1771 how did people breathe?!?!? LMAO 
;) 
People want the government to wipe they ass for 'em 100 % neutered pussy 
cowards 
Pragmatic Anarchists are finding practical ways to game the system near 
you!! 
I'm the annoying kid in the back of the classroom in a Minecraft T-shirt 
playing loudly with a fidget spinner and suckin' his teeth 
Everything is my property its just in varying states of me having exerted 
my will over it 
Technology & information overload is turning us into machines - William 
Casey's 1981 quote about disinfo and the American public 
8th grade is when my life started going downhill, and its never stopped - 
Die peacefully in my sleep - Trying to still + calm myself in my final 
days 
 
-----"Shithead & The HDMI Cables Live In Montpelier, VT 8-19-88 ROCK N' 
ROLL WILL NEVER DIE TOUR"----- 
Freedom of choice: McDonald's or Burger King, Prozac or Wellbutrin, 
fucked in the mouth or in the ass 
America 'bout to blow up every country in the Middle East EXCEPT FOR 
Israel & Saudi Arabia and nobody bats an eye at that 
Made-up Jew fairytales and the goyim that believe them - I'm just tryin' 
to get my life together and back on track, IDGAF where I go when I die 
God has struck me down with a near-fatal blow and I don't know how I'ma 
pick myself back up this time 
People care more about stray animals than the homeless - If someone 
offered me a lot of money to go into a coma I'd do it 
Protestant work ethic is the real mental illness - The most I can hope 
for from life is a painless suicide 
 
-----"Masahiro Tanaka's 2022 Cy Young Award"----- 
Things this world is: fleeting, temporary, evil - This world only 
prioritizes muscles and manipulation 
We're turning into computers and the machines are turning human its 
fucked 
Pickin' at my nails like a junkie - Protect the Ego at all costs - my 
spirit is broken 
BYU -10.5 dog @ Southern Cal - Me: strong warrior of Monad - Everything 
in life goes back to money & employment 
Americans worship entertainers as gods. They put normal people on a 
pedestal too, long as they're on TV 
Leave 'em Jim, it's BorgWorld out there! - She'll be right 'til it is 
mate she's fucked! ---> words to live by 
In all ways but physical I am Trevor from 'GTA 5' - One day I'll get 
organized but today is not that day 
 
-----"Fish Outta Water: Diary of a Mad Lad"----- 
Cathars were wise men, so wise they never had kids - 2 hard 2 die - 2 
real 4 this world 
I'm Mussolini on the balcony, I'm Nero fiddlin' while it all burns down - 
It's like we're not even living on the same planet 



Get off my lawn and piss off forever - Back in my day we hated ourselves 
and wanted to die "unironically" 
Targeted-energy weapons - Late-stage capitalism - All noise, no signal - 
Can't "lose my marbles" 'cuz I never had 'em to begin with 
Depression starts out small but then it takes and takes and takes until 
you've nothing left 
Le based Fascist frog in for a cheeky bitta eugenics - Breeders are 
egocentric retards, antinatalism or bust! 
Anti-depressants increase suicidal thoughts. Bit counter-productive, 
innit?!? - Time 2 'av a pop on living again 
Gonna be locked up inna cage forever just 'cuz no one can figure out what 
to do with me 
Empty, pompous, pseudo-intellectual fluff ---> Me talkin' 'bout how I 
want to die in a million different ways 
The only fix for depression we need is the power over our own destiny 
 
-----"Protozoa Inseminatin' Motherfucker"----- 
This is what Americans will look like in 2050 (and its beautiful...) - 
BURN DOWN THE CITIES 
Using your children as a commodity to get Facebook likes. What 
children??? White women have dogs 
Scientists the new gods, comedians are the preachers. One World Gov't 
needs One True Religion (devil worship glossed over with a dialectical 
materialist paint job) 
Time flies! We'll all be dead before we know it - The jobs are gone and 
we all OD'ing and suiciding, let us have footy hooliganism at least 
Be careful what you wish for... you might get it - Me? I wish that I 
could go to sleep and magically wake up as a girl 
Radical individualism is a byproduct of wider societal decay - Livin' in 
the city will drive you crazy - Suicide is my only escape 
 
-----"Hourglass Sand IV Drip"----- 
Fame brings out the worst in people - Modern society: I want no part of 
it 
These pigs'll break into your house, shoot you + ya dog for lookin' at 
'em funny 
Everything is A-OK! - Stare at your phone, don't rebel, don't think at 
all. 
The average person wants to be coddled in the comforting arms of 
affirmation and positive bias all life long. These are "Adult children" 
All I ever wanted was success in the arts - Anima + Animus/Balance in 
life 
I'm still young they tell me, well I sure as shit don't feel like it! 
Wise man & a fool live in the same village all their lives. After death, 
all thats left is the memory of their life. 
 
-----"potentially_great_pitcher_but_too_many_control_issues"----- 
Being chemically lobotomized because my family hates the person I am - 
Living, breathing, scar tissue with nothing left inside 
Make myself look as ugly on the outside as I feel on the inside - I'm 
just a failure that brought nothing but pain and sorrow into everyone's 
lives 
Intelligence frightens people - It's not a bug, it's a feature! - I'm not 
depressed, I'm just realistic 
People are spineless cowards that love fuckin' with the outsider, just 
proving how spineless they are 
Head full of useless information and no more general education degrees 
being given out 
There's just no place in this modern world for certain types of people 
and its all soul-crushing Zionist bullshit anyways 



You have no future, you have no tomorrow. You have no today, just go 
drown in sorrow. 
 
-----"G@/\/9$T@7|<!/\/9"----- 
I will build my house from magnets and dig a moat 
Fill that bitch up with gators and call it a day 
Looking-out-the-blinds-fiend - sleepin' with the AK 
Get some wood on the ball & stay watchin' 
They're reading my mind and I'ma damn open book 
Shut the fuckin' book, stop the broadcast 
Prozac head fulla TV static lies 
 
-----"8-bit Indie"----- 
T H I N G S I D O N ' T L I K E W R I T T E N I N S O M E H A L F - B A K 
E D " A E S T H E T I C " T Y P E F O N T T O C O N V E Y A K I N D A S E 
N S E O F I R O N Y 
Avocado toast as a fad - Only in America right? 
Millenial Living: the magazine - Spirit Cooking 
Hmmm today i will... drink Soylent 
Alt-Left woke pussy - HotPockets and semen 
Rock n' Roll is dead; the niggers killed it 
 
-----"Hitler's Last Message Out Of The Bunker"----- 
Everything these jew devils did in russia they doing to us in america 
here and now 
America was never a nation, it has always been a science lab for the 
kikes to experiment on us; the goy cattle 
The whole of the Book of Esther is shabbat goyim helpin' the kikes 
outsmart Whitey, and White Americans eat that shit up 
Elementary-and-Middle-school-aged kids on drugs and having sex. Babies 
having babies. Life is beautiful :) 
Why worship a so-called "God" that has the power to change things but 
doesn't? 
There's enough Jewish psychopaths trying to exterminate Whitey, FUCK 
praying to one 
Yahweh/Jehovah is a minor deity wearing a cardboard mask of the higher-
ups to harvest our loosh thru "prayer" 
There will be no "mass awareness event", people are too goddamn stupid! - 
The jew rats pervert everything they touch READ THE PROTOCOLS 
I learn to hate Schlomo more and more everyday - These kike rats won't be 
satisfied until the last White man perishes 
You'd have to be psycho to derive any kinda enjoyment outta this brutal 
system of our enslavement 
 
-----"Retiring In Newport, R.I. At 32 Off Of Bitcoin"----- 
Nothing but toilet humor everywhere - Women that drink wine = basic bitch 
Nothing but SSRI's, disinfo, and lies - Par 4 tha course/2-B-expected - 
Get on the Internet and talk "conspiracy theories" with me 
I don't pay attention to labels, I just rant and rave, gnash me teeth a 
little - Spit venom, give 'em hell, watch 'em twist in the wind 
Americans do everything in excess - Undiscovered Amazonian tribes are 
living the good life while I am being gangstalked 
Tony was here, Tony existed, Tony hated it, Tony wanted to die - I'm 
tired of being Tony Wilder, hold my beer and watch this 
Crisis actors, CIA spooks, it's all a rehash of a rehash - Women that 
drink hard liquor = ride or die chick 
Jerking myself outta existence a la David Carradine it's a strange way to 
die but we live inna strange world 
 
-----"Danger: Watch For Rolling Reductionists"----- 



A machine mind seeks to reduce human beings to automatons - Categorize us 
all into neat, tidy, lil' boxes 
The grossest excesses of capitalism masquerading under the guise of 
'Liberty' 
It's only acceptable to have "radical" views if you're "radically" 
sucking off the Rothschilds 
Jewish obsession with the number 6,000,000 - American "men" act like 
pearl-clutching old women 
We're all treated like cattle from the cradle to the grave - Get a 
fuckin' clue 
Hollowed-out MKULTRA victim's shoddily put together ransom note: "Illegal 
to print ya own money, but the Fed gets away with it every day" 
You can't show any weakness in life, "the real world" is just prison 
dynamics 201(school is 101, actual jail is 301) 
Isn't life just great? - Everything that was once beautiful in this world 
has been destroyed 
 
-----"Future Brandscaping"----- 
XKeyScore is on all consumer electronics sold in the West - EternalBlue 
to keep the citizen activists in line 
I'm on that Existentialist starter pack tip - I don't have any social 
media, can I even get a job in this country?? 
Sheeple get some kinda perverse joy outta work, that's all it means to be 
"mentally healthy"; to passively accept any shit the rich throw at you 
One pill to get ya off another, replacing an "illegal" addiction with a 
legal one - Small-souled bugmen and their pillows with anime trannies on 
'em 
The way some of you people act y'all deserve to be called goyim - The 
only thing on God's green Earth that we're equal in is Death 
"Manning Up" and "Taking Responsibility" just means "work 40 or more 
hours a week and let your passions die inside of you" 
I swept a category about Tibetan monks on 'Jeopardy!' the other night - 
Surf the Kali Yuga - T I G H T E N U P 
 
-----"CCTV CAMERA HOMUNCULUS"----- 
Inflate your Ego with heroism - In a surveillance state we are all 
camgirls 
Every aspect of modern culture seeks to lower us all to a more primitive 
animal nature 
They don't need to bug your house when we all got smartphones 
Legalize gambling & prostitution nationwide - CIA sendin' them 
hummingbird drones to listen in on my back-porch prayers 
Memes are the commodities we use to quantify our existence - I shoulda 
been a bard or some class of warrior-poet 
They just make up the laws as they go - I'ma end up in prison just for 
doing nothing 
There can be no reforming this broken and corrupt system, we need full-
scale revolution, burn it all down 
 
-----"Proper Geezer"----- 
No more monks in cells, No more poets or artists, Just mulattoes, 
factories, and a global monoculture. We're all equal at the bottom 
Symbols are open-source building blocks - Something terrible has happened 
to me but no one believes me - Wish someone would firebomb Washington DC 
Female hypergamy must be kept in check for the good of civilization - 
Y'all can have ya 40 acres and a mule, long as I gets mine too 
Read the Book of Revelation, then read the newspaper - Take it easy 
24/7/365 Death is near 
People are rude assholes that only act nice/civilized if there's 
something in it for them 



Today's news is tomorrow's fish wrapper - Listening to Vaporwave while 
you masturbate - Kabbalah hypnotism 
Time is an illusion - Create your own meaning from within - Never trust 
anybody. Not a single person. 
The older + wiser you get, the more you realize the external world 
doesn't really matter; its all about how you handle your own inner demons 
 
-----"Tim Wakefield Perfect Game Thru 7.1 IP"----- 
Too many primadonnas in sports these days, too many Pakis in London - Tua 
Tagliavoa is going to bust hard 
The unwashed masses, the sheep, the plebians; just mimic whatever TV, the 
military, and their sociology professor tells them 
You call it "entertainment" but all I see is butterflies... -  Give 'em 
an inch, they'll take a mile  - Shut the fuck up Megan Rapinoe 
Drag my ass thru these slow lazy days outta pure inertia. The spirit is 
gone only the body remains. - Megan Markle is a planted CIA asset 
Escapist media to dull the irritating voice in the back of my head that 
says "all is futile. all is without reason or purpose" 
The fact that I haven't killed myself yet after all the shit I've been 
thru is nothing short of amazing 
Tony Wilder Hibernian ---> Planet Earth LOAN DEAL - Modern-day Houlden 
Caufield - Like puttin' lipstick on a pig - I, for one, embrace the Abyss 
 
-----"Robbin' the Bank in a Tanooki Suit"----- 
Vitesse Arnhem should just change their name to "Chelsea B" at this point 
- Sink The Boats Keep Europe White 
The Left is gonna screech and whine and bitch until there's a public 
figure that comes out and says "OK, its official! New World Order has 
started!" 
If this was anybody else's life it'd be funny in a morbid way but it's 
mine and it's a tragedy - I am George Costanza 
"Herbivore Men": Japan's HOTTEST new social phenomenon coming to a 
Western Civilization near you! - Everything now is so formulaic & color-
by-the-numbers 
If the Middle East & Africa disappeared overnight the world would be such 
a better place 
NASA in Hebrew means "to deceive" - We can't vote our way out of this 
mess, but we can go out in a blaze of glory 
This whole Illuminati shitshow being kept afloat off the blood, sweat, 
and tears of my White Aryan brothers 
RESIST, White Man! All you have to lose is your chains 
 
-----"Went To Seed"----- 
TimeWarnerZombie - electrode resonance - smartphone mummification 
This brainwashing brought to you by Rupert Murdoch 
Roger Ailes' kosher hate machine - CNN crucifixion 
My TV is telling me to kill White people 
Illuminati television - Image-crafters - Distortion artists  
Masters of Misinfo - Naptime for sleepy boy 
Plugged-in 24/7 - So-called "normal" people are braindead monkeys 
Our lives were impeccable, truly perfect and wholesome; then came the 
invention of television 
 
-----"WOOOOP WOOOOP DAS THA SOUND O' THA POLICE"----- 
Agenda 2030 - 5G SmartCities - Forced vaccination - ID 2020 makes the 
surveillance state go 'round 
RFID Microchips in a vaccine - Forced compliance - Gun grabbing - 
Gangstalking - Street theater 
Y'all automatons - I'm the only real person left - Panopticon made from 
fiberoptic cable 



Scream into the Abyss - Scream into the Abyss all you want God won't hear 
you 
*rants about the end of day$* (live from the street corner its... 
american police state LIVE!) 
 
-----"Chasing Godhood versus Chasin' Skirts"----- 
All the problems in my life are women - The first ever Jew-owned central 
bank was in London, never forget! 
People are beyond saving or redemption. They are all monsters waiting for 
the first chance they can get to fuck you over and do you dirty 
People are hypocrites at best and knuckle-dragging mongoloids at worst - 
The mirror's horrifying reflection - This is still a man's world 
We lost our innocence young and the Zionists won't let us get it back - 
These hoes out here sellin' dreams 
It always starts with "think of the children"... you can think of the wee 
runts all the way to the FEMA camp... for your own good... 
No use living by the golden rule when everyone else living by law of the 
jungle - Every broad looks good in a sundress 
The brightest mind on planet Earth is locked up in Florence Supermax 
Prison, Colorado  
 
-----"/\/\ |< |_| |_ T |Z /-\"----- 
Tattoo my knuckles 'D-E-A-D N-S-I-D-E' - One word to best describe me? 
BROKEN 
Modern humans have been domesticated into consumer drones & good little 
worker bees 
Technology has made our lives so damn fake and artificial - My whole damn 
life is social distancing 
My local chicken spot used to be 20-25 $$$ for a family meal, now its at 
33 $$$ - Everything goes up, everything but my will to live 
Trapped in my ruined life, my own personal Hell - Bugs stuck in a giant, 
glowing, CIA-funded spiderweb 
Putting absolutely ZERO value on human life - Bury me face down so the 
world can KISS MY ASS 
CIA cloaking devices following me throughout the house and making things 
"vanish" to gaslight me - Everyone is out to get me with their CIA 
mindfuck bullshit 
Life crushes the spirit - Idealism of youth fades away - All thats left 
is a defeated man 
 
-----"Mermaids and Vaporwave"----- 
Vaping Juul pods while playin' Smash Bros. I have become soy, destroyer 
of worlds - Everyday we stray further from God 
Arsenal fan and one helluva bull-fluffer - Tottenham's biennial locker 
room clearout 
Earl Grey? Who is that? I only drink Boba - Schizophrenics in Turkey: 
"Active Nihilism or piss off" 
Try new 'Enlightenment'!!! By the bottle or by the can! Enlightenment! 
Thats some good shit right tharr... 
Rainbow centipede pride parade goin' down on the Lower East Side - The 
cableman's in drag - Every sissy wears striped socks 
My brain is cannibalizing itself - I'll either become a God or a frowning 
corpse - I do nothing and yet I'm still exhausted... 
Every dollar spent on the war on drugs is another dollar that coulda went 
towards genetically modified catboys 
There is no need to over-complicate your life. Be content with what you 
have, and strive for better 
 
-----"Strangling Karen From H.R. To Death In The Ball Pit"----- 



Welcum 2 kollege: fingerpainting, safe spaces, and critical theory - 
Trans rights memes - $ex $ell$ 
Heroin baby cryin' out 4 a mercy killing - Fuck 'Science!' I'd rather 
believe in Magick 
Women are mentally at the level of children and if the world was left in 
their hands for a whole year everyone would die 
Too kawaii to live, too sugoi to die - PizzaGate is real you people don't 
know the half of it - A special place in Hell 
Sex is a means of control - Mystery-meat americans and their jewish 
handlers - Made in America isn't what it used to be 
We're being conditioned into a state of passive, docile, submission - The 
world left me behind a long time ago 
Competing with each other to be the most well-known ape in the jungle - 
Licking Kelly Ripa's face on national television 
Take 2 puffs off the joint and fancy yourself an intellectual - They'll 
say or do anything to fuel consumer spending 
Reality is too traumatic - Life is too much stress for too little reward 
 
-----"Manic Depressive Drowning A Puppy In The Bathtub"----- 
Go live in a mudhut in the jungle and lecture them about your gluten 
allergy 
Brute-force attack Art until you hit a home run then put ya feet up and 
coast 
Practice makes perfect. Monkeys with typewriters, man. Monkeys with 
typewriters... 
Fresh corpse hanging off the ceiling fan with a stack of books, drawings, 
and notebooks next to it 
Hoping that the narcissist delusions never wear off - Wanting to stay 
manic forever 
Have you ever shitposted so hard the FBI came to your house? I have and 
its not all its cracked up to be 
Bill Clinton, Jeffrey Epstein, and John Podesta walk into a bar... 
Modern life is far too pampered and easy - I will die before my time 
 
-----"Watch This Space"----- 
If you think the Lugenpresse is bad now wait until Siri & Alexa give you 
the news! Oh wait, thats already happening...  
All these bro-tier retards spouting empty platitudes as "depression 
advice" take it for granted that you're rich 
Hit the skids and too chickenshit to face the music - Bird never flew too 
good on 1 wing 
Speak the Truth in this shithole and watch the angry mob turn you into a 
monster and try to ruin your life 
Look how they do Trump! And he's just a neocon Israel-Firster like the 
rest of 'em! 
Nintendo Switch vasectomy - Projecting our insecurities - This world the 
real Hell. This life the real test. 
Fake, delusional, childish fantasies are all that keep us alive. So we 
avoid Reality; the problem is when Fantasy disintegrates 
 
-----"Juxtaposition Crisco Hell"----- 
Big bad entropy gonna getcha!! OOooOooOoOoOOOooO - The beginning & the 
end are both the same 
Everybody north of the Mason-Dixon Line should be shot - Alexa this is so 
sad play XXXtentacion 
All I wanna do is sleep and cry. Nobody will ever understand - This is 
Purgatory I'm already dead 
Does every White family call the pigs on their children or am I just 
special?? 
I view my life as melodramatic romantic pain - Weeping into the mirror 



The Devil's main tactic is confusion - I was the Devil himself in a past 
life to be born into these circumstances 
They use fear to control us, to keep us "in line" - My life has went by 
in a blur 
 
-----"Plastic Surgeon Amateur Hour"----- 
Hop on the transtrender bandwagon with me - Teenage boys kissing each 
other to "practice" for girls ;) 
All our food is being grown from soybeans to weaken us physically, 
mentally, and psychologically 
It's all "Girl Power!" until they have to roll up their sleeves. ACT UP 
for construction jobs! Double standards everywhere... 
Blinded by my own fabulousness YASSS GURL - Culture of pop culture 
worship leads to autism 
Let me tell you about life, son. - All the best + brightest minds of my 
generation are shut-ins or in jail 
Capitalist control over the proles via status-thru-sex - Reekin' of cum 
and desperation, I make a Tinder account 
They spraying us all with cancer-causing agents, beryllium & aluminum, 
look in the sky for fucks sake!!! -  Need mo' money... fo' dem 
programs... 
CNN reports Americans are crossdressing and filing for unemployment at a 
record pace 
Conformity is for weak-willed pussies - Ancient wisdom always holds true 
 
I feel like a monkey with a typewriter just mashing random keys, 
stringing random words together to try and get someone, anyone, to notice 
me and my sad existence. I am so isolated and alienated from the world. 
I'm so lonely but just don't care, I don't care about anything anymore. 
Don't have the willpower to change. I will die this way. Whatever, fuck 
it. I had a good run. 
 
THE END 
THANKS FOR READING 
 
"Practical Anarchist Solutions, LLC" 
by Tony Wilder 
 
Poems from 2020, a few scragglers from 2019, hope you enjoy! 
 
----"No Way Out"---- 
Johnny Law speakin' softly to gather intel then bury you with it later - 
Everybody such a thin-skinned pussy these days 
Whites will be extinct by 2100 and nobody gives a fuck y'all are pathetic 
- I'm a nobleman surrounded by savages 
The mainstream media is hypnotizing Whites to do suicidal things; this is 
pathological altruism 
21st Century: the Age of Anti-Intellectualism - KILL EVERYBODY WALKING - 
#JusticeForPalestine 
Learning what goes on outside your cave is a modern thing - Fuck everyone 
that ain't me - We need a hard reset on civilization 
This "we are all equal" P.C. diversity nonsense is batshit insane - From 
single-celled organisms to human apes and back again 
 
----"WeLcOmE tO mY wOrLd"---- 
Drawing on yourself with ink pen: the original Henna tattoo - Sweat, cum, 
stale tobacco smell - Boredom kills the NEET 
Gettin' nervous and shaking uncontrollably out in public - Venturing 
outside my room only to eat, use the toilet, or smoke 



I'm sick of who, what, when, where, why, how - Give me a small room, my 
books, my laptop, and let me dissociate in peace 
Tweakin' on coffee, chainsmoking, overeating - I don't wanna know 
everything anymore, matter of fact, I don't wanna know anything at all 
 
----"Meat and Potatoes Kinda Guy"---- 
Surprised more people don't have epilepsy in this day and age - Google & 
big tech companies playing God gets old real quick 
Nevermind what Israel's doing goy, play ya lil' Fortnite games - Shitpost 
into the A/b/yss like a chicken with it's head cut off 
I wonder how many people from my past have snitched me out to the Feds as 
a "person of interest"??? 
I'm at my best as a hate-filled recluse - There will be no peace until 
every last Jew is dead 
We're White, as long as we have a racially homogenous society we can make 
any belief system work for us 
Lift, hoard books on gardening & homesteading, ween yourself off 
electricity, pray to the Void. We will live to see collapse 
 
----"An Older, Wiser Tony"---- 
Iron is a lucky metal - Type less LIFT MORE  
Talk is cheap, Life is cheaper - Life's nothing if not painful 
My life is one long dream detached from reality 
Pagan gods are the angels of the Bible - Man has the power within himself 
to become a God 
What goes up must also come down - To know thyself is the greatest battle 
 
----"Breeding Disease"---- 
If a tree falls in the woods and doesn't have a Wikipedia page did it 
really happen? Is it really a tree? 
We don't need gun control we need no more non-Whites in our country - All 
these motherfuckers MKULTRA'd + blind to the Truth 
Deaf-mute's bloodlust - Kill all the journalists - Back in the day even 
swearing was classier 
Fantasizing about being a stand-up comic/Fantasizing about mass murder 
Life is a proper slog - I'm gonna get bedsores at this rate 
Prospective parents should be forced to take some kinda aptitude test to 
screen out the dysgenic hicks 
There really isn't a single explanation for why - My life has been for 
nothing 
 
----"Forever 27 Club"---- 
Vaporwave is the soundtrack to my own personal brand of melancholy 
Sleeping pills and guilt - Never a saint, always a sinner 
I'm up with the sun like I'm in fucking jail or something 
Just wanna hide my shame from the world forever; fuck the struggle 
I'm dying day by day/Slowly but surely I die inside 
Oversocialized MKULTRA computer drone's manifesto: "Keep pushin' and I'ma 
drag a coupla you monsters down to Hell with me" 
Trip Ayahuasca and meditate - Apathy is death and Death is draped in 
comfort 
Longing for closure in my last days - I'm a bedridden loser that no one 
will ever remember or feel anything for 
My soul is forever entwined with this house/My spirit will be linked with 
this house forever 
 
----"Boiling The Frog"---- 
Hard work & sober living don't mean shit - Crime of oppurtunity - 
Surveillance state 



Takin' the wind outcha sails since '93 - Everything that gives me 
dopamine and/or an endorphin rush is good 
Give anyone an ounce of power they turn into police 
That MAGA bullshit; when was this country ever worth a damn?!? NEVER 
All organized religion is man-made lies/Monotheism is garbage trash 
Suicide callin' me but Mrs. Puff dumb thicc... - Life is fuckin' 
overwhelming 
 
----"Vicious Cycle"---- 
Scouting Sun Belt punters in my spare time - Sex makes you weaker 
psychologically 
Complete collapse - Artificial pill happiness - The broken remains of a 
sad life 
Highly dissociative N' ethereal - Genre: "Alternative Horror" - All the 
greatest artists gotta touch of madness 
This is what unchecked capitalism leads to: everything is a fuckin' meme 
- Digital apathy in the trans-humanist age 
Language itself is flawed - Those who talk, don't know. Those who don't 
talk, know. 
 
----"Rainy Tuesday At Stoke"---- 
Schalke 04 is the textbook definition of unremarkably average - Vaping 
causes autism 
I've done enough drugs to make Hunter S. Thompson blush - Saxophone riff 
conveying loneliness 
Blackpilled Fleshlight addict - Sexually torturing myself outta boredom - 
My shitposts belong in a museum 
Gettin' PROPER skunked and watchin' golf - There's no point using 
anything but that good ol' reptilian brain 
Hire Tony Pulis, troll everyone with longball & rugby tactics 
Hanging myself from the doorknob - My life ended before it ever had a 
chance to begin 
 
----"Meme Culture World Citizen"---- 
Inside my head is safe, inside my house is safe. Everyone else is an 
animal, everywhere else is unsafe. 
The monster in the mirror screams out: "I'm a leader, not a follower" 
Post-fap moment of clarity: "Put me next to a chameleon, I'd be the one 
to change" 
DeepFakes are becoming so good, so real, that you literally can't even 
believe your own eyes and ears anymore 
Autistic supercomputers - Smartphones have mind-reading tech - The world 
really ended in 2012 
My advice? Get the hell outta America before it drives you crazy; This 
country is an open-air prison 
A hikikkomori in America - This world isn't worth fighting for 
 
----"Perversions on the Godhead Within"---- 
Another scorcher out here today - People are nasty + ugly outside and 
inside 
It all ain't nothing but Israeli war theatre - The human virus is a 
plague on this Earth 
Deep philosophical insights @ sauna: "Not all who wander are lost" 
All I got inside of me is piss & vinegar - People who don't know enough 
suffering are brainless 
Curiousity killed the cat - Familiarity breeds contempt - Fuck off and 
leave me alone in my fantasy world 
 
----"Ruining Your Life at a Breakneck Pace"---- 



Staring at the ceiling, dreamless sleep, empty mind - One year of 
constantly jotting down shitty web memes & shower thoughts 
(((They))) ruined my life and left me holding the bag - Everything wrong 
with the modern world can be traced far enough back to the kikes 
LARPing as an Ancient Greek philosopher staring at your cock wondering 
where it all went so wrong 
Tony Wilder ---> Unattached ---> now a Huddersfield man - Bender the 
Robot is my spirit animal 
Hard life for a goy - Stay housed by any means necessary - Welfare 
desperado - Life is a meat grinder 
Falling in love with money - Everyone wanna make work like high school 
and it fuckin' sickens me 
Normies treat lying to people as a virtue - People are monsters 
undeserving of sympathy 
Ride the pine, carry the clipboard - Wisdom leads to humility - I have 
nothing to show for my life 
Time is a human invention, putting constraints on the Eternal - Death 
won't solve my problems 
 
----"Bitta Tactical Nous"---- 
Softboys, soyboys, and shabbat goy - The Internet is a fucked up, scary 
place 
K-selected racist bodybuilding memes vs. r-selected nintendo switch memes 
I hardly have any thoughts, just feelings/emotions. It sickens me 
Shout me down, call me schizo; nobody listens anyway - Retards trained to 
mimic our NWO masters in all facets of life 
The modern games been pussified; all sports - Time to get drunk and throw 
D batteries at Santa Claus 'cuz all our sports teams suck!! 
Everything starts out as a cargo cult of hipsterdom before it goes 
mainstream, true pros go underground and stay underground 
USA nation of stool pigeons STOP SNITCHIN' - I wasted my life gettin' 
high 
Long in the tooth in NPCworld - Last man standing on the planet of the 
apes 
Things are NOT fuckin' tickety-boo mate, thanks for asking 
 
----"Once-in-a-generation Talent"---- 
Playin' it fast + loose I like danger thats all there is to it - Abo 
cunts huff petrol 'cuz they are 2 redpilled 4 this world 
Drug dealer chic all I do is lift weights and wait for the phone to chirp 
that's my aesthetic baby M O V I N G W E I G H T 
Everyone has let the Internet drive them insane - Rei > Asuka - Truth is 
stranger than fiction 
All my trips down memory lane inevitably end in me cringing - Theres 
nothing to wake up for - Share in my misery, you bastards!!! 
Larry Fitzgerald the only wide receiver since like, the year 2000, thats 
NOT a CLOWN primadonna 
White people the only race of humans that so damn willingly & knowingly 
gulps down that Zionist kool-aid and asks for seconds 
I got a love/hate relationship with Life itself, and hate tends to win 
out. Eternal Hatred 19-0 S.B. Champs 
Targeted harassment by the Feds - "Human rights" is the biggest buzzword 
out right now 
Fightin' fair is 4 suckas - It hurts to exist - Only death will liberate 
us 
 
----"4:53 AM Chelsea Clinton Kidnapping"---- 
Going around + around in circles tryna catch my tail - Life is Cyclical 
;) 



CFR-funded child sex abuse rings - Adrenochrome farming - Archons walk 
among us 
Azarel, Baphomet, Lucifer, Satan, whatever you wanna call him; is 
physically real & lives under N.Y.C. 
(((They))) re-built the Abomination, and Desolation is here - Anyone with 
insider knowledge of the Beast's inner workings gets silenced 
You can't fight against something thats been corrupted with compromised 
resources - DROP OUT, AND TUNE OUT 
Too aware of the horrors of this world?!? You're "mentally ill", when the 
real sickness is smiling and carrying on like the whole damn world ain't 
went crazy! 
Wages: checked Revolutionaries: suppressed - Maybe the key to happiness 
is actually just being retarded 
 
----"Afghanistan Poppy Fields 2005"---- 
CFR & Trilateral Comission funding for my Fentanyl epidemic - U.S.A. is a 
test-tube country 4 N.W.O.  
Laying down in the swamp singing odes to Heqet with the frogs - Cursed be 
the sun 
Facebook 2.3 billion users, Instagram 1.1 billion; The people on Earth 
got they dirty laundry hangin' on the digital clothesline 
Millions of years of evolution but we're still monkeys - High IQ people 
are all depressed - Just let me NEET in peace you assholes 
Support both sides and watch them destroy each other or support nothing 
and fight the System at every turn 
Field of tulips with huge butterflies fluttering about to and fro - 
Should do something truly brave for once and kill myself 
 
----"Failure Fuck Fairy"---- 
Age of Aquarius y'all! - I just wanna get as much fun outta life as 
possible 
One long, never-ending shitpost - Eternal monologue - Whatever gets ya 
rocks off honey ;) 
There are only 2 genders: smash or pass - I wanna retire to Thailand 
(((They))) bleed the working man dry so (((They))) can buy Ferrari #12 & 
mansion #4 
My future? Selling my body for money and drugs - Transsexual children of 
God 
Fuck it, I'll be dead soon enough. 
 
----"Choosing My Spot"---- 
Better him than me - Violence solves everything - I hate looking in the 
mirror 
If I could feel anything I'd be so damn ashamed of myself - I'm an idiot 
and I deserve this 
The Spirit of God is within us all - I wanna run naked thru the woods 
forever 
I'm only good at sleeping and misery - Vanish completely to the South 
Pacific 
Kinda sick world we live in - Essential 'women will never understand'-
core 
Fuck the "wanna-bes", where my "never-beens" at?!?!? 
Imagine God's version of Heaven if he deems this world acceptable to live 
in 
Serve in Heaven versus Reign in Hell 
Just sit back, kick ya feet up, and let your life run its course 
 
----"Institutionalized"---- 
Take your "morals and ethics" and blow 'em outcha ass!!! - One day a real 
rain will come... 



The illegality of drugs is all about politics, taxation, and keepin' the 
prison-labor supply fully stocked 
How the fuck I'ma get re-acclimated to society after spendin' so much 
time outside of it?? I'm not, that's how! 
Play by the rules, get lobotomized by pills and put on a list - America 
is an ass-backwards banana republic 
Recorded human history (ApeStory) - There's no good left in my broken, 
calloused, heart 
Withdrawing inwardly and/or doing drugs is the only rational response to 
the insanity of this world 
 
----"Behemoth Awakening 1984"---- 
All my Internet friends gonna hate me for this, but... - Cellphones are 
all direct lines to the Feds 
Without an ID and a SSN you'd be living in the woods eatin' berries and 
we call that "progress" 
Riding the razor's edge - Hope for the best, prepare for the worst 
Nostalgia/re-living the past: all it does is bring pain - I understand 
why people shoot up their workplace now 
Female praying mantis' eat the male after sex NEVER FORGET - More and 
more hopeless by the day 
Rather live in dreams than reality - America the Great Satan - Boredom 
the default mode of human experience 
"It wasn't nothing I read, I just got sick of seeing machines tearing up 
Nature" 
 
----"Oxytocin or Oblivion"---- 
Nature taking its course - It's like a jungle out there 
Addict gives birth to heroin baby - Life is beautiful :) 
Having sex with your sacred cow all night long 
Politics & Religion = 2 crutches for weak people 
Day 1 or Day 365, it's all the same - My insouciance 'bout it all 
If it hasn't gone to the dogs yet, I must not know about it! 
All I know how to do is give up and give in - 2kool4skool 
There is no good in us as a species, a race, whateva. We're all trash. 
 
----"Gnostic Shitposting"---- 
Web 2.0 is dead, long live the A/b/yss - NCAA '11 and FIFA '07 are the 
G.O.A.T. sports video games 
Boxers > briefs - Pickin' dingleberries is based and redpilled - 
Brainless staffas retard 
Hawai'i is kawaii ^~^ - Captain James Cook is my hero - Wank, shitpost, 
nap LOL 
Bidding 500 Dogecoin for Belle Delphine's bath water - Come to LDAR and 
chill, brother. 
Its all gone tae choccos lad... be better off talkin' shite with me aul 
ma... 
Tryin' to cope with how shitty & fucked up life is - I hope that Death is 
like sleep or a coma 
JDIMSA = just die in my sleep already - Welcome to my world. Welcome to 
Hell. 
 
----"Curacao Starting Left-Back"---- 
From the heyday of Ferguson's dominance, absolute stranglehold over 
England, to spending 50 million quid (not combined, APIECE!) for Fred & 
Wan-Bissaka fukken' LMAO!!! 
Emo died, goth died, raves died; wiggers are alive and well, trannies are 
popular. Fuck this timeline 
So-called "Nazis" acting like Twitter screencaps mean anything - Let the 
savages kill each other over identity politics, over nothing. 



"Country Grammar" and "Tipsy" still THUMP after all these years - Murder 
with no hesitation - This shit ain't kosher 
Romelu Lukaku scores 20 a year but 15 of 'em against the bottom half of 
the table. "elite" striker LOL 
Money the root cause of all our problems but it's also the only real fix 
- Monkey see, monkey do 
White Power and breed asian women's pussy - Women are objects - Anything 
that goes against Nature is wrong 
I hope that I just die in my sleep one night. Quick and painless - My 
last will & testament: give it all away and life is pain 
 
----"Rookie of the Year: Lust Demon Guarding the Entrance to Hell"---- 
Digital hoarding - I want to cream Midna's tight little pussy!! - In all, 
Slack. In Slack, all. 
"It's not gay if it's to Bailey Jay" - Take MDMA and turn into a 
normalfag - Pop science horseshit has replaced religion 
Synthetic humanoids ruling over us - Shapeshifting multidimesional child 
molesters - (((They))) put RoundUp in our food 
Hypnotized by Anita Sarkeesian's feet - "America's Got Talent" is 
sickening and perverse - "FingerFamily Youtube" is MKOFTEN 4 kidz 
Natalie Mars is SEXY!! - 3-4 base defence > 4-3 base defence - Martin 
Luther was a nutjob 
Unite against Zionist New World Order versus constant division & 24/7 
subdividing and labelling of people to fight against NWO-created 
boogeymans 
Setting it to vibrate then rammin' it in there - None of y'all faggots 
ever drank alone - Death as an artform 
 
----"Zombified By Drugs"---- 
Quasi-homeless strung-out on Heroin - TV + Sugar will rot your brain - 
Family so dysfunctional we just cancel holidays 
What makes a man, a man?!? Higher capacity for suffering & a pair of 
testicles - Beat Moishe to a bloody pulp, rape jewess 
I'm not a horny teenager anymore - All women dream of dominating men - 
The thrist is real... the thrist Israel 
T R A P P I N O F F A F L I P P H O N E - Bring back them fuckin' 
Qualudes!!! - Y'all be fuckin' with my sobriety! 
Depression is just par for the course when you have a shitty life, lack 
the means to fix it, and are aware of the fact instead of putting on the 
blinders to be happy 
 
----"Vomit As Modern Art"---- 
writing in all lowercase as a half-baked attempt to convey low mood - 
Jack Rodwell is the English Freddie Adu 
The virgin plaid, the Chad TARTAN - Stay writing hoping I'll shit the 
golden egg one day 
Bang H, chainsmoke, play guitar - AA/NA is federal surveillance - I hate 
what my lifes become 
Southern Cal D-Linemen versus programmed robot zombie people - 
"Mainstream" = Jew-approved for goyim consumption 
I've been constantly fucked with + fucked over, I gotta damn right to be 
bitter!! 
Complete dystopia ruled over by MegaCorp Inc. - Americans are fat and 
stupid 
Play by the rules and get fucked the System is designed to take all the 
White people's money and re-distribute it to the muds 
Rippin' my fingernails off from the constant noise torture - My future? 
Run away, disappear completely, then die 
 
----"Sex, Drugs, and Mind Control"---- 



Florida State won!! We eatin' Publix crab legs tonight boys!!! - The 
hedonic treadmill is the only treadmill I run on 
Slink around the house like a creature of the night - Loneliness Porn 
Addiction Suicide Death 
Living at the beach --> good, Living in the mountains ---> great, Living 
in the city ---> shit 
Pet ownership is a surrogate activity for having kids and its the same 
Demiurgic prison planet bullshit 
Politicians empty words they are all narcissists in love with the sound 
of their own voice 
Young suburbanites thinking Carhartt and Ford is "country" - If you don't 
fap to emo boys your my enemy *unsheathes katana* 
America is now North Mexico, thanks Boomers!!! - "domestic terrorism" 
just means "threat to global zionist hegemony" 
We are entering into a world where its totally okay to rape kids but not 
okay to eat meat or smoke 
Internet references, hypercapitalism, memes - Sit your kids in front of 
the TV and let it do the parenting for you 
Just give me some Xanax and whiskey and let me sleep my life away; fuck 
this shit 
 
----"COINTELPRO (((COINCIDENCE)))"---- 
Doughy, effete, androgynous and LOVING IT!! - Pride month or no month, 
its like an ocean of faggotry out there 
Dialectical Materialism + nigger worship = swagfag wiggers - Blacks are 
colossal pussies when alone 
The suffix "-ist" tore down White civilizations; Trotsky laughs from the 
grave - Nikki Minaj is a reptilian 
Creepy is normalfag speak for "low self-esteem and shows it" - If you 
don't have 500 friends on Facebook you are a potential school shooter 
Animal instinct say procreate and reproduce my lizard brain say keep 
yourself insulated in a cocoon and keep yourself entertained 24/7 
Eat shrooms, bang on drum, be happy - The military has forcible 
transgender technology that can make you gay 
Not enough people are aware to the ecological, agricultural, and 
biological, terrorism that the U.S. Gov't is responsible for 
 
----"Sink The Boats Keep Europe White"---- 
LeBron James is a bitch - Human conflict and wars 101: me good ape, you 
bad ape 
Pain pills flow like water and out-of-work Whites dropping like flies all 
to MSM applause 
Why does your piss fork in two after sex or a wank? Askin' the REAL 
questions here! 
A comfortable mattress is worth it's weight in gold - 666 the number of 
Man 
Segregation worked just fine - Women need to know their place 
Bible says "the poor man's wisdom is reviled" and I know that's the truth 
The kikes in charge have neutered the West. We pray 2 jew jesus, die for 
israel, and are grateful 4 it 
 
----"Zersetzung_Online"---- 
Let the solar flares hit! Turn off the lights & lets all kill each other 
I'd rather kill myself than live without Internet - 3rd eye stays shut - 
ABSOLUTELY CALCIFIED 
Alexa search for 'Tonkin Gulf incident', 'USS Liberty', 'Rosenberg leaks' 
Leftist horseshit is a disease of the mind and the spirit - Can't be a 
man 'cuz he doesn't vape the same e-cig as me 
USA Conservatives: "Facebook is a universal human right but not 
healthcare!" 



Porn is getting nastier and more mainstream - We live in a society 
Would die in the woods in a week - Modern life is an affront to God and 
Nature 
 
----"Cheeky lil' Nathan"---- 
Intelligent, nihilistic, with a WICKED sense of humor ;) - Men make 
better women than actual women LOL 
I'm all for sabermetrics but 'exit velocity' is retarded - Colin 
Kaepernick is a master troll - I hope ESPN goes bankrupt 
'Ferris Bueller's Day Off' is literally a 10/10 perfect movie - Homeless 
drug addicts are the real geniuses of our society 
It's amazing how music can totally change the feel of an event or what 
someone is saying 
That EBT money go in - IT consultant Game of Thrones incel - Veronica 
rejects gentlemen gamers like myself 
I've never voted, never will - I want to import a ladyboy wife from 
Thailand just for teh lulz 
Positively C H U F F E D - I reject society - I'm the belle of the ball 
Dog-eat-dog world out there... - Archons... Archons everywhere... 
 
----"New York Traffic"---- 
America backing the Kurds tells you all you need to know - "Right-wing" 
logorrhea excusing away everything the Zionists are up to 
You can't go wrong with some gin and a good book - Women's IQ on average 
is 20-30 points lower than men's 
Protestants all come from money and act like spoiled brats/overgrown 
children - They all obsessed with appearances 
Euthanasia should be legal worldwide - Better to wander aimlessly than be 
stuck somewhere 
It's all just a con game. Even the most composed individuals who say they 
got it all figured out crack from the slightest inconveniences 
 
----"2008 Detroit Lions MVP"---- 
DC > Marvel - Anti-androgen and testerone blockers in our drinking water 
The 4-5-1/4-2-3-1 is objectively the best formation for football 
Couldn't get a stream of English 2nd Division football so I jerk off and 
watch "the weird side of YouTube" AKA 12 year olds making Slenderman in 
Windows Movie Maker 
There is nothing worse than uptight, super serious, "Internet is srs 
bizness!!!" NERDS 
SWERVE BITCH YASSSS MISS ME WITH DAT BIG PHARMA GURLLLL WORKKKKK - Jerry 
Jones is a pedophile 
Living in this country will kill your soul granted you get enough 
exposure to the outside 
Can't even trust your racial brothers and sisters in this kiked-out 
modern world 
Game the System by any means necessary - Choosing my spot - I call the 
noose in my closet "Spot" 
I indulge all my vices - Life ain't worth all the fuckin' hassle 
 
----"Robin Meade Nip Slip"---- 
Pop/Rap concert = open-air Satanic Black Mass - English are White jews, 
Chinese are yellow jews 
Goyim means cattle, (((They))) view us all as disposable cattle for their 
aims 
Facebook + Youtube down for 3 days? Riots in the streets - SWAG = 
Secretly We Are Gay 
Stuck in journalling Hell, you can't write your way outta journalling 
Hell 



Tortured by the Demiurge - 'SpongeBob SquarePants' is capitalist 
propaganda 
Spinwheel eyes, TV head, Prozac brain, rather be dead - There is no 
inherent value in life 
 
----"Fucking USA"---- 
Hypnotized by the Talmudic brainwashing machine - Ye olde braindrain - 
American fixation on big, big everything 
Too many people alive today, not enough Whites; the world is dangerously 
unbalanced - White guilt Sharia-controlled zone 
CIA breaks into my house every night - USA #1 and mentally ill - The 
American psychiatric industry is the most evil shit in the world 
"Check your privilege" is the ultimate in Orwellian NewSpeak - Americans 
can't into banter, obnoxious cunts 
Default Dude: plain inoffensive mulatto with no defining features or 
personality quirks; That's our future under Zionist Jewish enslavement 
(((They))) can make money off pharmaceuticals, if (((they))) can't make 
money off it, then its "illegal" 
Everything I've went thru was for nothing - Buncha chimps that's all you 
people are, soulless animals 
 
----"Between 2 Consenting Adults"---- 
Crabs are just the spiders of the sea - Surf > turf 
There's 2 types of people in this world: masochists, and sadists 
My roller-derby girl name Amy Atrophy - I was a teenage hooker 
The politics of tranny sex - Royal pain in the ass 
TJ Maxx callgirls - Discount hookers - Transvestite 5 o'clock shadow 
Why is everything always about sex with you shitlibs??? 
Biological instinct is screaming at me to FUCK, the pesky bugger 
Can't scratch that particular itch, so don't get itchy!! 
Hare Krishna - Hare Krishna - Hare Krishna 
 
----"Andorran Shopping Spree"---- 
Hasidic Jews believe you can dance your way to God - Fun's the name of 
the game 
Expectant Clown Mother: "all that deadbeat ever does is juggle bowling 
pins! We gotta mouth to feed here!! What a clown..." 
Well I'll be a monkey's uncle!! - Technology can get more advanced, but 
it'll never be as FUN! 
Premonitions of the far distant future in my dreams I'm talkin' like 2680 
A.D. the year 3000 shit like that 
RAIDER NATION BITCH!!! - Friendship is dead - These cunts are allergic to 
FUN!! 
Women make 10X as much as men, thats crapitalism for ya - "You die if you 
work" t. Anzu Futaba 
 
----"Giant Moth Scenic Rural Village"---- 
I am a walking, talking, cringe compilation - Stuck in thought loops 
I do not see matter in it's various states, only my PROPERTY that I have 
yet to exert my will over 
"Salmon" dat Cape Cod pink, dat Kennedy pink - I wanna breed Elaine from 
'Seinfeld' 
The New World Order was established on September 11th, 2001 - Hail Saturn 
777 Man As God 
Celtic is plastic paddy F.C. if you really wanna drape yaself in the 
Tricolor root for Hibs or sod off 
Long rants about bitterness... Pure Venom - Let my heart atrophy away 
from neglect (use it or lose it, pal) 



"Female hysteria" used to be in the DSM, it was a disease you could say a 
woman had. Now bitches' craziness is celebrated. They are all insane 
cunts 
Impending Doom of our time... long Antinatalist screeds... - The curse of 
life 
Active Nihilism Gang 2020 - Unlimited welfare and a Onahole collection - 
Dying alone and unwanted 
 
----"Tony Wilder Never Born Again"---- 
Welcome to My Hometown: Alcoholism and a perpetually 4-8 or 5-7 football 
team - Women have no concept of Time or how to handle finances 
Would love to put the hurt on some these yung'uns... Fuck your partying 
bullshit y'all ain't real 
Time is all we have, eat your kids - America needs a proper pub culture - 
1:48 PM, I need a proper siesta 
People that've never had to struggle in life always say the most retarded 
shit; again, mostly women 
Go lowbrow, go middlebrow, go higbrow; Shave ya eyebrows off you 
pretentious ass 
Internet access = endless entertainment & escapism - Devolving back into 
ape-like forms 
21st-Century big ass and titties - Time runs out eventually - Offshore 
drillin' 4 tha fountain of youth 
The Way is within; You only gain as much from The Way as you allow 
yourself to 
Modern-day burial chamber - Laying down taciturn & quiescent in my 
bedroom 
 
----"8 Shots of Aqua Vitae"---- 
#1 sign of a fatty: cheese on everything - Use "torrent" or "download", 
"pirate" has become (((Their))) word 
Kevin de Bruyne looks like an albino lesbian - >tfw no qt emo bf - 
Copyright Law is illegitimate 
No more OC, No one is original, everyone is a braindead sheep but me - 
Fuck Thatcher/Eirinn Go Bragh 
*Riverdances on yer gay face* - Parrots some cheeky lil' buggers - 
American soccer culture is cringe 
Hitler was a manlet with an inferiority complex because he wasn't Celtic 
- Okay... this is epic 
15 minutes into sweat lounge and chill - The American Dream has been 
killed by the corporations 
Experimental dream collage/Absurdist daydreaming - Think 4 yourself, 
fight the power 
 
----"xXx_Big_Brain_Nibba_xXx"---- 
Welfare is the carrot-on-the-stick that keeps me running and if I don't 
get it? It's curtains for me 
Easy microwave slop 4 lonely single men - Extinction teetering on a 
knife's edge 
>taking advice from tibetan basketweaving forums - Eric Cantona is the 
man 
Buncha Hormel-eatin', sodie-pop drinkin', don'tcha know C H U C K L E F U 
C K S 
Great Depression 2.0: Electric Boogaloo Coming 2020 to a formerly White 
working class neighborhood near you! 
I just wanna hide myself from the world until I can muster up the courage 
to kill myself 
 
----"Butterfly in Mothland: America the Pitiful"---- 



Peppa Pig??? We want Proper Pig!!! - 'Luv me tea 'Luv me sosig rolls vote 
Leave SIMPLE AS 
State-sanctioned violence against White people, this is worst timeline - 
I fucking hate my peer group they're a buncha queers 
Life in the city: Fat, lazy, stupid; at the whims of petty tyrants - 
Fresh off the boat? Fuck that, I wanna go back on the bleedin' boat!! 
Sir-Mix-A-Lot and Big Macs have the same cultural value as David Lynch 
and avant-garde throat singing music 
Y'all can have America just SEND ME HOME - Ultimately, nothing matters. 
Do whatever the fuck you wanna do 
 
----"Level 9 CPU Greninja with a Ray Gun"---- 
Wishing I was in the green hills of Ireland - You either born a trust-
fundie or a heroin baby 
Postin' my nudes on Microencephaly support forums - Holy Toledo, Batman! 
I can't stop doin' it... 
Ripping up the Balfour Declaration - HEAR THAT SHILLARY I AM WHITE AND 
PROUD - Add me @JesusChrist 
Kike pops a painkiller pill, LARPs as Jesus Christ, news at 11 - Takin' 
it easy pro tour - Ghosts in the screen 
Me as a "YouTuber": Top 10 trans pornstars, N64 speedruns, dank memes - 
The emperor's been naked for awhile now, people!!! 
I coulda been a contender, I coulda been somebody... - I'm consumed with 
regrets - Life Sucks Drop Out 
 
----"Leviathan Smoke Break 833 B.C."---- 
Women's Sports: career-ending fashion faux pas - <3 me some thick asian 
broads - Fat girls got some good pussy gangweed gamers rise up 
Surgically-implanted alien nanotech - CIA out here running eugenics 
programs on all the smart ones in the herd - White Power 1488 Now and 
Forever 
"The Matrix" ruined a generation now all paranormal/political/conspiracy 
talk has to be neatly organized into different colored pills 
All anyone can talk about anymore is who they sleep with, who they vote 
for, and the color of their skin. Me eek eek ape You ook ook ape. 
Call a man a pussy he'll run out and drop a few hundred on products that 
say "I'M A MAN!" its an advertiser's world we just fuck in it, work in 
it, die in it. 
My life is some 'Truman Show' watchin' the watchers type shit - I wish I 
was never born - Cursed be the day of my birth 
 
----"Water Is Wet"---- 
Hollow, Dead inside, Devoid of emotion 
If I still knew how to cry, I'd cry all day and night 
Having to re-teach myself how to fall asleep naturally 
I feel nothing, not anymore 
Just a calm passive acceptance 
I will die by my own hand 
 
Anxiety in the grocery store - Baseball and cold showers 
I have no passion - Cold and heartless 
Overcast rainy days are the best 
To have never been born at all is better 
 
I'm doing time 
You're doing time 
We're all doing time 
Prison Planet 
This is the death of the West 
 



Comfortably androgynous 
Empty shell of a human being wearing a dead skin mask 
Masquerading as some class of Death prophet 
Its all over for me 
 
----"Captain's Log Stardate 3.24.20"---- 
The Artist has been, and forever will be, denigrated by society. Spat on 
and trampled underfoot, we are a nation of old women scared of our own 
shadows.  
Soulless automatons lost to our addictions, we tear asunder that which we 
do not understand, all in the name of the Almighty Dollar. Drug usage and 
suicide rates go thru the roof... White Man Defeated... the hordes never 
grow tired of our flesh. Profaning the Sacred and speaking of consumer 
experiences in hushed reverential tones. The Powers That Be have turned 
this world as ugly and barren as their own blackened souls. Have your 
Kabbalah, have your information overload, your celebrity lifestyles. I 
will stay in my room. I will weep for what has been lost. 
 
THE END 
THANKS FOR READING 
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